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The EI.dvent of the Finite .Element Method, in association with 
the digital computer, has provided the means for analysing almost 
any boundary value problem based on rationally conceived constitutive 
relations. Thus, the oversimplified analytical.models of soil mechanics 
textbooks may be extended to include more realiRtic paramet~rs so that 
less demands are made on engineering judgement. The temptation to 
incorporate every conceivable parameter of any relevance is to be 
avoided since models that are too complex may be extremely difficult 
to interpret and thus become ineffectual. A more profitable approach 
is to start with a simple model and then introduce significant 
parameters individually to assess their relative importance and 
obtain a "feel" for thp. problem. 
Parametric studies on the bearing capacity and settlement of 
loaded clay layerR are" conducted here with these considerations in mind. 
An understanding of soil behaviour in the intermediate loading 
range, although important to safe and economical design, has hitherto 
been largely neglected. Here, the traditional linear elastic and 
.. 
rigid-plastic materials are combined to provide the means for studying 
soil behaviour from low working to collapse load conditions. 
The Initial Stress Method, based on the finite element analysis, 
is employed to deal with the elastoplastic materials. 
xii 
A novel assembly procedure termed "Stack Addition" has been 
devised to aid economy of computation. "Stack Addition" is adapted to 
deal with the vertical cut problem, and guidelines are set out for 
solving problems of consolidation and other boundary~value problems 
of significance in soil mechanics. 
Finally, sugGestions 'are made on possible approaches to other 
important soil nlechanics' topics, in the present"'context of parametric 
studies. 
.' . ., 
1 
, INTRODUCTION 
In 'recent ypars, there has been considerable research aimed at 
redressing the anomalies 'inherent 'in the traditional textbook 
approach to the analysis of bearing capacity and settl~ment of soil 
bodies subject to external loading as well.as under aelf7weight. An 
excellent account of some of the more serious deficiencies may be found 
in a paper by Roscoe ( 1 ). On the one hand, efforts pave been made 
to improve the ideal constitutive relations for soil. Notable 
amongst these are the work done on. the critical state ( 1 ) and stress-
dilatancy ( 2 ) models by Cambridge and Manchester Universities 
respectively. 
These models are, however, as yet in a comparatively early 
,stage of development and thus strictly applicable to somewhat 
idealised solIs under equally idealised conditions only ( 1 , 2 ). 
Despite this, limitations in the models have already been 
brought to light during application to some plane strain problems 
( 3 ). Thus, at present, their predictive power on behaviour in the 
field may be very little greater than that of the simple materials 
. , 
of the traditional approach ( 4 , 5 ). 
On the other hand, numerous parametric studies have beell 
conducted to improve the overall analytical model whilst more or' 




These studies have two important attributes, namely:-
(a) The analytical models are relatively simple so that they may 
be readily interpreted without undue costs. 
(b) The models are a natural development of the traditional 
approa~h so that previous experience on the latter basis 
is still relevant. 
In the past, it has been customary to rely on a few solutions 
to simple problems of bearing capacity and 'settlement with consequent 
heavy demands made on engineering judgement. to allow for differences 
between !he analytical models and reality. The advent of the Finite 
Element Method ( 6 ), in conjunction with the availability of large 
digital computers, has now provided the means whereby almost any 
problem in continuum mechanics based on rationally conceived 
constitutive relations may be analysed - at least in principle. 
In soil mechanics, this has led to improvements in the 
oversimplified analytical models hitherto available by means: of 
parametric studies ( 7 ). 
Owing to the present day availability of powerful computers, 
there is a temptation to strive to build analytical models to account 
for eV~ry conceivable relevant par~eter. However, if these models 
are too complex, their interpretation may become extremely difficult 
so that they are ineffectual. It would be better tactics, in the writer's 
opinion, to start with a simple model and then introduce parameters 
of likely sienificance one at a time to assess their relative 
importance aR Viell as to obtain a "feel" for the problem. The 
parametric studien on bearing-capacity and settlement of- loaded-clay 
layers ,of the present thesis are conducted on this basis. For this 
purpose the linear elastic and rieid-plastic materials of the 
traditional approach are combined to provide various -- simple 
idealisations of soil behaviour that are applicable from low working 
to collapse load conditions.~The means is thus available for the study 
of Roil behaviour in the intermediate loading range which, although 
of importance to safe and economical design., has hitherto been 
largely neglected. To deal with the above elastoplastic behaviour, 
. 
the Initial Stress Method ( 8 ), w~ich is an extension of the well-
established Finite Element approach to elastic analysis, has been 
employed. 
Chapter 1 provides a detailed account ,of the analytical,models 
to be employed in the parametric studies of the following chapter. 
A novel procedure for assembling finite elements to facilitate 
accurate computation without corresponding increase in cost - i.e. 
"Stack Addition" - is presented. The elastoplastic stress-strain 
increment relations for a Tresca material are derived. All analytical 
models are fully defined with the aid of flow charts • 
. , 
In Chapter 2, several parametric studies on the bearing capacity 
and settlement of a saturated clay layer subject to undrained strip 
loading are carried out. This is preceeded by satisfactory preliminary 
chec~q on the numerical approach via comparisons with known solutions. 
In Chapter 3, the necessary, adaptations to the analytical 
models of Chapte>r 2 to implement alternative Mohr-Coulomb behaviour 
are presented to pave the way for similar parametric studies on 
drained behaviour. Some encouraging result~ are obtained for a,simple 
example of a drained model thereby justifying further study. 
For the same reasons, the modifications to "Stack Addition" to 
deal with the vertical cut problem are given and a simple example 
is solved to show that good results may be achieved. 
To further increase the scope of parametric stUdies along 
present lines, ,the procedures for,dealing·with,consolidation·and. 
various boundary value problems of significance in.',soil mechanics, 
are indicated •. 
Finally, some suggestions are made on possible, approaches to 
other soil mechanics topics of relevanceL·in~the .present,context., 
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CHAPTER 1 
SOME ELASTIC AND ELASTOPLASTIC MODELS FOR STUDTING'THE m:iIAVIOUR OF 
. , 
CLAY LAYERs AND EXTENSIVE CLAY :BODOO SU13JECT TO STRIP LOADING 
1.1. Introduction 
The present chapter develops several 'elastic and elaetoplastic 
modele, based on the Finite Element Method, for numerical solution 
~ing a digital computer. 
These mod~le are ~ed in Chapter 2 to conduct some parametric 
studies on strip loading on clay layers and exteneive clay bodies. 
with particular emphasis on the'eettlement and bearing capacity of 
clay layers under undrained conditions. 
As a convenient starting point, a-rectangular aseemblage of 
linear elastic; triangular finite elements in plane strain is presented. 
:By keeping -its overall dimensions general, a half-space,' or a '.layer 
overlying a rigid base may be idealised. The elastic properties of 
individual elements are arbitrary eo that the model is, effectively, 
random inhomogeneo~. A uniformetrip load is applied mid-waY'along 
the horizontal surface. 
. To obtain an accurate solution, a fine mesh is provi~ed around the 
loaded area. A .large number of 'elements ie thus adopted and a solution 
cannot be obtained via direct inversion of the stiffne!s matrix of the 
6 
entire aesemblage ( maximum size of 4470 b~ 4470 ). 
To overcome thie problem, a technique called "Stack Addition" ie 
used, whereby only a line of joints need be coneidered at a time. 
The method was first introduced in another work (' 9 ), but it 
has been necessary to make certain changes to deal with asymmetry of . 
loading or material properties about the centre of the loaded area. 
Its purely physical approach, in contrast with other similar" 
techniques, has obvious engineering appeal. 
~y using only a few component elements as the basis for systematic 
aeeembly into a highly uniform mesh, further reduction in computer 
usage can result. 
This general elastic model is then adapted to evolve, several 
, 
other elastic models with lesser degrees of inhomogeneity and non-
uniform loading. 
Next, the Initial strese Method ( 8 ) ie applied to the model 
to s~mulate an ~laetoplastic material. A particular category of plastio 
behaviour is adopted which obeys the Tresca yield criterion and its 
associated flow rule. It is assumed that the elements are linear elastic 
( as before ) and linear work hardening ( cons'tant ) at yield. The plane 
strain elastop1aetic relations are derived according to the formulation 
required by the Initial Stress Method. 
The model hae a random distribution of elastic properties as 
before, and also a random strength distribution. The degree of work 
hardening is the same for all elements. 
This general elaBtopl~tic model is then adapted to evolve several 
7 
other elaetopl~ticmodele with. leeser degreee of inhomogeneity and 
non-uniform loading. 
Finally, an exteneion to the Initial str~ee Method ie presented 
whereby a variable degree of work hardening ( or eoftening ), as the 
material flows plaetically, may be handled in any of the elastoplaetic 
modele thus modified. 
The material properties of all modele are assumed to be ieotropic. 
, ' 
8 
1.2. The linear elastic finite element model for uniform 8trip loading 
on the 8urface of an ieotropic, random inhomogeneoU8 half-8pace 
or layer overlying a rigid baee 
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Fig. 1. Doundary value probleme and finite element,ideali8ation 
9 
Fig. 1 illuetrates a finite element idealisation for strip 
loading on the horizontal eurface of a linear elastic half-space or 
layer overlying a fully adhesive rigid base t for a frictionless base, 
. 
the joints at the bottom boundary are mounted on rollers; however, on, 
the premise that soil mechanics problems are generally better repreeented 
by the adhesive condition ( 10 ), only full fixture .is considered ). 
Random inhomogeneity of Young's Modulus ( E ) and Poisson's 
Ratio (v), in both bodies is idealised by attributing arbitrary 
values of these ,ela.et!c properties, to individual elements. 
For the half-space, both lateral and bottom boundaries have to be 
sufficiently remote from ~he loaded area. For the layer, only the lateral 
boundaries ar~far removed;, the bottom boUndary is set to the lay~r depth. 
To 'Simplify the discuesion, square Bays are assumed throughout the 
, 
a.esemblage. In the actual models adopted in Chapter 3, these are generally 
~ed to produce a fine mesh in the vicinity of the loaded area; near the 
boun~aries.wher~ the influence of the load is small, rectangular Bays are 
~ed so that less elements are required to keep the boundaries remote. 
A brief description suffices to adapt the model to include rectangular 
Bays in the latter part of the d~scussion. 
It was found that by adopting the width of the strip load as shown 
in Fig. 1, sufficient accuracy can be expected in both ela.etic as well 
as elastoplastic models. 
More will be said about accuracy of solution in Chapter 3. 
starting with a brief resume of the Finite Element Method, the 
assemblage is then systematically built up, via a single component 
10 
triangular finite element ~ the' baeic finite element. This element 
generates the BaY' which, in turn, generates·, .. the-Stack. The Stacks are' 
then joined together to form the final mesh - see Fig. 1. 
The solution of the given boundary value proble. is then effected 
in an eseentiallY' reverse procees. 
Flow eharte are presented to supplement the theory as well as 
showing how the eomputer program is written. 
~rief aecounts of the modifieations required to deal with lesser 
degrees of inhomogeneity and non-unifor. loading are next presented. 
1 • " 
Finally, the adaptation of the general model to deal with 
rectangular ~ays is discussed. 
The aim of this ehapter is to keep the format proble.-orientated. 
l . ,.,. 
The references provided may be used as further reading. 
. . 
A working knowledge of the stiffness method in structural 
analysis is aesumed. 
.. . -.' : . 
~ .. 
11 
1.2.1. The Finite Element Method 
The particular finite eleMent formulation adopted is known as 
the Displacement Method and ie baeed on the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure. 
This procedure obtains approximate eolutione t. self-adjoint ( 
i.e., can be deduced from a variational principle) elliptic boundary 
value. problems euch ae the etatic problems in elasticity considered 
here. 
The variational principle concerned is that of minimu. potential 
energy; it states that of all geometrically acceptable patterne of 
displacements for any given proble~, the trU~ one ie that ~hich leads 
to minimum potential energy. 
In applying the Rayleigh-Ritz procedUre, one begins byeimply' 
. 
choosing to approximate the true solution of the displacement field by 
eome combination of '''trial functione"; the Finite Element Method ie 
unique in the manner by which it provides an automatic procedure for 
obtaining these'functions. Thus,_ the continuu. is diecretieed .into, an 
a8eemblage of finite elements which are interconnected at their nodes; 
a eet of "die placement functions" are chosen which uniquely define the 
etate of displacement within each element in terms of its nodal 
, '. '~':I 
displacements, the unknown paramters of ,th~ proble~. 
For this approximate.dieplacement fiel~ to be geometrically 
acceptable, however, it must satisfy any prescribed displacements on 
') ~, ' 
the boundary ( "essential conditions" ) ae ,well as remain at a finite 
energy level; otherwise, no meaningful solution would result. 
12 
Next, the toal potential energy of the domain and any aesociated 
loading i~ derived, the minimisation of which should lead to the best 
approximation of the displacem~nts' ( and hence, strains and stresses) 
that ,the choice of trial functions can provide. 
By increasing the fineness of subdivision of the continuum into 
finite elements, the constraint of the assumed displacement pattern 
reduces as· it develops a greater degree of freedom; ,in the limit, 
i ' ~ 
the exact solution will be obtained - with complete equilibrium -
provided certain convergence criteria are satlsfled~'These'~e'that: 
(a) no straining occurs ,in the elements asa result of rigid body 
displacement, 
(b) constant strain conditions, when they exist, should be manifested 
, . 
and 
. (c) strains at'the interface between elements should be finite - i.e. 
the displacement field must be compatible~' 
In general, it will ,be found ,that ,the equilibrium conditions are 
satisned ,in the overall sense.,only; local violation ofequilibriUII on 
element boundaries occur. 
"I >-
Also, the total strain energy of the domain will be underestimated 
in its general picture; this means, the, same will be, found for displacements, 
strains and stresses. However, this is obviously not true for!!! elements. 
The following derivation deals specifically with a linear elastic 
material subject to plane strain conditions. The continu~ is 
discretised as an assemblage of triangular finite elements interconnected 
at their joints. 
Reference ( 6 ) provides an excellent account for further reading. 
13 
1.2.2. 'Strain energy of the baeic linear elastic, triangular finite 
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Fig. 2 illuetrates the finite element which,constitutes the 
building bl~ck of the final a.esellblage. It~ is of unit thickness ( in 
the z direction - i.e. into the paper ); its Young's Modulue is E and 
Poisson's Ratio V • 
The joints l~cated at its corners are i, j. and k, with 
die placements , (ui,vi ), (Uj,Vj ) and (~,vk)' respectively. 
The geometry and positive directions of displacements are as 
shown; tensile stresses and strains are positive. 
any 
14 
A~auming'a lineardi~placement field for the a~aemblage, we have, 
tu} ,- {u} - 'r1 " x Y ,0 0'" ~J' {~} 
, v Lo 0 0 1 x Y 
•••• (' 1 ) , where 
{a} i~ a 6x1 vector of arb! ~rary conatant~. " 
For the element, .the:!!e' con~tant~ may be eliminated in favour of 
the joint di~placement~, { u
c
} , by :!!ubstituting the coordinate~ of the 
corner joint~into Eqn. ,.1.al!! follows: r 
[ue] 
, ' ?ff, 
'" 
-
ui - 1 xi Yi 0 0 0 ta} 
, 
uj 1 Xj yj 0 0 :0 .. 
. 
'1c 1 ~ Y'k 0 0 '0 
, , ,p 
vi 0 0 0 1 xi Y'i 
Vj 0 0 0 1 Xj Yj , 
vk 0 0 0 
1 . ~ Y'k 
{a} • • • • ( 2 ) • 
, . 
Now substitute Eqn. 2 into Eqn. 1 and we. have" 
. ' 
lu} -,. [01 x Y 0 0 OJ [G~ [ucl 
o 0 1x Y . 
•••• 
15 
Eqn. 3 is applicable, in form, to all'elements of ' the assemblage, 
and by substituting for the relevant joint coordinate~, the value of 
lui can be obtained in terms of {uc} for the appropriate element. 
Thus, {u 1 consists of two continuous functions that vary 
throughout an element and along its edges in a way that is fixed by 
its joint displacements. 
Since any two adjacent elements have the same' displacements at 
their common joints, they will also have the eame displacements at every 
point along t~eir common edge. Thus, the condition of compatibility 
( i.e., continuity) is satisfied for the displacement field chosen. 
Als~, because the field is linear in anyone element, ~ l u J and 
, . . '.~ oX 
!... {li} '!fill be' constant and thus .fini te throughout the assemblage • 
• ()y 
To satisfy the essential ( i.e. boundary ) conditions on [u J , 
only probl~ms where (i) the boundaries are pOlygonal and (ii) any 
prescribed displacements that occur vary linearly, are admi~sible. 
For this slightly restricted range of problems, the geometric 
conditions mentioned,in Section 1.2.1. will be satisfied. 
Thus, the entire displacement field of the domain is expressed in 
terms of the joint displacements of the component elements; the values 
of some of these will be fixed by the essential conditions and the 
problem solved approximately by minimising the total potential energy 
of the domain and any associated loading, .with respect to the rest. 
To do this, we first return to the basic finite element,and 
16 ' 
proceed to derive an expreesion for ite strain'energy in the'following. 
From Eqn. 3, we obtain 'the strain'vector ... 
of' 
. , . 
t~}· Ex - % x 0 {u} 
0 a/a 
d "a y '/~y lox ,i. ~" or. ~ 
- [~ 1 0 0 0 ~r'J l uo} - [A J[Gi]t~c} •••• ( 4 ) • 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Now let 
1 uc'l - ';1i • 1 0 0 0 0 0 tuc} • [p J[ uc} 
. 
vi 0 0 1 0 0 0 
uj 0 0 0 0 1 ·0 
Vj 0 1 0 0 0 0 
'1<. 0 0 0 1 0 0 
vk 0 0 0 0 0 1 
[p1 ie a permutation matrix re-ordering the compOnent joint 
displacements to facilitate subsequent assembly ( dealing with tUcl means 
that only [gJ, rather than a 6x6 matrix need be inverted ) 
We can thus re-wri te Eqn. 4 as 
•••• l 5 ), 
where [r] is a matrix of conetante, and therefore, all' points . 
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within the element are under con~tant ~train. Further, it can be ~hown 
that nodal 'di~placement~ ca~ed by rigid body di~placement will not lead 
to straining of the element; taken in combination with compatibility of 
the di~placement field ( pg. ,15 ), the convergence criteria. ( pg. 12 ) 
are th~ satisfied. 
For a linear elastic .aterial in plane strain, the ~tress vector 
{
;;} - [iJ[~} - (i] [r] {:uc'} 
Lxy 
{r}- •••• ( 6 ), where 
the elaeticity matrix [E] - E(1-") 1 .)/1-~' 0 
(1+")(~-2V) to)/ 1 0 
1-~ 
E being the Young's Modulus and V the Poisson's Ratio. 
Thus, the ~train energy ot the element U - S~ !{(r}T (o-} ~ 
ot con~tants. 
Although, tor plane strain, 
•••• ( 7 ) , where 
rrz - V ( (!"' + fr.) • • •• ( 8 ), since x y 
fz - 0 •••• ( 9 ) , there is no contribution to U' from ~tresses in 
the z direction ( note that the particular condition, e - 0 is z 
applicabl& throughout the pre~ent work when di8c~~ing plane ~train, 
rather than the general plane strain condition, t
z 
- constant ). 
/' 
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The above expre8sions which have'been derived for the ba8io finite 
element are equally applicable to all element8in prinoiJ;lle a8 Eqn. --3 ' 
applies throughout the assemblage ( see also pg. 15 ) • 
Al8o, E and V may be set to arbitrary values according,to the, 
degree of uniforaity prescribed for the asseMblage. 
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1.2.2.2. FlOw chart for cOlllputing [H] (tobe read in conjunction 





Build {g} matrix, taking the same apex of the 
element as 'theor!ginfor calcul~ting the 






• Calculate {r j and s tore on disk 5 
Build [~J matrix using E and v of element 6 
and store on disk 
'--__ .----=:::...J f, 7 
8 
Calculate stiffness matrix ,of element [H] 
10 
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1.2.3. The stiffness equation of the assemblage 
Before proceeding with assembling, it is necessary to establish 
the analogy of a finite element asse~blage to a structural framework 
so that a stiffness equation can be assumed to apply to any part ( or 
the whole) of "the assemblage, as in the stiffness method in structural 
:By inspection of the strain energy expression of Eqn. 7, [H] 
is seen to be an~logous to,the stiffness matrix of a pin-ended meMber, 
albeit for three corner'joints of the element rather than just the two 
of the member. 
Since a siMilar expression holds for all other elements ( see pg. 
18 ), the total strain r energy' of th~ assembiage' ~~ be '~imply 'exp~~~sed 
. 
the joint displacements, ordered in accordance with the incidence 
vector, and [~J the overall stiffness matrix of the assemblage, 
obtained by adding the submatrices of the individual element matrices" 
like [H] into locations within [K] , mapped by the incidence 
vector. 
, ,~, 
The consequence of not adopting the analogy is that a much larger 
'matrix, [A] [HJ [A] ~ ~ would"have t~ be'-h8.ndl~d in' plac~ ~f" [K] • 
. '" Fig. 6 'provides an illustration of the mapping procedure; for 
present purposes, it suffices simply to state Eqn. 10 • 
So far, only the total strain energy of the assemblage has been 
derived; the Rayleigh-Hitz procedure requires that the total potential 
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energy of the assemblage and ~sociated loading be derived, as a prelude 
to applying the variational principle. 
Thus, the next step is to derive expressions for the potential 
energy due to the loading. This is divided into three types:-
(i) Body forces - for the assemblage, the potential energy due to 
body force. { b} (. {:; }, • ,the component. along the ~, ~d Y 
'! ' ~. .r" " 
directions, respectively, relevant to plane strain ),' 
, where A is the total' area of the 
domain. 
r 
VB can be broken up into a sum of individual integrals, each 
over one element only; for the basic element for example, the potential 
energy 
, . 




( see l!:qn. 3 ) " ", -. • ••• ( 11 ) • 
In particular, when the weight of the element is considered 
( see Chapter 3·, Section 3.3. ),. 
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{PB} --S~ [pJ T [GI] T 1 0 [~ rgJ - ~ 0 •••• ( 12 ), x 0 3 -pg y 0 0 
0 1 
- pg 
o x 0 
0 y 
- pg 
where P is ,the density (uniform) of the element - the weight acts 
in the oppoal t'e dire ctio~! to" v ( see' Fig: 2 ) • 
." 
The structural analogy is again evident in Eqn. 11 and since 
si~il~ expre~sions will apply to other elements - see pg. 16, we can 
write, for the assemblage, 
VB - - [q} T tPBJ •••• "( 13 ), for which, [pJ "is obtained 
by adding'contributions from vectors like [PB} into positions 
indicated by the incid~nce vector, as for [K J ( pg. 20 ), except 
that this time, only row mapping, rather than the ,whole of th~ square 
matrix"need be done. Fig. 6 provides the general procedure for mapping. 
(ii)' 
, 
Surface tractions - for the assemblage, the potential energy due 
, , 
to surface tractions ( T} (. {:;} • the component. along the 
" . 
x and y directions, respectively, relevant to plane strain.), 
VT - -J s ,t u l T [T} dST ' where ST is that part of the T 
boundary on which t T} is specified. 
Such tractions exist only on elements having one or two 
edges on the boundary where they occur. 
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To. obtain VT , it i~ best to proceed element by element, and 
edge-by edge. Thus,for the basic element, "for example, the potential 
. " 
energy VT • -Is (u} T [rl:} dST() ,where". ST(e) "represent~ T(e). e 
the edge or edges subject to traction. -t, 
A~suming, for the purpo~e of this exercise, that edge i-k ( Fig. 
3 - is subject to traction, l T l · [TeS ) J where s is a 
convenient variable to use such that 
{:~ 1 , we can re-write, 
, 







•••• ( 14 ) - since dST(e) - L , 
ds 
where l PTl i '. L S 6 ( 1-S) t T( s) } ds , and f. PT 1 k - L S 6 s (T( s) ~ ds • 
In particular, when a unifOrM pressure t is applied to the edge 
i-k , an~ the ele~ent rotated antiClOC~Wise through 900 -,' tT(s)j~' {~t} . 
( the traction acting in the opposite direction to v ) and therefore 
•••• ( 15 ) • 
This form of loading forms the basis for idealising a uniform 
strip load, as shown in Fig. 1. 
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As for the body forces, the strUctural analogy applies he're and 
we obtain, in the same way, the potential energy of the loading on the 
B.Bsemblage as 
from contributions from vectors like 
•••• (.16 ), tPTJ 
t PT~l and tpTlk 
being obtained 
• 
Fig. 3. Surface tractions on edge i-k of the basic 
element 
(iii) Concentrated loads on joints at the boundary - for the assemblage, 
the potential energy due to concentrated loads acting on the boundary 
joints is obviously 
, .... being a 
'vector of the concentrated loads thenselves, ordered according to the 
inoidence'vector of the joint displacements (ql which are coincident 
with the lines of action of the respective'loads ( given as x and y 
components ). 
. ' . This is' identical to the expression for a structural framework'. 
A single load of this type in appropriate orientation and 
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position would constitute line loading when applied to the model in 
Fig. 1 • 
We are now in a position to express the total potential energy 
of the.assemblage and aSsociated loading as 
• 
,- I .. ,'~\ $., .'.'. 
Applying the principle of minimum potential energy, we have, 
rth' joint displacements ( x and y components ) and n the total number 
,t r' • 'Ii .,._. 
of joints in the assemblage. 
'. Substituting Eqns. 10, 13, 16 and 17 accordingly, we obtain, 
'. . 
•••• ( 18 ) which is a set of nx2 
linear simultaneous equations. 
be solved. 
However, for a large number of joints, a direct. inversion procedure 
would be prohibitive in terms of computer usage and' the analogy between 
a finite element assemblage and a struotural framework, evident by 
inspection of Eqn. 18, will be used.in'the following sections to 
systematically build up the assemblage and'solve for joint displacements, 
a set at a time. 
Thus, it will be assumed that .in assembling any number of finite 
'elements, an equation like Eqn. 18 may' be. written for ",quilibrium" at 
. their joints when subject to "concentrated loads", tl13}' tPTl and [pp} • 
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1.2.4.' The Btiffnees equation of the CondenBed Bay 
1.2.4.1. Theory 
The present section deals with the first stage of assembly 
,. 
whereby the basic finite element and three other Bimilar elementB are 
interconnected to form the Bay - see Fig. 5 • 
To begin with, the'stiffness matrices of the other three elements 
have to be determined. This may be done by substituting the relevant 
joint coordinates into Eqn. 1 and proceeding to obtain a matrix such 
as [H] , the stiffn~ss metrix of the basic element. 
Alternatively, the same. result can be achieved, for's homogeneous 
Bay, via the transformation of the displacement system u-v to system 
I 
utt_v" " whilst "maintaining the same relative orientation to ,the ,basic 
finite element as it rotates through angle 9 - see Fig. 4 • 
The basic element The re-orientated 
- eee Fig. 2 element 
usinQ 
Component joint displacements 
- both systems 
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By doing eo, [H] will etill be applicable to the re-orientated ' 
element whose strain energy may therefore be given by 
,,( eee Eqn. ,7 ) • 
Nevertheless, for the pur~se ofaesembly, it is necessary to, 
work to a consistent displacement systeM, and retaining the tUc'l 
system M the reference eyetem, we can substitute 
tu It} • c [R(Q~ [Uc '} where 
[R(Q)] 
-
cosQ sing 0 0 0 0 
-sing cosg 0 0 0 0 
0 0 cosg sing 0 0 
0 0 -sing cosg 0 0 
0 0 0 0 cosg sing 
0 0 0 0 -sing cosQ 
- see Fig., 4 , 
into the expression for U" , giving, 
U" • i [uc,}T [R(g)JT [Hl~(Q)J{uc'J • i{uc'J[H{Q)J[uc '}-
• r 
, 
where [H(g)J - [R(g)]T [!r] [n(g)J •••• ( 1,9 ) • 
Thus, [H(g)] effect~~elY repl&ces [H] as the stiffness matrix 
for' the re-orientated element. 
From the foregoing, it is evident that mere translation of the 
'" 
basic element will not alter its stiffness matrix, ars for a structural 
member. 
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Fig. 5 shows how, by substituting g • .!..,' IT and .l!!. , 
. 2 2 
'" , 
respectively, the stiffness Matrices of the three 'component finite 
elements ( other than the basic ~lement for which g. 0 ) - ~~ IT/2il' 
and ,respectively - of the Bay may be computed 
using Eqn. 19. . 
Bay asseJibly 
The Condensed Bay 
".;. 
Fig. 5. Assembling component finite elements to form Condensed Bay 
Next, the elements of the stif~nes~ matrix, [KBJ ,of the Bay are 
mapped by adding the submatrices of the stiffness matrices of the 
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component finit~ elements into the locatione of ~Bl ' 
according to the incidence vector, as shown in Fig. 6 which is self-
explanatory. 
Note: all [h]' s and [~1 t S are 2x2 subma trices; where more than 
one [hJ submatrix ie mapped into a'[~] position, the' former 
are summed 
" 
Stlffnese matrix [~] of Bay -
incidence vector a-b-c-d-e 
Fig. 6. Typical procedure for mapping the elemente of the stiffness 
matrix of a component finite element into the stiffnese matrix 
of the Bay - similar for other three component elements 
-
The Bay is then "condensed"; i.e., the stiffness matrix, [KBJ ' 
.. 
modified to relate to the four corner joints only. This is a necessary 
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prelude to assembling the Stack - .see Section 1.2.5. 
Fig. 7 shows how _the stiffness equation of the Bay may be 
subdivided into convenient submatrices to facilitate derivation of the 
stiffness matrix [KiJ of the Condensed Bay - see a180 Fig. 5 • 
Note: the {p} t S and { q} t S are 2x1 subma trices of the' loads at 
( see pg. 25 ), and displacements of the respective joints -
x component foll~wed by y com~nent - ordered according to the 
incidence vector a-b-c-d-e 
, where l Q.} -
r[y] f{Q} 
-[z]- i~Be] ~tq.\ -
[x] 
-
Fig. 1. Subdividing the stiffne8s equation of the Bay 
From Fig. 1 , we have, 
{pJ - T~J.{Q} + 
{Pel - [z] {Q.} + 
Eqn. 21 gives, 
[YJ {qe} 
[~eJ {qel 
•••• ( 20) and 
••• • ( 21 .) • 
•••• 
( 22 ) and therefore, substit~ting for (qe~ in Eqn. 20, we have, 
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'tPC] - ~iJ (Q} ,which ie the etiffnese equation of the Condeneed 
Bay, incidence vector a-b-c-d. 
Thus, the etiffnees matrix of the Condensed Bay 
[K~] - [x] - [Y]~ee]-1 [z] 
{pC] -. [Pj - [YJ~BeeJ-1 {PeJ 
•••• 
•••• 
( 23') , and the .load vector 
( 24 ) it can be seen that 
a further requirement for condensation is that the'load vector, (p} , 
of the Bay has to be modified to tPCj (which includee the effect 
of loading on joint e of the Bay, now that only the corner joints are 
considered ) • 
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1.2.4.2. Flow chart for computing ~i] (to'be read in conjunction 
with Master Flow Chart in Appendix ) 
Block D1 
.":;' , Sub-block 
1 
Consider 1st element of Bay 2 
Map stiffness matrix [H] into stiffness matrix 3 










1.2.5. The stiffness'equation of the stack and End Stack 
1.2.5.1. Theory 
The next stage of assembly, whereby N ( Fig. 1 ) number Condensed 
Eays are interconnected to form the Free Stack, is illustrated'in Fig. 8. 




~. 'Condensed Eays, 
I I' all with stiffness 







: : (-NL) I I 
: : 
N- I. 0' --,-(,,'} 2N 






Fig. 8. Assembling component Condensed Ears to form Free Stack 
The stiffness matrix, ,[~ ] , of the Free Stack is mapped by 
adding the 8ubmatrices of the stiffness matrices~' [K~ ] ' of the' 
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component.Condensed Bays into the locations of [K~J< according to 
the incidence vector l-lL- ••• ":2N+1 -2N+lI. , a 'proce,dure similar 
to that shown in Fig. 6 • 
Thus, the stiffness equation of the Free Stack may be written as 
(Pt.} • [~J {ql} •••• ( 25 ) , for which the 







tP 1 's and \qJ 's are 2x1 submatrices of the loads at, and the 
displacements of the respective joints ( x component followed by y 
component ), ordered according to the incidence vector 1- n- .•• 2N+~ 
-2N+ n., as for the Bay. 
When mapping the elements of the load vectors of the component 
Condensed Bays into ,the locations of the load vector of the Free 
Stack, the term {pcJ (Eqn. 24), rather than tpj (Fig. 7) should 
be used; the latter accounts solely for the cumulative effect of the 
relevant body forces, surface traction and concentrated boundary loads 
" , 
.-
( pgs. 21 to 25 ) whereas the former includes the effect of loading on 
joint e ( Fig. 5 ), on the corner joints. 
Mapping is simply a mechanical procedure for, establishing the 
, 
equilibrium relations at the joints - in this case, of the,Free Stack; 
since the equilibrium of the corner joints of the component Condensed 
t • "~ 
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Baye is dependent op loading'at the joints~ e , theee cannot be ignored. 
Next, Eqn. 25'has to be modified to'account for end fixity - see 






Fig. 9. The stack - including end fixity 
be incorporated into Eqn. 25, as shown in Fig. 10. 
The form depicted is for· convenience of computation." 
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By examining Eqn. 3, it is obvious that fixing the bottom joints 
a1eo restrains the,lower edge of the bottom element ( since there is 
no relative movement of the joints at either end ), thereby adhering 
to the prescribed boundary conditions. 
Note: only the modifications to the load vector and the stiffness 
matrix are shown; their remaining elements, and the displacement 
vector do not alter 
Q 
o 
stiffness matrix of Stack [KSJ 
.t A 0 
.lJ-" I 
-'-. 2 1- - I[OJ - -- -1[0] 
-:(N-~ i -,-l ~ -, - -,-i~ 
---
. 2xN 
I I I · I I : I 
I I J.oJI 1.1 
[Or .-.. -ro]J)J[oJ:-: -.. 1[oJ 11---l.-rroJj- - -~i 
I I I . I .. I 
I I I ' I • I 
. I I · 
. ; I I : I . I : I 
- - I- - - + - - - - t(g]l 
___ L 1[0] _. _. • ~ JOt. __ . ..: ·.Jo J [£]1 
t= 2+=-2X(N-~2" 2xN "l2 
o • [~ ~] and I · [1 0] ; typically, [OJ, • .' • • • [0] 
, 0 1 I- all [OJ's between -f 
Fig. 10. Modifications to Eqn. 25 to obtain stiffness equation of Stack 
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Similar modification~ also apply to the End stacks ( se~ Fig. 1 ) 
85 shown in Fig. 11. 
As already pointed out·in Section 1,.2., although Fig. 1 depicts 
the fully adhe~ive condition which is of interest 1ri soil problems, 
the provision of roller joints at the base of the Free Stack leads to 
a frictionless base. This simply entails adding the conditions, 
-
and , in place of those 
for the fully adhesive case, with corresponding Rodifications to the 





















stiffness matrix of left End Stack [~] 
ri 2J2X(N-1) 1 2 r 2x(N+1) ~ 
- ---'-1 
. + ___ 1[01
1
, 
: I : I 2x(N+1) x 2x(N+1 
I I . I matrix of zeros 
I "I[oJI 
- ~ [of· :-.-. [0][1]1 '\.. 
- ----=-------"--
" "' '~ 
~ 2x(N+1) x 2x(N+1) /2X(N+1) x 2x(N+1) 
~ matrix of zeros unit matrix 
" .C'J 
1 
. stiffness matrix of right End staok[~l 
) I 
f I T" " ~ .'"~ 
-;- . '. . I 
; 2x(N+1) x 2x(N+1) 2x(N+1) x 2x(N+1) 





Modifications to Eqn. 25 to obtain the stiffness equations of 
the End Stacks (note in Fig. 10 applicable) 
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1.2.5.2. Flow chart for computing [Ks] (to be read. in conjunction. 
with Master Flow Chart in Appendix) 
Block D10 
,.-------1 Map [Ie;] into stiffness ma,~rix 
[Ks] of Stack 
No 





















1.2.5.3. Fl.;" chart for computing [~J (to be read in conjunction 




Copy [Ks] to I!:S J 2 
Adapt for right 'side fixity 
Store [K~ Jon disk I 4 
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1.2.5.4. Flow chart for computing [~J (,to be read ,in conjunction 




Copy [KSJ to· [~J '2 
fixity 
on disk 4 
5 
1.2.6. Solution of the displacement field"etc., for the model-in 
Section 1.2. via .-''Stack Addition" 
1.2.6.1. Theory - part 1 - .'l. J> 
As shown in Fig. 12, the stiffness equation of the stack may be 
subdivided into submatrices so that the result is analogous to the 
, . 
stiffness equation of a pin-ended structural memberr thus, the Stack 
can be thought of as an equivalent member. 
., ,-. 
Notes: L refers to the left joint and R to the right .joint; since a 
stiffness matrix is symmetric, [KLR 1 - IKRL 1 ,T 
, ~, L ' R 
o~--o 




[XS J ( Fig. 10 ) 
The stiffness equation of .the equivalent member. 
Fig. 12. Transformation of stiffness equation of Stack to that of 
equivalent member 
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By similar procedures, the stiffness equations of equivalent 
members for the End Stacks' . - see Fig. 11 - may be obtained. 
The interconnection of Stacks and End Stacks ( where applicable ) 
leads to the formation of the assemblage of finite elements depicted in 
Fig. 1,'and the procedure would be greatly simplified by conside~ing 
the analogy to a linear assembly of their equivalent members - see Fig. 
13. The following discussion is conducted in these "equivalent" terms. 
Thus, for joint r to be in equilibrium,( see equations in Fig. 
1~), {Pr1 - [R(r_1~T£qr-1J + [KR(r-1)Jtqrl + 0L(r)Jfqrl + r(r)] [qr+1J 
•••• ( 26 ) • Therefore, Bubstituting r-O into Eqn. 26, we have, for 
joint 0 , 
however, since member (-1) and joint -1 do not exist, we re-write, 
t po} - '~L{o)l{qoj + J2i(O)]fq1} ,whereupon, 
[qO.J - DeL( O)l-1 ( [PO 1 - TIt( 0)] tq1J ). • ••• ( 27 ) • " 
. 1 
Further, let tKL(O)]- - [F(9)] •••• ( 28 ), 
i Po J - t hol • • •• ( 29 ) and 
- [F(O)]~(O)] - [:(1.,0)'] •••• ( 30 ) 
Bubstituting Eqns. 28. 29 and 30 into Eqn. 27, we have, 
••••. ( 31 ) • 




~..rr-«,~~~~~.' : ~'::---~=-a:: ~~-~·>VJ. 
~( "=", J ' 
(t1II~'I~~'I)- - -:- I ,; 1-0 ',+11 --- -' " 
, 'II I I I I ' I " D II' I I I I I H-typical Stack II (-NL) 
II ,., I ,I I I II , 
(~~<I~...o-- -- - -O-::~ ..o-~. N_ - - - - -0-~40.-:::;::o-WJ 
, , ,-=---_-_~~1'7" ~~:©:7-=-----=-=-;=Q:~t~~-.. 
, "-- J ' '-y-J 
'-r-' 'member no. with ~ joint no. without . 
. rigid 'I ' parentheses - I parentheses - I 
b~. dary t / typical t I typical ,t 
, 1 2 r-1 r r+1 ' n-2 n-1 n ~ ~--~'---~, 
l- (n-1)L (-ML) -! 
Fig. 13. "Stack Addition" as linear ~sembly of equivalent member~ 
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Eqn. 26, giving,' 
• 
Substituting Eqn. 31 into the above, we have, 
T . tP1} • [R(oil ( I!(o~£hol + [T(1,o)]{q11 ) + ( [KL(1)] + [KR(O)J )(q1} 
, , 
+ [R(1)J£q2J • ([kL(1)J + ~R(O)J + ~(O~T ~(1,O)J ) [q1J -
. [T(1,oilT Lho} + [R(1)]{q2} ("ince [!(O)J i~ a symmetric matrix ); 
re-ar;-anging t we have, 
(q1J.· [F(1)J ( lP1J + [T(1tO~ T{poJ ) - [F(1)JI!t(1)]{q2} (where 
'l!(1)1 • ( [KL(1')] + f.icR(O)1 + [R(O~T[T(1,O)] )-1 •••• ( 32) ) 
, 
• .[F'(1)]th11 + I.T(2,1i]{q2} •••• ( 33), where 
(h1J • LP1} + fT( 1 ,~)]T {hoI .•.. l 34 ), 'and 
[T(2t1)] • - ~(1)1 [R(1).J •••• ( 35 ) • 
, . 
Similarly, for, joint 2, r-2 in Eqn. 26, giving, 
. . 
which is of the "ame form as that for joint 1 ; thus, by analogy, 
tq2~ • .I!(2)1 f.b?l + [T(3,2)J ( q33 .•.. ( 36 ), where 
1!(2)]· ([KL(2)] + (kR(1)] + [R(~~T p(2,1)1 )-1 •••• ( 37 ), 
\ • , • 1.-
th2} • tp2l +' [T(2,1)]T [h11 •••• (38), and 








. By inductive reaeoning, the following expressions may now be 
deduced for a general joint. r: .. 
15r} • l? (r)J [hr } t [T(r+1 ,r) ] t qr+11 .... ( 40 ), where 
[F(r)1 - ([KL(r)J t [KR(r-1)J t. [R(r-1ll T [T(r,r-1)1 •••• 
thrJ -' tPr} t [T(r,r_1 ~T thr_1 J .•.. ( 42 ), and 
[T(r+1 ,r) J ...: [!(r)] [R(r)J •••• ( 43 ) • 
The stage is thus set for solution by computation ( bearing in 
mind that the [KL] , [KR J and [R ] matrices from the stiffness 
equations of the equivalent members - see Fig. 13 --have already been 
determinAd as a result of Stack assembly) as follows:-
( 41 ), 
starting with joiJlt 0, we have, [F(O)]· [KL(O~-1 
and hence, ~t1,0)1 may be computed using Eqn. 30 • 
t Eqn. 28 ) 
. A comparison of the stiffness equation of equivalent member (0) 
( Fig: 13 ) with Fig •. 11 shows that tpol. tol where [oj is a 2x(Nt1)th 
order vector of zeros. Thus, (hol • to} (Eqn. 29 ). 
Next, by Bubstituting the value of [T(1.0)] into Eqn. 32, [F(1)] 
may be computed for joint 1.and, following, ~(2,1)~ obtained ( Eqn. 
35 ). 
For the uniform strip load idealisation illustrated in Fig. 1, with 
which we are concerned, it is obvious that lP11 1s simply a 2x(N+1)th 
41 
order vector' of zero~ as no loading 'is applied to anyone of the line 
of joints that constitute joint 1 • 
The procedure for joint 1 is subsequently repeated for successive 
joints until joint ot is reached --see Fig. 1 - when the'finite element 
idea1isation.o~ the uniform strip load requires. that a concentrated load, 
-tL/2 , in the y .. direction, be applied to the surface joint of the line 
of joints that constitute joint oC (see pg •. 23 ). Therefore, {~J~ 





all zeros between 
and hence,'substituting r.~ in Eqn. 42, we have - since {,hoe_1J - (o} 
computed in the "usual manner U3ing Eqn~. 41 and 43; respectively • 
. For the' nex'tjoint, oG+1 -;, tP p(.+1J - by similar 
,all zeros between 
reasoning to that for joint 0<. ,and l h~+1} may then be computed 
again computed in the U3ua1 way. 
Similar procedures then apply to ~uccessive joints except that at 










and for subsequent joints (P+1 to n-1 - see 'Fige. 1 and 13 ), 
tPrJ • { OJ, as prior to reaching the loaded area. 
At joint n-1 ,since (~J .-{O} due to complete fixture of 
the line of joints to the rigid boundary, we have, from Eqn. 40, and 
which is readily 
determined when [F(n_1) 1 and fhn- 1} have been obtained in the ~ual 
way. 
It is now po~sible to determine the di~placements of the remaining 
joints in successive line~ backwards using Eqn. 40 and Buubstituting r 
for the relevant joint number, the [F(r)]' (hrJ and [T(r+1,r) J 
matrices having already been oomputed in the forward ~sembly. A useful 
• 
oheck to '[T( 1,0)] is that [qoJ should be equal to {OJ. 
The way in which the displacement field is solved, a line of 
joints at a time, obviates the nece~sity of inverting the stiffnesB 
matrix of the whole assemblage, thus enabling a large number of finite 
elements to be used to improye the'accuracy.of solution using only 
moderate resouroes. 
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1.2.6.2. Flow chart for computing [F(r)l (to be read in conjunction 




Consider 1st Stack (r-O) 2 
Read.in ~KisJ from disk into ~KsJ 3 
Subdivide [Ks J (see Fig. 12 ) 4 
5 
Calculate [T )1 (r+1,r U 6 
store ~(r)]' [T(r+1,r)] on disk 7 
Yes 8 
Consider next Stack (r-r+1') 9 
Yes 10 
+-----1 Read in next [~1 from disk 11 
'----I Read in " [~J . from disk into [Ksl/-...... ----' 12 
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1.2.6.3. Flow chart for computing [T(r+1,r).J· (to be read in' 
conjunction with Maeter Flow Chart in Appendix) 
- The flow chart is incorporated in that of Section 1.2.6.2. -
1.2.6.4. Flow chart for computing {h
r
}:·· ( to be read in conjunction 




• Consider the column of nodes r 2 
No 3 
4 
Read in transmission matrix 5 
for Stack r 





1.2.6"5. Flow chart for computing {qrl ( to be read in conjunction 





Consider the column of nodes r 2 
Read 3 
from disk 







1.2.6.6. Theory - part'2 
" ., 
Having, by now, effectively obtained the values of the displacements 
of every Stack in the assemblage, the solution is completed by considering 
successively more basic components of it. 
, . 
Thus, for the Bay, the displacements of the middle joint e ( Fig. 
5) may be computed using Eqn. 22 ; 'the load vector for joint e {Pe} 
• £o} for this case of surface loading, where {o} is a second order 
vector of zeros. 
Finally, for the individual finite elements whose corner joint.' 
displacements are now_ known, e,quations such as ( 3 ) , ( 5 ) and ( 6 ) 
. , 
( pg. 18 ) give the displacement, strain and stress values (e.g., 
t u } , t ~ J and to-1 , respectively - f)'" . and I z, are given by 
Eqns. 8 and 9 ) • 
Note, however, that for this model, the incompressible condition 
~~.i is untenable because it lead~ to an infinite denominator for 
the terms of the elasticity matrix ( pg. '17 ) • Herrman ( 11 ) 
presented a method for dealing with incompressibility; however, for 
present purposes, ~. 0·49999 is an'adequate alternative. 
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1.2.6.7. Flow chart for computing t qe} ,t)f 1, {O""j and r (to z 
be read in conjunction with·Master Flow Chart in Appendix) 
- similar procedure for all elements 
Note: f set 
·z 
to zero (- Eqn. 9 ), ! "..~ 
. ,. ,.. 





Build [Q} from ( qr-1J and, [qrJ 2 
Calculate (qe} taking (PeJ • (03 
.. Take 1st element of Bay 4 ,,' 
5 
., ' 
Read [EfJ for element from disk 
Calculate l~J using· appropriate rr] for element 7 
Calculate tr using v for element 
z 
Print and/or store {~j, [cr}, o-z 
Have all element~ 
No 








1.2.1. Adaptations to the general elastic model ( Fig. 1 ) to evolve 
several elastic m'ode1sof lesser degrees of inhomogeneity and 
.' .. , 
'to deal with linear varying strip loading , 
. ' Sin~e the only difference between the general e1astio model and 
others of lesser degrees of. inhomogeneity is i~ specifying the E and 
values of the indi~idua1 finite elements, it suffices to replace 
the routine for random E and V value generation to the relevant 
alternative routine that specifies how these values are distributed 
throughout the assemb1age •• The following flow charts t~erefore replace 
the "random" routine in the Master Flow Chart for the special cases 
indicated. 
. In-the case of a linear varying strip load, Fig. 14 illustrates 
the two distributions studied. By referring to the derivation in pg. 
23 for the uniform load, it can be shown that when T(s) varies 
linearly froll zero to some value when s-1,· i.~. a triangular 
distribution, the point loads at the joints when s-O and when s-1 
will be in the ratio 1:2. For a parallelogram type distribution, 
the results of the uniform and triangular pressure distribution 
component parts are superposed since the material is linear elastic. 
t-h=cccrrA 
t/2 7t-~6L --'1 
tL~ 
5tL/18 ':- ' _13tL/18 
. . tL/18--o-. -O-O-<}-Q-fr-Q-
ttr;a:rff3 
1--6L --I 
Fig. 14. Linear varying strip loads and their equivalent point loads 
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1.2.1.1! Adaptations to flow chart for general elastic model to obtain 
homogeneoU5 model ( to be read ,in 'conjunction with Master Flow 
Chart in Appendix - as for all other adaptations below ) 
Adaptations 
B1 Initialise v of elements to a constant value 
C1 Initialise E bf'elements 't~ constant 'value 
Adaptations'to flow chart for general elastic model ,to obtain 
• _""' ", , '," ~ - '1 ' 
random E, ~ constant model 
,Block Adaptations 
B1 Ini tialise V of elements to a constant value 
" 
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1.2.1.3. Adaptations to'flow chart for general elastic'model for 
inhomogeneity of E about centre of strip 
Block Adaptations 
B1 Irli tialise vof elements to a constant value 
C1 Initialise E's"of elements on either side of centre-line 
1.2.1.4. Adaptations to flow chart for general elastic model. for linear 






Initialise ~ of elements to a.constantvalue.· 
Initialise E of elements to a constant value 
Set up load vectors of all columns of nodes for linear 
v~rying strip load, an~ store 
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1.2.7.5.' Adaptations to flow chart for'general elastic model for 
linear varYing E' with' depth" 
Adaptations 
B1 
<,' ., < " ' • , f' J. • ,. ~ '. 
Ini tialise \J of elements to a constant value 
C1 
1.2.7.6. Adaptations to flow chart of Section 1.2.7.5. for stiff 
crust problem 
Block Adaptations 




1.2.7.7. Adaptatione ,to .,flow "chart for general elastic model for. 
underlying Boft layer problem 
, ,1 -', ." ,-
Block Adaptations 
131 ' Initialise," of elements to a constant value '-.) ;. 
C1 Initialise linear varying E'a with depth with underlying 
.... soft layer .... ~ .~, 
", ~- .f. 
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1.2.8. Modifications to general elastic model for rectangular Bays 
It was mentioned inpg. 9 that rectangular Bays are required in 
order to keep the rigid boundaries of the elastic model sufficiently 
remote. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 15 below for three such types of 
assemblages that are used in Chapter 2. 
The preceding flow charts have been kept general so that 
rectangular Bays can be incorporated in the given procedures. 
Concerning the outlined theory, the following modifications to 
two points are required:-, 
. 
(i) The Bay geometry depicted in Fig. 1 is revised to those~in Fig. 
, 
15.so that the dimensions of the triangular finite element in 
Fig. 2 are then L1/2 and L2/2 ,in place of L/2 ; thus, 
the area, of the element ~ (pg. 1" ) becomes L1L2 / 4 • 
(ii) The stiffness matrices of the other component elements of the Bay 
have to be computed 'via the coordinates of the joints as for the 
basic element; i.e. the concept of rotational transformation 
( Fig. 5) is no longer valid., 
Otherwise, the theory·for the square Bays applies equally to 
rectangular Bays. 
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Jl:,r!.:=rb ,=9::=b;;,;;b:9=!::r=!=#~==b:!#:!l~~==-= ~ - == =-==- =:-::=-===='I~ 
I , " 
Elastic half-space ide~lisation 
" " 
'., ~ 
jill 1111. f !IIIIEllli'lIrIIIlIIJIiIII' ,C _ -_-~ _-_-j 
, I 
Elastic layer idealisation 
I 
jlll.lllJ mlJlWll=t ~-=' 1 
I I . ' . 
Elastoplastio layer idealisation 
-
Typical rectangular Bay 
~g. 15. Three assemblages used in the models of Chapter 2 
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1.~. The linear elastic, linear work hardening plastic ( Tresca ) 
model for uniform strip loading'on the surface of an isotropic, 
'random inhomogeneous half-space 'or layer overlying a rigid base 
The present model retains the features of the general elastic 
model of Section 1.2., with the added facility for simulating plastic 
flow at yield. 
Th~, a finite element is linear elastic until first yield. 
Additional loading causes linear work hardening as plastic flow occurs. 
Any unloading is accompanied by elastic strain recovery with further 
plastic flow after the last yield condition is attained on re-loading. 
The elastic properties of the model have a random distribution 
as before and lts strength is also random inhomogeneous. The degree of 
work hardening is assumed to be constant for all elements. 
Fig. 16 illustrates the differences between this and the previous 
elastic model. 
'Several distinct categories of materials can be defined as 
plastic by virtue of certain well-known basic characteristics that 
they hold in common ( 12 ) ; some properties that distinguish the 
material under consideration may be stated as follows:-
The material satisfies the stability postulate formulated by 
Drucker ( 1~ ) for which (i) the plastic strain increment vector is 
normal to the yield surface, and (ii) the yield surface is convex. 
Condition (i) in turn implies the coincidence of the plastic 
62 
potential with the yield eurface so that 'the plastic flow rule 'is' , 
associated with,' or derivable from the yield conditione.~ThU8, the' 
elastic phase of the material' acte independently of the plastic phase. 
~~ ~~eca yield criterion is adopted and the material is assumed 
to work harden isotropically so that theehape of-the yield surface doee 
'not alter durIng hardening. 
,,1 ',t 
plastic strain increment vector '. , , I 
'(r 'SP 





900 /'" '- '~', ' 
1- "":" V IT: be P , \" .. Basl~ ri;'1te element _ concentrated 
,.,;51 " 2' 2'", J2t . loads [Pi} due to ,initial stresses, 
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Fig. 16. Additions to the elastic model of Fig. 1 for the general 
elastoplastlc model 
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To simulate plastic flow, the Initial Stress Method of Zienkiewicz 
et al. ( 8 ) is adopted; initial stresses'are added to the elastic model' 
in Fig. 1so that the prescribed elastoplastic behaviour is adhered to 
at all times.' 
"'-;'The method has several advantages over others that has led to its 
adoption. ' .' ' -. 
, ",' Two main' categories of numerical 'methods' for dealing with 
elastoplastic as well as other non~linear'constitutive behaviour have 
been developed Under ,the headings of constant'elastic matrix and variable 
elastic matrix processes (" 14') • 
, In' the former, the 'same \linear elastio problem is repeatedly 
solved;'in the'latter, different linear elastic problems ,are solved each 
time. In'both cdses, the solutions are modified by adjUstments either to' 
the stresses or strains to satisfy constitutive behaviour. 
The Initial stress Method belongs to the first'categorY and the 
stresses are correoted at every iteration. 
The method has ,been ',suocessfully applied to elastoplastic materials 
of, differing yield criteria and flow rules ( 15 )'; thus, for'instance; 
stresses, strains 'and the growth'of plastic'enclaves are readily 
determined 'at all stages of loadirigand loading and Wlloading paths 
'as well as varying degrees of hardenIng are simply dealt with~ An ' 
advantage of the method is that the yield criterion is satisfied at all 
iterations. :" .~ . ,.,-
The Initial Strain Method ( also 'of first cate'gory but with 'strains 
corrected) is unable to deal with small degrees of hardening and is 
thus unsuitable for the present study. 
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Zienkiewicz,et ale ( 8 ) presented a comparison between a variable 
elastic matrix method and the Initial Stress Method, and showed the latter 
to be more stable~d has better convergence., smith ( 3 ) arrived_at the 
same conclusion although Havner, ( 16 ) showed there was little diffe.rence 
between them,in the example given. 
" Zienkiewicz at ale also showed that the Initial Stress Method is 
relatively insensitive to the magnitude of load,increments; the conclusion 
drawn is "that there is, as found by several authors in theoretical 
plasticity, little,difference between an incremental and ~ deformation 
plasticity approach. On .. the other hand, a large load increment led to 
meaningless results in the variable elastic matrix method. 
Recently, other numerical techniques have evolved. Smith ( 11 ) 
• 
presented a procedure combining the above two categories. He also used 
an initial strain, followed by an "accelerated" initial :stress proc~dure 
( 3 ) as the optimum for solving the expanding cylinder problem, for 
Cam Clay • 
. 
The following,sections present (i) the particular elastoplastic 
relations for the Tresca material in plane strain, in the form required 
by the Initial Stress Method, then (ii) the Initial Stress Method, 
whereby the general elastic model of Section 1.2. is adapted, via the 
application of'initial stresses, to satisfy the elastoplastic model 
shown in Fig. 16. 
A flow chart provides a detailed account of the Initial Stress 
Method, and the adaptations required for strength inhomogeneity of 
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varying degrees also shown. 
Finally, a pr~cedure for dealing with varying degrees of work 
hardening, as plastic flow occurs, is introduced. The procedure is 
also applicable .to work softening. 
Ey selecting ~he appropriat~ flow charts' from Sect~on 1.2. and 
this section, the require~ d~~ee of inhomogeneity of both elastic and 
plastic phases of the assemblage as well as type of~loadingmay ,,:. 
, v. ' 
be preeoribed. 
A working knowledge of the basic ideas of the theory of plasticity 
is assumed in the following account. 
. , 
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1.3.1. The elastoplastic stress increment / total strain increment 
relations for'a Tresca material in plane strain 
For generality, the elastoplastic stress' increment / total . 
strain increment relations are .. developed for a general yield surface 
in three-dimensional stress analysis, the departure to the particular -
case of the Tresca material in plane strain made at the appropriate stages. 
Thus, consider the yield surface', F ( (tTl, k ) • 0 •••• ( 44 ), 
in a six-dimensional hyperspace of stress, in three-dimensional stress 
analysis, where .. t.Q-l _. ,and '" is the hardening ( isotropic ) 
parameter whose current value determines the position of the yield surface • 
. 
, 
At any point in a body of elastoplastic material..whose state of stress 
lies on this surface, the application of infinitesimal stress increments, 




two distinct components, namely, the elastic strain increments, ~(€:} e 
('. ), and the plastic:, strain increments, ' btl} p( • 
i.e. , ~{clt - f t tJe + ~{~Jp • 
since -,' btt.}~ ' . .; '[:>1'-1 ~ to:j , ,C' where IE"J is the elasticity 
" , 
matrix in three-dimensional strese analysis 
( 
-
E(1--'> 2 ' 1 v/1-\) Vf1 ':'" V, ' 0 0_ 0 
(1+ Y)( 1-2'-» . 1 ~/1-~ 0 0 0 
. 
1 '0 0 0 
1-2 -.> 0 0 
2(1--'» 
~". 1-2 ~ 0 
- symmetric - 2( 1- ..) ) 
" 
, according to' the flow rule (' 8 ) -' where'" 
," ie a proportionality constant, we have, on substituting, 
( ,1 ~:.. < ,,"_. 
- ' [ :-1-1. <" - "{ ) F] bt~lt -., D-, '0 tIT} , +" --=-
o[a-J •••• (.·45). 
); 
) , 
The expressions,'}...' 'and {1>~} . have thUs yet' to {be determined to 
obtain explicit relations between the respective 'stress and total strain 
increments. 
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~ is conveniently considered in terms of a related variable A; 
this is determined as follows 1 , for a small change in the yield surface, 
Eqn. 44 nay be differentiated to give 
- 0 •••• ( 46 ) where A - • 
For a work hardening ~aterial, the associated change in plastic 
work done ~" _ rr ~e :P + tr ~e p + rr ~t p + "t: <?; ~ P + 
'x x 'y Y" z' z xy xy 
i.e., substituting the flow rule, we have, 
Therefore,. substituting for ~ K, we have, finally, 
A _ ~ F - T{ d F} 
." ~" £~}, " dtO:-j •••• ( 47 ) which is a determinate form since .,. " I, 
", 7 .' -.,' " .I' :..' :,.' .. _.~c ",-,.' OF" .. " "'" ',-' 
an exPlici: relationship between ~_and ~,can be obtained via the 
1'"" "" ~ ~ r ~. ~ '. t·, t< • 
uniaxial test. " \' 
, For a Tresca material, we may write 
•••• ( 48 ) ( 18 ), where q.. ( - q.. (k) - see 
Eqn. 44 ) is the uniaxial, stress at yield, and ~ and 0-3 the major 
and minor principal stresses, respectively. 
-- Thus, by differentiation, we have,. ..lL.. 1 and 
~U"'1 
( ~ . being the intermediate principal stress ) and ~ F .-1 
2 ~o-3 
confining the following discussion to the principal stress system, the-
validity of Eqn. 47 is unaffected by writing, 
• {j} , provided tv} is, correspondingly, {~'} • I,e •• -
• {~T{~F} ThUs~ ·the value of in Eqn. 47 becomes 
',,',I 
. ~tuf " '. ,'" . 
t"1 ~2, --3: H:} ~ . • '0-" ,since the material is-initially at 
yield ( see Eqn. 46 ) and, by comparing Eqns. 44 and 48, "1- "3. rr • 
Consider next a uniaxial test performed on a specimen of the 
, ~ .... 1,. ~ , 
material at yield, under stress rr'; an infinitesimal stress increase 
~ '.' r"... 
leads to a corresponding ~lastic strain increment, be p , so that the 
plastic work' done in the interval, 
- q-
Thus, S-r p ... ,1_,., . d'[P '1' since -r."Q-(,k) 
- --~k. (bk-O) dl< ~ 
( Eqn. 48 ), and therefore, from the above, -p ~p(};) f. 
- • 
10 
By differentiating Eqn. 48, ~e obtain" 
~ F () F d;:" I' . d ,. d fr' d ~p 
~ • ~v- IT • - IT • - d {P' d/( • 
-
. d u-Let· -. H' 
d t P 
( i.e., the slope of the 17'"- -p t plot at any 0-
" ~F . 1 
value) ; therefore, by further substitution, we obtain, o~. -H' ~ 
H' 
- ---
Combining,this result with that·derived on pg. 69, we finally have, 
A - ~ F trlT.{1L.}' -' -H' ' •••• '( 49 ) • 
a;; ~i"'} 
The next step in determining the required stress increment ~·total 
strain increment relations is ~o obtain the values Ofr~F} for the 
• . La {o-} 
the Cartesian stress system ( Bee Eqn. 45 ).~-
By differentiatirtg'Eqn. 48, we obtain the·following expressions 
for the plastic strain'increments.in the principal stress directions, 
according to the flow rule. 
. '.. ~ '" .... ...,... -r., ,_ 
By comparing these with the traditional expressions for the 
I ~ .. 
plastic strain increments, viz., ~ f..p. S E:. , ~E:.p.- 0 ~and 
. ' . . "',.1 p, 2 
b E~. ..: ~ f.~ ~ ••• ( 50)"'- 'where' ~ ~p' is 'the effective ;'plastic 
f ", l' .... ', 
strain increment ( eit~er defi~ed in te~s of b~ or by intuitive 
','; >-', ," 
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, reasoning ( 18 ,) ) and a function of the component plastic strain 
c7'P increments that reduces to the plastic strain increment, d ~ ,of 
the Uniaxial test ( see pg. 69 ), it is apparent that, in fact, 
A -
Eqn. 50 implies not only'that the pri~cipal stress directions 
( 1, 2' and 3) are coincident with those of the plastic strain -, 
increments but also that'the'relative magnitudes of the principal 
stresses are'reflected in their corresponding plastic strain increments 
- Le., ~t~ <bt~ (be~ in general. 
This coincidence is im'plici t in the derivation of ' l(7"} T {d F } 
O(P"} 
• 1 , .,.- I - t 
with respect to the principal stress system ( see pgs. 68 and 69 ). 
At this ,stage, "it is appropriate to., particularise ,the discussion 
to the ,case of" plane strain. Thus, the z di7~ction is a principal, 
direetion. 
It is commonly held that o-z is, in addition, the intermediate 
( ". 
principal stress. Hill ( 19a), however, set out certain provisions by 
• £',' ,_ . t 
which this viewpoint is tenable for the pr~sent material. These are 
(i) the material i~ rigid plastic, or' (ii) ,,\). i ,or (iii) the ' 
plastic strains are at 'least a few times the elastic strains so that 
the latter'are relatively insignificant; this is normally'satisfied 
after comparatively small plastic distortion provided H' is small in 
relation to E~"and no sharp bend occurs in the strain path so that the 
strain increment is of the order of ,the elastic strain increments ( in 
12 
an example to support this viewpoint, Hill used the Prandtl-Reuss relations 
in conjunction with the Tresca yield criterion which Mendelson ( 18 ) 
has shown to be incompatible ) • 
. In view of the above considerations, and since the present work 
entails the use 'of arbitrary elastic parameters and degrees of hardening 
I 
over the entire elastoplastic range, the simplification that 0; is the 
intermediate stress is avoided. 
We now proceed to determine 
and '~F 
o U-z 
, which are the terms in 
in plane strain •. 
( - ) 
that are'relevant 
Let the. two remaining principal stresses. that occur in ,the . x-y 
plane be denoted .. by !ij and,·!iJ:I. These act in the I and II directions, 
respe~ti vely, and '(f"I' > 0"'11 ",' in general." 
Also, let the plastic strain increments in the principal directions 
( of stress, and hence, also of plastic strain increment - see pg. 11 ) 
be given by 
•••• 
It follows, therefore, from the above discussion and Eqn. 50,' that 
a, b and c can be any combination or"the values, 1, 0 and -1 t depending 
on which of the three. principa~"directions~ 1, 2 and 3,'that'I, II and z 
happen to coincide with at any given state of stress. 
( 51 
( 52 ). 
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To obtain ~F " ~F , however, it is necessary 
~rx ~o-y 
firstly to determine the angle ~ between the principal and Cartesian 
systems. Fig. 17 illustrates how this is done and also provides ' 
expressions for ~ and OjI. The derivations are based on reference 
( 20 ) • 
Notes: all stresses relate "'to' point P; CP:B is a small triangular prism 
extending into the paper- i.e. the z direction'- in plane strain 
:By s ta tics, rr :BC - rr :BC ~ cos9 cos9 + tr :BC sin9 sin9 + 't :BC cos9 sinQ x y , xy 
+ ~ :Be sin9 cos9 
xy " 
i.e. , q- _ 0- (cos2Q+ 1) /2 + "'" (1-cos29) /2 + 't sin29 
. x. y . xy •••• ( 53 ). 
Also, 1: Be - tr Be sin9' cos9 -' r Be' cos9 sin9 + 1: 'Be y :x xy, cosg cosg 
. . 
- ~y Be sinQ sing ; 
~ ~- ' . , -
i.e.; (tr..: 0- ) sin2g/2 + 1: cos2Q •••• t 53A ). y x xy 
(a) Normal and shear, stresses 'at general angle Q to Cartesian system 
In the principal stress system, 1:- 0 i.e. , (ct" -(7:) sin2Q + "[ cos2Q - 0 
Y x 2 ,,%1 , 
14 
i.e ., 
•••• ( 54 ) • 
y 
y dI 
'X ··c -r;-~L 
,r TxY~~-" 
P'-'J B C t'xy. q: 
0 x 0 x 
--
(b) Principal stresses at angles, :-'1) and 90°+ 'J , to Cartesian system 
Therefore, subs·tituting Eqn. 54 into Eqn. 53, we have, for ,,' 'J ! 
55,) . 
. " 
- (t"":"q") " "-(cr -u: ) . t1iI' • ~ x I + 1 + cry 1 x I 
2 (tr..-r..Y·''t 2 ~rx~"Zy+~ . x I + 2 xy, 
2 . 2 
" , 
~-~2~ ~ 7: !l' O:+tr.. ~ rx~UY) 2 + t'2 ( 56 ) xy • x l. ••••• • 













~ (o-x ~o-~y +-eX: 
-(tl" -cr) X .y 
... 
Fig. 17. Derivation of principal stresses in the x-y plane and angle 
between principal and Cartesian systems 
. 
The principal stresses, OJ and' OIl' are needed to establish 
what the relative magnitudes of the three principal stresses are at every 
iteration within a load increment so that the appropriate' values of the 
plastic strain i~crement com~~ment~' (' i.e. b ~p , 0 or - ~ ~p) may be 
relegated to the principal directions, I, II and z , respectively. Also, 
they are used in determining whether the material is in a state of yield. 
These points are further. discussed in"the following section - 1.3.2. 
We now know , and consequently, the directions in which the " 
pl~ti'c strain incre~ents,' S'ei and" 0 EiI ,act. 
Th~, the resolution of these strains into the Cartesian system may 
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be accomplished. To do this, the analogy,between the re-orientation of 
stress and strain systems is exploited so that, by replacing r:r , cr::. , 
x y 
(;xy' 0""1 and 0-11 wi th ~ f.~ , S c; , ~ ¥iy /2 , ~£i and Eei1 ' 
respectively, the statical relationships shown in Fig. 17(a) applies 
equally to the strains ( 20 ). 
, Fig., 18 sets out the expressions for the plastic strain increments 
in the' Cartesian system. 
The 'notes in Fig. 17 apply, reading "strains" in place of "stresses"; 
Bub~tituting Q. 1800-~ in Eqn. 52'( noting that the re-orientation 
, 
is now fr~m priRcipal to Cartesian system - i.e., in reverse ), we have, 
~c.p. Se P (COS2(1800-7)+1) ic.P (1-C092(1800-,,») O~x I 2' + ~11 2 
~~p (cos2~ +1) ~~p (1-C092?J) 
• 'I 2 + °'11 2 
' •. ( a(cos;, +1) + b(1-C~S2?(») S€p (see Eqn. 51 ). 
C t S't2~l 






(a) Cartesian plastic strain increments, bf.P and 'b"{ p 2 , from principal 
x x 
strain increments ( statical analogy ) 
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Similarly, substituting Q - 2700- 'J , we have, 
~~p _ ~f;P (COS2(270o-1] )+1) + bEP (1-COS2(2700-,,») 
y I 2.. II 2 
(b) 
_ ~ i P (1-cos 2" ) ~ ~ P ( cos 2? + 1 ) 
I 2 + II 2 







Cartesian plastic strain increments, and 
principal strain increments ( statical analogy ) 
~¥P /2 t from 
xy 
Finally, Bubstituting Q. 1800_ ~ in Eqn~ 53, we have, 
.' .. 
( 3 e. P _ SfP ) sin2( 1800 _"") II I 2 ; i.e. t 
- t( a-b) sin2'7} b ~P • 
.Fig. 18. Derivation of the plastic strain increments in the Cartesian 
system 
An examination of the expressions for the plastic strain increments 
in Fig. 18 indicates that, since A. - S fop (pg. 71 ) , 
~: - ! ta(cos21f +1) + b(1-cos2,)} , "~~ -! {a(1-cos2, ) + b(cos2'1.+1)j 
x y 
i" and 'oF 
- (a-b) sin2~ 01ixy 
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•••• ( 51 ) by the flo~ rule ( pg. 67 ). 
We have thus determined ~ (indirectly, via A -,see Eqn. 49 ) 
and the Pl~e strain equivalents of r.~ F 1 ( pg. 61 ) -' .~~ , ~: " ,~~J x y 
~F ~ 
and F (Eqns. 52 and 57 ). 
'b t xy ~ U-z 
., ')' ,., 
Therefore,' the plane strain stress increment/total strain'increment 
relatione ( cf. Eqn. 45 ) are now; determinate~, 
"These relations. and Eqn. 46 (:a1so modified for a Trescamateria1 
in plane strain) are ~ummarised in matrix form below. Since, for plane 
" 
~train. 'C - i - 't. -' "t -0, the "c~rresponding elaatoplastic ~ zx ~ zx . ' 
relations "C;f "Eci.ri. 45 concerning the y-zand 'z-x planes may be oDiitted,'.' ~ 
. 
without affecting the subsequent solution.( by the same token, terms 
in ~ and zx do not enter into the modified Eqn. 46). The condition 
~ t _ 0 is also imposed. Thus, " 
z 
~ -~, 0 '~~ I i £a.(coS2'1 +1)+b(1-cos2'1)} •••• 
- -~ ~ 0' - •. ~ I i{a(1-cos2")+b(COS2~+1)J 
o 0 i 0 I (a-b)sin21] 
c o ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 " ..1 I 
'J!i E ,E 
- --=.~ -+ 
o ,symmetric 
. I, -HI 
( 58 ) 
For the procedure in the. Initial Stress Method, the stress increments 
a.re required in terms of the total strain increments, and this is derived 
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via further algebraic manipulation as follows:-
Firstly, the relations in Eqn. 58 may be re-written as 
Slt 
[EJ-1 
i {a(oos21!+1) + b(1-00s21}) + .,) 0 ~"i •••• ( 59 ' x 
~Et - i { a( 1-00s2,,) + b( 00s2 ~ + 1 ) + .,)C ~oy y 
'; 
t" . ta-~)sin21! b~ flfxy 
symmetricl .. -
-- --- --2 ~f: .0 . -H'-Ec p 
( where [Ells the plane strain elastic! ty matrix - see pg. 17) by 
1 .~ 
substituting - v {" _ i.. 'Y C" + 1 ('" + C <: ~ - 0 t row four of Eqn. 
- ov - OfT" - 0""'- 0 P E, x EyE z"". . . 
58 ); i.e., ~ ~ - .. '\) ( r,;. +' f <1" ) - Ec ~ ~ , .; •• ( 60 ) .-x y p 
By writing li[ ... } - Jf~}' S{eJt - ~:~. , A' - H'+Ec2 and 
lr-rXY y 
S2f!y 
. _ {i£a(00S2>i+1)+b(1_00S2'1) +\)c I~;(rJ1- i ta(1.-oos217 )+b(00s2,., +1) + ',)0 
l ~ :J (a-b)sin2 'l- . } in Eqn. 59. we can wrfte 
the equation as 
••• • ( 62 ) .•. 
Next, by premul tiplying Eqn. 61 by IE] ,we have t 
•••• ( 63 ) ; further 
premult!pli'cat1~n by {OF t T then gives. 
.' ~{v-JJ 
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Substi tuting '{ fF 1 T ~ (u-] .;. A' CZ; ~ f~<?m Eqn. 62 into the. above, 
. ,~frlJ p 
;,' , , , 
~ ~p' . ~ (A i .t [.}F 1 T [~ f. ~ F 1 j -1 r. ~ F 1 T [i] ~ t d t • • •• ( 64 ) • 
[1MJ IlHJ llWJ . 
. '.' ". ' . ." . .' '" . . 
Next, by substituting for ~fp in Eqn. 63 and re-arranging, we have, 
• 
Finally, lb f (Eqn. 64 ) may be substituted into Eqn. 60, giving, p 
~ ITz ." (~IT x+ ~o; ) - Eo( A'+ g;jY tEJ H~}l )-lH~JrQiJ~{~lt 
•••• ( 66 ) • 
Eqns. 65 and 66 are the incremental elastoplastic r~lations used 
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in the Initial Stress Method of the following section. 
Note that ~:pJ. is an explicit expansion which is symmetric, 
positive definite and valid for a·perfectly plastic material ( i.e. with' 
H' - 0 ) since its derivation does not entail either multiplication 
. 
or division by Ht • 
'. " 
Also, as will be apparent from the Initial Stress Method outlined 
in the following section, only the unique yield surface ( Eqn. 44) and 
the expressions. , ~, ' ( Eqn., 47, ) ,lIlld" { : ~l} ,,' ( pg. 67 ). which de pend 
on its shape ('15), are the ·Bole"·distinctions between ·varioUB ty~s 
of elastoplastic material of the ·categOry considered here ( P~. '61 ~and 
62 )~ ., 
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1.3.2. Adaptations to the general elastic model ( Fig. 1 ), via the 
, Initial stress Method,' to simulate the general e1astoplastic 
- model ( Fig. 16 ). 
In Section 1.2., the general elastic model was solved numerically 
for displacements, stresses and strains. Here, the procedure is adapted, 
via the application of initial stresses, to solve the general e1astoplastic 
model. 
Although the elastoplastic relations presented in Section 1.3.1. 
are applicable to a material that work hardens in varying degrees, the 
procedure given here is similar to the one published C 8 ) so that only 
a constant work hardening material can be dealt with. 
However, a technique is later presented in Section 1.4. to overcome 
this limitation, and varying degrees of hardening as well as softening 
may thus,·be modelled. 
. The prooedure here is applicable to all finite elements of the 
. 
assemblage an~ it suffices to examine the response of a typical element, 
X C Fig. 19 ), referring to the assemblage as a whole as appropriate. 
It is amply illustrated by examining the changes of state, 'Q-A , 
B-C ,D-E and F-G, caused by the corresponding uniform, finite load 
. increments/de crement'. A\O_A) , AtCB_C) , A\D-E) and .bt(F-G)' 
respectively, being applied to the general e1astop1astic model. 
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As shown in Fig. 19(b), these states are ,conveniently represented 
in a,plot of a composite measure of the stresses ( effective stress 0- ) 
. e 
against a composite measure of the strains { f ) that occur in plane 
strain'. 
" 
The effective stress may be defined as a"positively increasing 
function of the stresses during plastic'flow which determines whether 
plastic flow takes place or not. It also reduces to the uniaxial test 
stress. For a Tresca material, '; - '1 - '3 : •.• { 67) (18) 
so that (0;- 0'"3 ) ) r for plastic flow to occur ( see pg. 69 for 
the yield condition) • 
, , 
For a ,perfectly plastic material, ,the condition, (0'"1- 0-; ) • rr. 
, 1 
is sufficient to cause plastic flow. Conversely, when ("1- ~ ) < rr, 
, . 
only elastic strain increments can occur. 
The measure, ~ , 'comprises 'two distinct components, namely, the 
e1as'tic strain, • tr / E , and the plastic strain, ~ • ~ is the 
,e p p 
• ~ , • , .,. , ! 
cumulation of the, effective plastic strain increments, S fp 
• S de. ), defined on pga. 70 - 71 ). 
,p 
< 
By inference, therefore, the above' plot is identical to the uniaxial 
, test plot. 
As the following discussion is for plane strain, there are no 




The infinitesimal stress and strain increments of Section 1.,.1., 
pertinent to incremental plasticity, are approximated to finite increments. 
Load increments are kept in small steps for accuracy of solution, 
however, Zienkiewicz et a1. ( 8 ) found that results from the Initial 
stress Method are relatively insensitive to the magnitude of load 
increments. More will be said about this in the following chapters • 
. 
'(a) Element X at state D, subject to load increment A. t(D_E) . - ~yp1ca.l 
A 
o 
t~ -:-1 ( 1 ,), 
1 1, 
, ii'+ E 
£ ( Q"'e .-+ E 
(b) Composite stress-strain plot of various states of element X 
Fig. 19. Response of typical element X to finite load increments 
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.-Initially,elementrX is stress/strain"free at state ,0, prior :to 
~ • ., • • ,<,' r ". I "f' 
,application of the strip ,load. , , ':: .,., ,l.' , !'"H~<' at 
'., (I ~ , . \ , 
'" ' A small but finite uniform strip load, ~t(O_A) , leads to an 
:~ :.. t .",]tt>!,.t-:7 I- .... L': 
elastic state change, O-A, with stress increments, Arr.' , Arr' , 
,,' "', ),t" II n·~' 'r- "',r,',~' ". ,-,'''" 'r'j '''! ~lx(O A) -; P' 'YeO A)" 
. '* . ~ '" ~ , .... ... . ~ .. , ~ , \ , - .'" , . - \ 
Af' , say. 
'''~ z(O_A)c"'~ "" \'f; '1 :,'" "';'i\'I~r,; f..,..;"J1" 
'These,'are deduced by solving the~general'elastic'niodel of Section 
'-1;2 !fwi th:t ,lei 'Figo':"'·1: ) r -;> At( 0-;:') ; taridiu.Sing equations 'such' as \ 5, (6,' 178;t 
I" ""~, '" ,..-
• 
principal stress, (r , t and the minor principal 
1(A) stress, 
~\ 
3.(A) , are 
('#' __ ~ 't 7....... ·J..t"lf1 (r:... ., l~~"'fl ,!'",> 1." H~~~.\""!" 
\ I ~ 'I . ~ . \ the~highest 'and llowest values, respectively, amongsttthe three~principal 
.,. 
stresses "1' 'fT: f ... (. . • -'':i."f. 
. .... ' I ( 7) ;. ,( - ~rr' . + Arr.' 
. . A' x(O_A) YeO-A) 
'H-i.""l" ~ t • .-,r rf'~":;('~~"" ~ ........ ~c..2 .... f' \.. f ~ f + 
A , 2 
'-4 't'XY( ) O-A 
- see Eqn. 56 ) and 
- see pg. 72 • 
, 'Yf ~inc.e the' eie~e~~.,has not"attairie~ first yi"eld,: it wi"ll,. be found . 
f\.- 't., ! 
rr \!). " ~he ",:i.ax~~:) .. :tr,e::s,~,t.,~~:,~Yi~~~d ) 
- see pg. 83. Thus, no plastic flow occurs in the element for the moment. 
r:l'v1!",..i;r'"'I.:"1 '_~' ",':f{. ~PI~""f.'~~.:-'0~ -."'&:' '~l'---r':""'ir" (-''''' ~""1.-,~3 "..,.."-', .... ~ ~~.' ..... ~ .," ...... }~(' 
If, in addition, no plastic flow occurs in any of the other elements, 
, ,~ L." :,;~ I ,..... _ <',. ,~... ~ ,. 1'''- "". r i~"~ I ". .,.~. 
of the asse,mblage during the load increment, then state A is, indeed, the 
~t(07A) ; otherwise, 
, "" ~ t:'~ '-~" r"r_"I""~,~~" ~ 
final state of the element under the strip load 
• 
further iterations are required as will be evident from the following. 
"!.. '1'"1'·,:. ... ''''~''''l\.- \ '!' ,':~-,- .".. .... >,." •• \ .~ !' .. ~".,\ #,~~,~ 't" \ 
. ,. Subsequent· 'elastic changes in state' due to the addition of -small, 
finite load.increments are treated similarly,. except ,that r(i) ·the element 
• , jr, '1 . I \. 'j '..... - " '.,: , .' '\ ' " .. :} " '}' , :: \ 
is no 'longer stress/strain free ~initially so that the initial 'stresses 
'\ ",.,1 , • i. ~-I ~ "','~ 'l.: 'r!~ . f _ J t: ~ ~! , ' > • ;. 
and "strains have to be added to their elasticincrenien~,s t~ :obtaih 'their 
values at the final state for the applied. load increment and ,(ii) the 
.,..- "-'.". . ~ i\~·· . . ~ ,', ; '" '(:r!~ '\ ' ~ '~'r~' r '. ,'J.\. '" ' ,I ::-ln~i ' 
elastic'stress arid strain increments need simply be dete'rmined by 
multiplying those for. the state change O-A with the ratio of the current 
, I" ) , , ') , -', , -;. _ h ' 
. 'j 
load increment to At(O_A)' by the principle of superpos'i tion~- there 
(j'H') "~ff(;;;l ~"..l{'- '~~"'~J)"';,l~ 7~ ~ ~~.- (r'·. 
is no need to solve the elastic :model every time • 
(~ 
\ / 
. . At state 13, .the, element is subject to the stresses, IT: , 
'-"'"'1' I. " ~ ". 'V·"."~ t ~ -l " """,' ,,,1 X( )' t .... !., ~ I ,)" 1 .. ~~ .'''',1.. 'l".~! 1 , ~ 'W, .. ,_.' 1 13 
,1-, . 
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b..1:' ',~and h,fr' .," "and .straill increments, I:::..f.' "Af." x~(:B-b1) \'" ' Z(:B-b1)"· X(:B-b1) y(:B-b1) 
A.'«~Y(:B':'b-) ,andlA~~(J3:"b')'" (' ... 0), say. These are determined by 
11. . 
J ~.... .... ~ "\ %, f" ..... t I 
multiplying the corresponding increments for state change O-A with the, 
'factor' "1:,. \B.:ct '';'' s'ee''''point' (ii) of pg. 86. 
" A. tc O_A)'~J ""',;-'/-": ,'" 
, 
,~ .... , .. ' , \- . - " -~: ... "" . ~ .,.. ". 
,n 'As' a 'result,. the 'element attains state b1 ' with stresses, 
rr +.. "'''* b.rr' ~h:,'" -, )~, tr.., '" ='" ~ay, rr- ( - rr:. + Au:' :-) , 
X(:B) 'X(:B-b
1
) !(b1) , Y(b ) Y(:B) Y(:B-b ) 1 , 1 
,; ( - ii + h. t ' ) and rr (- I: + 
XY(b,) '.' ,xY(B) l, XY(:B-b1) Z(b1) z(B) 
AI7'~(:B_b1) ')!~ ~d st;r;~~ns! €~(b1) (- EX(:Bt ~e~(:B-b1) ), 
~,~ ~ ""\:: l' 
(- E. + c.E': Il ),' '( (. t. + A't' ) 
Y(:B) Y(:B-b1)" XY(b1) xY(:B) xY (:B-b1) 
and 
t (- f: + Ae' - 0 ) • 
Z(b',) ','''' z(:Bf., z(B_b,) 
The effective stress, 
.".',' -' '. '¥j' 





and q: ) , 
z(b ) 
1 
will now have exceeded the uniaxial stress at first yield. That is, 
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expected to occur in element X • ~., '.- ?,. • /:..'~.' 
- \; ~ ~' . . v ,~. \ tI I l-~ • 'v'; . .~ r _ :..} ~ 
• '-1 I t I • • I 
However, E-b1 is a purely elastic response so that state b1 
"\. .. " 
.. ,- .... , 
_ ~ The rollowing~correction is next applied to enforce agreement with 
-7 I , .~~ " • \ .... 
.~ 
the prescribed elastoplastic behaviour,:-
Firstly, the element is taken up to state Y - i.e., first yield, 
..... !.e:r,t-"n :~( .... ". lV·'I.~ \~n , ... r:-r-'''~·nT''''''''H ... ·!:t: q.r\r~a:·~ lr-~"""~~lT(;:.1IJ~ J' .... ,,-
y t 
using the principle of superposition. The corresponding stresses are thus 
, .-, 
r x rr: -.~ .. X(:~) e(YY)"r 
",'. 0: '1 
I, "" e(B) 
.,. . \ 
-'.-~ .'" 
I-c pr': • (,.\j"t: ... ·,~,.:!'~:x 
xY(Y) xY(B) 
".. . , 
'(1'"";, P.": 
e(y) 
and the strai~s, 
) , 
- 0 ) ~ . ,~ 
, 'f 
,r 
1 I ~ • 




(~ ! . 
) : ~'an~ . U; (-• 
" '/ (Y) 1,_ ~ .'\.. 1 
~( ... '";, .. 




, i \.~ _ \., 
;' - t, • . ., 




( " ... , " \ 
", 
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~ • 0 ) • 
. Z(y) H.: '1 ". . I C'. 
\·.Y: y '. rY1r' k 1,\6\ ~"" i:'tt 
the end of the above\strain increments, the true state of, tha"::;~ 
e.l~me~~ ~~~b2r:" andh~h!erf?orr~~.~nding,stres.s }nc~e~ents, A~ , 
1 (Y-b2) 
··~~~:t ''\ f"J ""t>t" e"'''''!1'''-'' \"Ir'~' 
65 an~ 66, b~' r~~di~~" S &-1 ~ 
determin~ ~, b, c and" • 
, 
By adding the initial stresses, Au- ,,~ AfT' • h/r" , 
'; •. : .~ I .. ~.W"·. ,,,~.,~., tf' ~r: '", '!:-"" .~ xl (Y-b2) ",_.~:~Y-b1 ~'m : ,,' i~(b1-b2) 
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(;. to,.tho,se at sta.te_;b~' without ,alteri~gt~7 strains in the ',element, it 
" ,}, 1 
- . 
'1. 
Thus, the element is currently at state b2', with stresses, 
and the strains unchanged from those at state b1 • 
The imposition of these initial stresses, however, leads to the 
"'c.o ~:-'fr.l'>'~i·.:"r,~ "":;: ~~ ',.1,"" " .jO.~ 7( ~ ~~."J-:, 1;"'I.<-r(~""'I~'" i,::,~ ..I~ •• ", 
addition of concentrated loads at the corner joints of the element so 
, - thatf a"further·elastic change of state b2-b3 occurs which is the total 
(.<1' I. 1~ ,....j.~ -- '. P ... t "l'.'1"r"L"' {t'". " ~V~~#( ~'~ 1' • • ""~~T.,t""'"''''t''~··\ '.'~' ~ ,-t ....... -, 
effect of these and any other such additions to elements of the assemblage 
tha.t"have"simii~rly'become~plastic~ ~n··the"'elaSticimo-dEl1~"I ,,~ " , 
;{~:,.-:--.' , A. To ~labora.te,-'~e' return to Eqn. 6 ( the prior derivation remaining 
_ unchanged )-'for'which 'ihe:'presence~of'initlal~stres8es, '~;';" V-;~'f and 




(' ~,; ~ ~ ~ f (" ~ .. ~ : ,,;; .. ~ : ,. j to,. ,- " .' '; ~ ,~ . " . 
This, in turn, leads to an additional strain energy term to be 
, added to ,the expression for total potential energy in pg.- 25, as the 
: .,1 .'~. y ,'. :" '" ~ _,""11. t. (' ·' .. t,!, "..... J 1/ A? 








, xy xy 
The similarity to the expression for the potential energy due to 
body' forces ( Eqn. ,11 ) is. evident and therefore. as "for those, the total 
strain energy due to the presence of initial stresses in a number of 
finite elements of the assemblage, may be deduced by row mapping of ._ 
contributions from vectors like. tPi~ (since Eqn. 69 is, in principle, 
applicable 'lo all' elements - ·cf. 'for' t PBl ) into the vector, f PiJ ,'of 
the expression, •••• ( 70"), order~(i a~cording to the 
incidence vector. 
As before, - tPi1 is analogous to a system of concentrated loads 
( x component' f~llowed by y component ) acting at the joints of the 
- assemblage ( see pg. 25 ). 
Thus, for element X, the concentrated loads applied to the corner 
joints due to initial stresses in' it may be obtained by reading ~ as 
x 
i 
and 't'xy as in the 





Similar expressions apply to the concentrated loads at the corner 
joints of other elements' of the assemblage due to the presence of initial 
stresses. 
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The cumulative-effect of'these and the concentrated loads from'the 
total strip load ( • b.\O_A) + ••• + At(B_C) ) constItute the current 
, " 
loading on the elastic model. Since this model gives a general treatment 
of load vectors, the solution procedure is unal tered,'by the: ini tial,"l 
stress "load vectors. Solving, 'then, as usual, for the overall loading 
- 'except that equations llke:Eqn." 68' ( the 'left 'hand' term beIng ,'the 
cumulative val,ue of the' initial'stresse~ to' d~t~~ the:right hand term 
, having the same connotatio~ a~ before), '~ather than Eqn. 6 are "used 'to 
determine the- stresses, 'element X undergoes a' further elastic change -in'" 





IT' , t ' and (!: , and strains, ~(b3) , £ , ((XY(b;) , , Y(b ) , xY(b ) , z(b') ,. Y(b;) 3 3 3 




- 0 " : 
-
and ~ ( • 0 ) , say • 
,z(b ) !' 
" 
.5 .. ,", 0l: 
-
/, 0) . , 
3 
Thus, the stre'ss'increments; 
C' 
, .' '" . 





) Y(b) Y(b) xY(b b) ~ "t, xY(b )~ '"'CXY(b ) ", ' 
3 - '2 ., f 2-, 3 ' ,3-2 ", :;> 
and A,rr' - ( • u- - u: ), and the strain increments, 
.1 _ Z(l?2-b3) Z<b3) , ~(b2) _. 0'1 ", ,,', ... ~ 
At; I ,( - ~x' '-'ex ),~A€'" - (- E. y c -'f:y~ ~ ), (b2-b3).., (b3)' (b2) Y(b2~~,3) (b3~ , (,b2)-
AY' ( • r - v ) and A~ , ( - ~ -
XY(b2-b3) " '~Y(b3) ,OXY(b2)' - .. Z(b2-b3)" , Z(b3):1 
r, 
9~ 
),- form the basis for the second iteration, in the same 




However, it w'ill be noted'that Ad'"' is as yet undetermined; 
Z(b2-b3) 
as for the other th~ee 'stress" components' ( Eqri~ 6B };' e'xtra terms -are 
adde'd, this time to 'Eqn~' B of' the e las tic mode 1, viz., 
tr _rr'1,+ _'i(' i) (' 1.), "( ). i· u y rr ' '.. - rr + rr. '- rr ' •••• ' 11 ,'; where (j' • 
z z x x y y z 
, ,l 
is-the cumulative 'initial stress applied to the element in the z direction, 
( note the elastic;contribution to thefother,~tress componentsis$used ). 
~;The application,of these,'initial;stresses, ,unlike ,the other initial 
stress components, leads to'no, addit1onal,energy: term s1nce:tl:lere"can be 
no.straining( see Eqn. 9 ) in the z direction. Another way of looking 
at this is, that ,no 4eforma~ionarises fro~ the application of an initial 
. , 
stress in.the.z direction, in the,x-yplane which is, of.interest here. 
The same concl~ion maybe drawn for tqe ~ther.elements,of the assemblage. 
, "Thus, ,in the, first iteration, we s1mply add the initial stress, 
A.~" " ' ' ',·to the stress in ,the z direction obtained,.via the ,usual 
z(b1-b2) 
,- ,-', . 
, . 
f'- • 
elastic analysis.but with concentrated loads added due to initial stresses. 
• ,~ " ~r '''', 
Prior to executing the second iteration, the yield stress of the 
element must be updated. That is, in determining whether plastic flow 
If ' ; " '! ,.' -;. ",," ",,I. l' . 
occurs in the iteration, we compare the effective stress at state b3 
,. • j ,~~ t f"' -, • - t • t" dI , \", I"'; .' j ~ !">,~ 
.. , 
with are the 




+ ) , ( ,-.' 
2 





Also, it may be noted that the strains that are considered in 
, 
this procedure are total strains. 
Following the second iteration, the third iteration wi 11\ be b4-b5 
-b6 , and so on ••• ,1-'!. " 
In alliterations -.that follow the' first; 'all prior additional'" 
concentrated loads from initial I stresses 'in elements are included with 
those from the total strip load as existing .loads at the beginning of 
the iteration. 
~t some stage, it will be found that the additional loads from 
initial stresses generated in a current iteration make ,no >significant 
change to the overall loading above, e.g., no single joint load increases 
by more than 1/1000 th its current value. 
The element X is then assumed to have attained its final state 
( C ) for the load increment ~t(B-C)'; this s:ate is chosen to be 
that at the final iteration, subsequent to adding the true stress/strain 
increments to those at the initial state. 
The same also applies to all other elements. 
Moving on to state D, it is obvious that a load increment, At(D-E)' 
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which leads to the final state- E, is handled as a series of iterations, 
D-d1-d2-d3- ••• , via the same procedure as outlined for Y-b1-b2-b~-
••• 
Finally, we arrive at state F. A load decrement, A \F-G) , will 
lead to elastic stress/strain de cements from those at state F and it 
will be found that the effective stress at state G is less than that 
at state F· ( obtained by -progressive updating from state Y ).. 
Thus, the stresses and strains so obtained for state-G are the 
final state results. This state change is essentially in reverse of 
O-A and, by the same token, continuous unloading leads to a procedure 
that is in reverse of first loading prior to yield; re-1oading is 
then similar to first loading. 
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1.3.2.1. Flow chart, for the Initial Stress Method of Section 1.3.2. 
Thir. flow chart has bp.en incorporated into the Master Flow 
Chart in Appendix ( Block G5 to Block L7 ). . 
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1.;.3. Adaptations to the general e1astop1astic model to'evo1vE! se'vera1 
e1astop1astic models of lesser degrees of inhomogeneity and to 
deal with linear varying strip loading 
As in Section 1.2.7., differences in degree of inhomogeneity 
simply entail replacement of the random material propetty generators 
by the pertinent routines reflecting the required degree of inhomogeneity. 
Thus, by adopting the alternative flow chart subroutines given 
below, strength inhomogeneity of varying degrees replace-the random 
strength distribution hitherto assumed. 
,,' 
The required degree of inhomogeneity of the elastic phase may 
be obtained by selecting the relevant flow charts of the previous section 
-,1.2. - as shown below. 
Linear variation of strip pressure is treated in a similar fashion 
to that of Section 1.2.7.4. 
, ' 
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to obtain homogeneous model ( to be read in conjunction with 




Initialise V of elements to a constant value 
,Initialise E of elements to a constant value 
G2 Initialise ~ 'of elements to a constant value 
1.3.3.2. Adaptations to flow chart for general elastoplastic model 
tor:'inhomogenei ty of rigidity and strength about centre of strip 
Block Adaptations 
131 Initialise ~ of elements to a constant value 
•• 
C1 Initialise Els of elements on either side of centre-line 
G2 Initialise ~ IS of elements on either side of centre-line 
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1.3.3.3. Adaptations to flowchart.for general elastoplastic model 
for linear vary~g strip loading 
Block Adaptations 
B1 Initialise V of elements to a constant value 
C1 Initialise E of elements to a con~tant value 
E1 Set up load vectors of all columns of nodes for linear, 
varying strip'load, and store 
F9 (SUb-' sto~e {'6} , {o-} and rr z in {~c ,} , {Acr 'J 
block 10) respectively 
and Aa-' , z 
G1 Is this the 1st load increment? ( Yes - G2 ; No - 4.3 ) 
-G2 Ini tialise 0- of e lemen ts to a cons tan t value 
L3 Read next load increment 
14 Add load increment to load vectors 
, , 
L5 Set up load vectors of all columns of nodes for linear 
varying strip load increment in a workarea 
L6 Update a- for all elements 
L1 Go to Block F1 and proceed using load vectors in the workarea 
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1.3.3.4. Adaptations to flow chart.for general elastoplastic model 






Ini tialise V of elements to a constant .value 
Initialise linear varying E's with.depth. 
-Initialise linear varying (J" 's with depth 
1.3.3.5. Adaptations to flow chart of Section 1.3.3.4. for stiff 





Initialise linear varying E's with depth but ~ith stiff 
crust 
~G2 Initialise linear varying 0' 's with depth but with 
stiff crust 
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1.3.3.6. 'Adaptations to 'flow chart·for general elastoplastic model 
for underlying soft layer problem 
Block .. 'Adaptations 
B1 Initialise V of elements ·to a constant value, 
C1 " Initialise linear varying Els with dept~ with underlying 
.' soft layer ,,'" 
G2.,II'li tialise linear varying ,r:r I s with depth with 
-' ,underlying ,soft layer 
• 
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1.4. A procedure for dealing 'with variable work hardening / w9rk' 
, softening 
In the Initial stress Method outlined in Section 1.3.2., it 
was necessary to specify the value of HI ( and hence, 
the start of every iteration so that, for the assumed total strain 
increments, the actual stress increments may be determined ( pg. 89 ). 
However, as the value of t (Fig. 19 )' at the final state of 
the iteration is not known a priori, only a constant value of HI can 
" 
be used at the outset without requiring some information of the relative 
proportions of the elastic and plastic strain components. 
Fig., 20 illustrates two cases of variable HI as the loading 
progresses. These permit better approximations to the constitutive 
behaviour"encountered in actual soils via curve fits. 
r 
A procedure is presented by which a variable HI curve~can'b9c1."., "~' 
approximated<to any desired degree of accuracy via a,subsidlaryset of 
iterations within each usual iteration of the Initial Stress Method. 
It,suffices to examin~ the procedure ,at a "kink" ( Fig. 21 ) of 
a work hardening and a work softening material, respectively. 
The work softening material is simply defined as ope with a 
.. 
negative HI; the rest of the specification is as in Section 1.3.1. 
\ However, the stability postUlate of Drucker ( pg. 61 ) is not 
obeyed by the resulting material. 
Mroz ( 12 ), however, has shown two cases of materials that do 
",''1- ' 
., _ .. ' .-----------
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not obey the stability postulate and. yet, when perfectly' plasti,c, do 'J 




" Hoeg (21 ) also adopted a similar material to the one here. 
typical "kink" K, _ 
H I ~ 1 ~H'.O 
-1 1 1 
tan ~-E 
«.'_ (2 





Fig. 20. Curve fitting for two elastoplastic materials with variable 
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1.4.1. 'Adaptations ·to procedure of ~ection 1.3.2. for variatio~s in HI 
Consider the element X ( Fig. 19 ) to be at some state H~("Fig. 21 ). 
initially, and subjected to pressure increase, 
,. 
By adopting the procedure in Section 1.3.2., the state path of the 
~ 
element in the first iteration (1 ) is H-hi-KI Ccf. ~t.a.te change, 
D-d1~d2 :'.Fig. 19 )." 
However, by comparing the effective stress, rr , .. at state K' 
,e(K) _ 
with that at the "kink" K, i.e., 
- , ~ 4 
0- ,it can be seen that there is 
e(K) . 
an overshoot from the elastoplastic curve. 
of Fig. 19 ), it is therefore necessary to modify the procedure to take 
the state of the element to the "kink". 
This is done by assuming one-half the total strain increments 
-'>-
for H-hi-KI and repeating the first iteration ( 2 ) with these as the 
basis. Successive iteration along these lines will generally be required 
(3, 4)~.untll, at some stage, it is found that when comparing the 
effective stress at the end of a repeated iteration with 
diffe+~nce is insignificant. 
The halving process leads to an increase or decrease from the total 
strain increments of the previous iteration, depending on which side of 
the "kink" the final state lies during a Bubsidiary iteration of this 
• 
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kind;. if the final state is nearer s.tate H than K, the average .of the 
total strain increments of the previous and current iterations is used 
in the following iteration. 
The adopted first iteration is thus H-h1-K, and from there on, 
successive iterations are carried out as before, the value of HI post 
"kink" being used from the second iteration onwards. The initial stresses 
are dealt with as usual. Note that the difference in total strain 
increments between H-h;-K' and H-h1-K .is used in the second iteration. 
- . . " - ":: - " ' 
The difference between a hardening and softening material is 
that the initial effective stress computed for the former will be 




1.4.2. Adaptations to flow chart fo~ general elastoplastic mo~el . 
for variable work hardening I work, softening 
Block Adaptations 
Set up and store H'"values for each portion of the 
elastoplastic curve 
G3a Initialise H' for each element 
J8a Is H' of the element- H' of the elastoplastic curve 
beyond the final kink? ( Yes - J9 ; No - J8b ) 
J8b From the H' of the element ,identify the next kink on 
J8c 






J8d Calculate the effective stress of the element using 
q-
z-
J8e Is the effective-stresS"-of the~element )-'the--effective J 
stress at kink I? ( Yes - J8f ; No - J9 ) 
J8f Is the effective stress of the element within +1% of the 
effective stress at kink 11 ( Yes - J8j ; No - J8g ) 
J8g Set IP.1 to indicate this increment will be processed 
in 2 parts 
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Block Adaptations 
J8h Obtain the next approximation of the total strain 
increment to take the state of the element to kink I 
by binary halving> 
J8i Go to J1.and proceed 
J8j Set HI of the element to HI of the elastoplastic curve 
just beyond kink I 
J10a '>Is IP .11 ( Yes - J10b ; No - J11 ) 
J10b Calculate.remainder·of increment not processed and set 
~([, 
, z accordingly 
J10c Set IP • 0 
J10d Calculate 0:-1 ' <TIl 
o 0 





. SOME PARAMETRIC STUDIEs ON THF. SETTLEMENT AND BEARING CAPACITY OF A 
SATURATrJ> CLAY LAYF.R SUBJECT TO UNDRAINED STRIP LOADING 
2.1. Introduction 
The elastoplastic models of Chapter 1 are ,employed here as 
idealisations for several parametric studies on the settlement and 
bearing'capacity of a saturated clay layer subject to undrained strip 
lnading. SomA stress clistributioml obtained froJll these studies are also 
'presented, 'to be subsequently 'used :in '1-'C"nd psuedo 3-dimensional 
consolidation analyses as total stres~es.A practical example 
consisting of uniform strip loading on a normally consolidated clay 
layer is devised as the basis for the above studies. To begin with, 
a working load is applied to a linear el~qtic, isotropic, homogeneous 
half-Rpace idealising the soil conditions 'of the practical example. The 
adoption of a Hnear elastic material is in accordance with traditional 
approach to a working load problem. This idealisation is justified on 
the groUnds that in the early portion of the triaxial stres~-strain 
curve, a constant stress-strairi modul~q may be 'reasonably assumed. 
AlflO, in the presAnt studies, the 'question of elastic. recovery,· which 
detracts from observed 'behaviour, does not arine since there is no 
1(1' , 
unloading. As there i~ no volume change, Poisson's ratio is taken 
to be ,approximately 0·5. 
The existence of a clas~ical solution to the stresses in th~ -
above half-space problem enable~ a check to be made on the accuracy 
attainable with the type of a~semblage in general use here ( the 
surface settlement is theoretically infinite, and thus cannot be 
modelled ). It will be shown that with a suitable choice of 
assemblage, quite accurate stresses are computed, and the opportunity 
. ' . 
is thus taken to extend the work of Gibson and Sills ( 22 ) - in 
classical analysis - on str~sBes in a fully heterogeneous, linear 
elastic h~lf-space, by studying the stresses in random inhomogeneous 
half-spaces using,the adopted mesh. 
Half-space idealisations such as the above are, however, better 
suitAd to the study of extensivp. soil masses. Next, therefore, a 
linear elastic, isotropic, homogeneous layer is adopted as a simple, 
ini H,al asoessme:nt of the earlier practical example, assuminG a 
working load. The choice of.a suitable assemblage for this probl~m 
is based on a favourable check on the computed stresses and surface 
dioplacement~ againot those obtained by Poulos ( 10 ) via numerical 
solution. 
When studyine the collapae of. cohesive soil bodies - e.g. of 
saturated, undrained clays - t.hat are subject to strip loading, it 
is customary to idealise the material as elastic-rigid, perfectly 
plastic, obeying the Tresca.yi~ld criterion and its associated 
flow rule. This is based on the premise that a soil element can 
1 ()' I 
develop large, irrecoverable strains at failure, prior to which the 
strains arE', by comparison, negligible. The yield surface and the 
annociated flow rule as well as the initial rigi.d behaviour lead to 
the required zero volume chanePcondition. 
By combining the linear el~9tic and rigid plastic materials 
of the traditional approach to the problems of settlenent and collapse: 
re~pectively however, the resulting linear elastic, perfectly plastic 
material can provide the b&9is, for studying'the intermediate loading 
rangp. The latter material is a simple one that retains the important 
characteristics of the tr~ditional materials so that experience 
built up around these is still relevant. For instance, the path 
indp,pendp,nce of the collapse load.·of a perfectly plastic material 
( 23a) emmrPR that earlier work on collap:.'le i~ ~till applicable. 
Thin is .E'ntirely in keeping with thE' intE'ntion of the pr~sent' ,J 
parametriC studies • 
. }'or flome time solutions have, been available only for strip 
loading on linear elastic uniform half-spaces and Aingle and contiguous 
layers, 'and rigid plastic uniform half":'spaces. The limit theorems 
(24 ), al though· providing a I'owerful mE'ans for studying collapse, 
can lead to unacceptable estimates' of the collapse load - e.g. for 
paramptric studies. Recently, however, there have been si~ificrult 
advances in par~~etric studies involving both linear elastic and rigid 
plastic half-spaces and laYE'rs ( 25, , 26' , 21 ,28 , 29 .) using 
classical an well as numerical methods of analysis. Further such 
otudip.~ ar~ undertaken here, includin~ the behaviour in the intermediate 
loading range, an understanding of which will be contributory to 
safe and pconomical design. 
To begin with, the earlier' elaqtic working load layer model is 
replaced by a linear elastic, perfectly plafltic, isotropic, 
homo~eneous layer idealisation that is applicable throughout the 
entire loading range to collapse. The latter'is, as before, a simple, 
initial assessment of the practical example, and thus serves as the 
baqis for the following parametric studies. 
A smaller mesh ( i.e. laterally ) th~ that of the elastic 
model is adopted for economy of computation. The reduction, however, 
has no significant effect on the accuracy of the elastic solution 
nor is the computed collapse load noticeably different from' that for 
the initial layer mesh, as will be shown. The computed collapse load 
will be flhown to be in excellent agreement with the well-known 
Prandt1 rpsu1t,' (1f+2) c (30 ), and to be relatively insentitive 
u 
to reasonably-spaced rigid boundaries so that for a'half-space mesh, 
the Prandtl result will b~ closely approximated. Thus in view of 
the accurate modelling of both elastic and elastoplastic behaviour 
attainable via the present' numerical approach, the following' 
parametric fltudies may be undertakpn with some confidence. 
To berrin with, the effects of varying the thickness of the 
layer are examined. 
Next, inhomoeeneity of rigidity, and hence strength about the 
centre ~f the load is studied. This is bound to occur in the real 
situation to some dpp,'T.ee'even with a relatively uniform soil. 
I' 
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Similarly, a~ymffietry of loading is considered. The cases 
dealt with are also relevant to the eccentrlc loadine- of footing::J 
whereby a linear strpss distribution of the subgrade reaction ,is 
assumed in design. 
It is generally accepted, however, that the undrained rigidity 
and strE'nr,th of "a normally consolidated clay layer varies approximately 
linparly with depth'due to increasing effective overburden pressure 
(. 25 t 28 r. This th~9iprovides the ba~is for an important 
parametric study. 
A stiff crust can then form at the surface due, for example, 
to overconsolidation as a result of suxface drying (28 ). The 
effect of this'is'also considered. 
, 
If, during sedimrmtation, the clay layer of the practical 
example on pp.113 waq undprlain by a layer of softer material, a 
"stepped" linear variation of rigidity and strpngth would be a 
better idealisation ( 31 ): This case is next studied. 
AnothE'T 'problem com~idered is that of random inhomogeneity 
of rigidity and strength of the layer. An instance where such a 
distribution is appropriate may be construed as follows.-, 
A::mume , say, the layer of the practical example to undergo 
h('avy overconsolidation until its' rigidity and strength become 
approximately 'constant at all' points. Then, a9 a result of the' 
consolidation of nearby structures, varying degrees of pore 'pressure 
build-up occur at,different points so that the layer weakens non-
uniformly. 
Finally, the 'otr~oo-Rtrain curve of the triaxial test is more 
closely modelled by approximating it aq a series of elastic, then 
elastoplaotic lines. In one C~q~ the slopes of these lines decrease 
steadily with strain until peak strength is 'reached, when the 
r.1aterial strains without further stress increase. It has been 
found from experimento, however, that some degree of "post-peak" 
softening is bound to occur for both normally and overconsolidated 
saturatedclayo under 'undrained loading ( 32 ). This 'then forms the 
bas.is 'for the other study in 'which a· moderate sensi tivity- of the 
clay is.rassumed. 
The' studieo'undertaken in the present chapter as described 
above are presented in four main sections~ In Part A, the practical 
example' of undrained strip loading is outlined. The ,linear elaqtic 
finite element models of:the practical example'are then analysed 
and the computed'stresses and displacements compared with known 
solutions to obtain a measure of the accuracy of these models. 
Some' results of stresses in random inhomogeneo~q half-space models 
are also included. In Part B, the basic model" i.e. the linear .. 
elastic, perfectly plastic, -isotropic, homogeneous layer model 
of the practical example is examined in detail,·thus providing some· 
initial experience in the behaviour of the type of models that are used 
subsequnntly • In,Part C, further parametric studies using similar 
el~"ltoplastic models are ,undertaken.' Finally, in Part D, a number 
of parametric studies are initiated, to provide the basis for future 
studieo. 
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PART A-A PRACTICAL EXAMPLF. AND SOME ELASTIC MODELS 
2.2. A practical example of, undrained uniform strip loading on a 
normally consolidated, saturated clay layer and the soil 
mechanics idealisation' 
Fig. 22(a) illustratesra long warehouse. at the end of. 
construction, founded on a normally consolidated, saturated clay 
layer overlying a rough rock b~qe. The warehouse is ,liGhtly framed 
and cladd~d so that the footing loads are small compared to the 
uniformly distributed storage load. The ground slab is thin in 
relation to its width since it is designed to enlist ground·support. 
The problem ,is-thus one of undrained uniform strip loading on a layer 
overlying a fully-adhesive, rigid base. 
As suggested earlier, the clay is idealised as alinearel~qtic, 
perfectly plastic material. On this basis, it is further assumed that 
itA lmdrained rigidity F. and shear strength c vary linearly with 
u . u 
depth ( Fig. 22(c) ); as already pointed. out, this is a reasonable 
approximation, and reflects the influence of the increasing effective 
overburden pressure with depth. 
The E and c distributions adopted are b~qed on an example 
u u 
" given by DUncan and Dunlop ( 33 )~ Hoee ( 21 ) -also suggested using 
the relation: E • 1000 c' for normally consolidated clays 'as well 
u u 
as lightly overconsolidated clays of low plasticity. 
11~ 
The deviator stress - axial strain curve from a standard 
triaxial compression test on a typical clay sample i~ shown in Fig. 
22(b). The-nample iA consolidated under a cell pressure approximating 
the effective overburden pressure at the point from which it is taken, 
then sheared undrained. 
The ideal" linear elastic, perfectly plastic curve is obtained 
from the above plot as follows. 
The linear elastic line OB is drawn from point 0 to intersect 
the triaxial plot at point A which corresponds to 65% of the maximum 
deviator stress - i.e. 65~~ of 2c since, following standard practice 
u 
( 34a ), the triaxial and uniaxial tests are taken to be the same. 
This procedure is based on the premise that, assuming a working 
load with a factor of safety of 3 against collapse, the maximum shear 
stress in the layer is unlikely to exceed 65% of the shear strength 
( 3kempton - ( 35 ) ). Duncan and Dunlop ( 33 ) appear to ha~e used 
the same criterion. Thus, for a working load, it_ is reasonable to 
expect a factor of safety against local shear failure of about 1·5. 
Furthermore, the line OA is the best fit to the triaxial plot that 
is conservative; it genera11y approximates the plot fairly well. 
Point B is taken to be the elastic limit since the maximum 
shear stress then equals the shear strength. For perfect plasticity, 
the ideal curVe proceeds horizontally from that point,_ i.e. along BO. 
Since the"uniaxial and triaxial tests are the same, E is read 
u 





( for the Tresca material, the shear stress at 
115 
yield. 0·5 the uniaxial stress at yield ( 18 ) ), in the notation of 
Chapter 1. Also the uniform strip load p is denoted as t in Chapter 1. 
Since the material is perfectly plastic, H' - O. 
The Tresca yield surface and its associated flow rule, coupled 
with a Poisson's ratio approximating 0·5, closely model the zero'volume 
change requirement of _undrained loading on the saturated clay layer. 
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CL · '-" .' 30'lf~'l:I-O" Uniform strip load 
. ~ ·140,000 psf 
fully adhesive ----r---~ 
rigid b~~e 1,700,000 paf 
(c) The soil mechanics idealisation 
100~-0" 
riff. 22. A practical example of undrained uniform strip loading on a 
normally consolidated, saturated clay layer and its idealisation 
2.3. The linear elaqtic, isotropic, homogeneous half-space model 
( flow chart in Section 1.2.7.1. ) 
Fig:' 23(a) shows a linear elastic, isotropic, homogeneous' half-
space idealisation for an extensive body of clay with tlie properties' 
of the' layer of Section 2.2., and subject to the same loadirig. 
Since we are concerned here with the stresses, and these are 
theoretically in'dependent of both Young' smodulus and Poisson's 
ratio ( 37a'), the choice of these parameters can be quite arbitrary. 
Nevertheless, the values at the average point (' 34b ),' which 
c9rresponds to the centr~ of the pressure bulb and has been tak~n 
as being re'presentative of 'a' so'11 body' with some success ( 34b ), .. 
are adopted. 
The depth of 'the pressure bulb is approximately equal to that 
of the layer of Section 2.2. and thus, the elastic 'parameters of the 
average point are assumed to those at mid-depth in the layer. 
InCidentally, this depth coincides with the recommended minimum 
for a site investigation and thus the' layer should be fully prob'ed • 
.. The collapse load for the half-space, assuming c to be the 
u 
average point value, is given by Prandtl's expression, (~+2 ) c • 
u 
Thus, with a factor of safety of 3 against collapse, the working load 
, 
is 1500 psf (c being 920 psf ) - it will be shown in a later 
u 





Fig. 23(b) shows the finite element model adopted for the half-
space idealisation. The mesh is the best choice amongst several 
trial as~eMbiaees 'from the point of view, of' accuracy and economy of 
-
computation. Christian arid Carrier ( 29 ) used a similar configuration 
in their study of circular loading on a linear elastic half-space. 
They found that, to ~aintain accuracy of the computed 'displacements 
f ~ l ; -I """ , ~', " " ~- ~ • -; i. • :- ,~ " 
for a nparly incompressible material, a frictionless bottom boundary 
and a free lateral boundary are required. The mesh here is considerably 
larger, however, and the boundaries thereby more "remote. " 
I ' 
Also, as will be shown, it leads to reasonably accurate computed 
stresses, the only requirements for such accuracy being that (a) the 
" , 
. , 
mesh is r~asonably fine in the vicinity of the load, (b) the Bays are, 
of limited slenderness and (c) the boundaries are sufficiently remote. 
Indeed, the slenderness of some Bays adopted by Christian and Carrier 
are ~ell beyond the recommended limit. 
The fixed joints at the boundaries are justified on the grounds 














. fa) The linear elastic, isotropic, homogeneous half-space idealisation 
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(b) Finite element model for half-space:idealiSatiOnl 
Fig. 2~. Half-space idealisation of an extensive clay body 
1 ~, 
2.3.1.: Accuracy of stresses computed from the finite element mpdel 
,Figs. 24 and, 25 show the stresses down the centre'and'edge, 
respectively, of the strip Joad. The values given by classical 
solution ( 37a ) ~9 well as those computed via the finite element 
model are plotted. The latter are obtained as follows. 
t, 
The stresses in the respective finite elements are aS8umed to 
act at their centroids. For neighbouring elements, these are then 
averaged and given equal weighting in determining the position of the 
resultant. Thus, as shown in Fig. 24, the average stresses 
generally occur at internal joints, except for the surface elements. 
The above procedure thus effectively combines two suggested 
methods by Zierikiewicz and' Cheung ( 38 ) to cater for the "jump" 
in stress values across the constant stress finite elements. ~be' 
same procedure is appli~d to all subsequent stress plots, and 
where checks are made; will be shown to be generally quite successful. 
For the ela.qtic solutions, onlyo-x' rr and L. are plotted y max 
since theRe are sufficient to specify the state of stress at any 
givE'n point. 
Returning to the present problem, it can be seen from Figs. 
24 and 25·that in general, close agreement between the stresses ,by 
cla.9sical solution and those computed, is obtained. 
There are, however, two exceptions, namely:-
1 ~" ~. 
(a) For, ~max down the edge ( Fig. 25(c) ), the computed stresses 
depart from the classical solution, towards the surface. This is 
because the true 'stresses along the surface change too abruptly 
at the edge (i.e., ~ at the edge and zero on either side of it, 
TI 
p being the uniform strip load ) so that the constant stress 
finite elements are unable to model the stresses. in the vicinity 
of the edge accurately. Other stress plots ( including those of 
the elastic layer problem of Section 2.5. ) do not undergo such 
abnlpt changes and thus, there are no significant errors in the 
computed stresses. By further refining the mesh around the edge, 
the above error may be contained in a small, localised area. 
(b) At greater d.epths, there can be significant differences between 
the computed stresses and those given by classical solution. This 
is due to the slenderness of the Bays there, and the inaccuracy 
is accentuated by the small stress values as well. However. because 
they are small, they are relatively unimportant in practice. 
The stress contours over the half-space are also plotted, using 
the SYMAP package ( 39 ). The stresses are supplied as input data, the 
points at which they act having been specified a priori. The package 
then interpolates { or extrapolates ) amongst points to determine the 
contours which are then produced on line-printer. 
Fig. 26 shows the stress contours obtained by (i) classical 
solution,- (ii) classical solution and plotted with Sy}~P, and 
(iii).c.omputation and'plotted with SYMAP.·lt can be seen from these 
plots that for the computed stresses, SY}~P gives a reasonable 
indication: of general trends. - " 
Further improvement -.especially in the vicinity of the load 
- via (a) specification of more data points, and (b) better usage 
of SY1~Pr( e.g. by opting for particular routines rathertthan, as. 
here, for default routines ), is envisaeed. 
" 
2.4. ' Stresses in linear elastic, isotropic, random inhomogeneous 
half-spaces ( flow charts in Sections 1.2. and 1.2.1.2. ) 
The success with which the finite element model of the previous 
section is able to model stresses in the homogeneous half-space, and 
the _ obvious ease with which ',varying degrees of inhomogeneity may be 
attributed to the model leads to the present studies in random 
inhomogene i ty.' 
These studies are prompted by'an earlier paper by Gibson and -
Sills ( '22 ) where it was shown that the stresses in a linear elastic, 
, 
isotropic, fully heterogeneous, incompressible half-space are identical 
to those of the linear elastic, -isotropic, homogeneous half-space'whose 
solution has been known for oome time (" 31a ). 
The above finding posed the question as to whether the same 
result would be found for other space variations in the elastic moduli, 
prov~ded these were sufficiently smooth. ' 
Giboon and Sills found, however, that , when the condition of 
incompressibility is relaxed. in' the fully heterogeneous case, the 
stresses do 'change, cr and ''C' being extremely sensi tive to 
x max 
Poisson's ratio. This came as a surprise in view of the insensitivity 
of the stresses to Poisson's ratio in the homogeneous case. 
, , 
Another possibility is that if the half-space is kept 
incompressible, the stresses may still be insensitive to varying 
degrees of inhomogeneity of Young's modulus in the half-space. A 
stringent test of this possibility would seem to be to assume 
random inhomoeeneity of Young'n modulus. 
Thus, in the first study, Poisson's ratio is taken to be 0·49 
and Young's modulus allowed ,to take random values ranging from 
500,000 to 5,000,000 psf, attributable to soft clay and.shingle, 
respectively. In this study - as well as the next·- the mesh and type 
of loading of Fig. 23(b) are the obvious choice; a strip load of 1500 
psf continues to apply to provide a ready means of comparison of. the 
computed stresses with those ,of the homogeneous case. 
To ensure a truly random selection of Young's modul~s, the 
ULCC RANF subroutine ( 40 ) is adopted: RANF generates values according 
to a rectan{!Ula.r distribution. 
Fi~. 24 and 25 show ,the computed,stresses down .the centre ,and. 
left edge, respectively, of the strip load, for the above random 
distribution of Young's modulus. These stresses oscillate about the 
stress plots for the homogeneous half-space, which act as approximate 
mean plots. An examination of the corresponding SY1~P plots ( Figs. 
27 and 28 ) shows that .:t,his behaviour is generally applicable in that, 
whils t there are differences of de,tail between the plots, they do 
nevertheless exhibit similar Gp.neral trends. 
Thu~, on the basis of the above evidence alone, the possi bili ty , 
that the stresses for random Young's modulus in an incompressible half-
space agree with those of the homogeneous half-space .remains open: "it 
could be argued that the differences of detail are attributable to 
non-smooth inhomogeneity through thp use of finite elements with 
constant Youne'~ modulus. 
However, the author's view is that this interpretation is 
untenable. By it, the relaxation of incompressibility ought to lead 
to some distinct changes in the stress plots alike those shown b~ 
Gib~on and Sills ( 22 ) for 1C ,instead of which, when a random 
max 
distr.ibution of Poisson's ratio in the half-space ( from 0 to 0-49, 
also ~9ing ~w ) is further ~9sumed, the computed stress plots again 
follow the gener.al trend of those of the homogeneo~9 case, the 
differences being of detail ( cf. Figs. 27 and 29; also see Figs. 
24 and 25 ). Since the common ground in the above two cases is 
that both have random inhomogeneous distributions of material 
constants, a more attractive explanation for the above similarities 
in the stresA plots may be advanced via an analoey to the physical 
behayiour of metals: for the latter, random inhomogeneity at the 
crystalline level can nevertheless lead to reasonable homogeneity 
at the macroscopic level. 
By the same token, it can be ar@led that as the mesh is further 
reduced, the half-space becomes increasingly random inhomogeneous 
so that the differences of detail of the stress plots should thereby 
• 
reduce. A completely random distribution would thus have the effect 
of a homor,eneo~9 medium. This argument is, in fact, contrary to the 
earlier notion that the differences of detail are caused by non-
smooth inhomogeneity. 
It should, however, be recognised that explanations hitherto 
advanced for the behaviour of the stress plots qre hypothetical. 
A fuller investigation involving variations in thp degree of 
fineness of the mesh, adoption of different random distributions of 
the material constants, etc. is recommended. Further study along 
th~nc lines is justifiable owing to the inherently highly non-
uniform nature of soils. 
It will be noted that the SYMAP plots shown here are obviously 
inaccurate around the surface. This is because data points were not 
specified at the surface, lU1like the SYVAP plot of Fig. 26. However, 
they do serve the present purpose adequately. 
- " 
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2.5. The linear elastic, isotropic, homogeneous layer model 
( flow chart in Section 1.2.7.1. ) 
Fig. 30(a) shows a linear elastic, isotropic, homogeneous 
layer idealisation of the practical example of S,ection 2.2. 
The idealisation Aerves as a simple, initial assessment for a 
working load. The soil properties at mid-depth which are the 
mean of the range of values are a reasonable choice and they 
should also approximately correspond to average point values. 
The sarne working load of 1500 psf as the half-space problem 
is adopted here since the presence of the rigid base ought to 
strengthen the soil· body, according to a limit theorem ( 24 ). 
Indeed, it will be sho~n that the collapse load for the isotropic, 
homogeneous elastoplastic layer of Section 2.6. is quite 
insensitive to the proximity of the rigid base. 
, F.ig. 30(b) shows the finite element model adopted for the 
layer idealisation. The lateral configuration of. the half-space 
is maintained and the lateral rigid boundaries should now have 
even less effect on the solution. The fine mesh in the vicinity 
of the strip load for the half-space problem is extended down to 
the base and even then leads to further economy of computation 
( 10 Bays downwards compared to 20 ~aysfor the half-space) due 
to the high load width - to - layer thickness ratio. 
The fully-adhesive conditions at the rigid b~ge are correctly 
modelled by full fixture of the bottom line of joints. 
141 
Of several trial assemblages, "the one chosen is adjudged 
to provide' the best accuracy - economy combination - with a view 
to later elaatoplastic models. 
c - 920 u ' 
fully adhesi e rigid base 
. (a) The linear elastic, isotropic, homogeneous layer idealisation 
20'-0" Ct 3°'-0" 10'-0" .3 no. 15,000 lb 
-, 40'-0" ~~O~'~~_~"~.~O~OL'=-O~"~ ____ ~~~~~~~ 
1 •••• III.I}10 x 10'-0" 
E-920,OOOpsf 
~-0'49999 
~(b) Finite element model for layer idealisation 
• 100'-0" 
Fig. }O. A simple assessment,fo~'a.working load on the1layer'of Fig. 22 
! 
2.5.1. Accuracy of some ~tresses and surface-displacements computed 
from the finite element model 
Figs. 31, 32 and 33 show the stresses down the centre and 
edge, respeotively, of the strip load. The values given by Poulos 
( 10 ) - obtained by numerical solution - as well as those computed 
via the finite element model, are plotted. stresses at the surface, 
where single-valued, are also plotted: at the centre, or is given 
x 
by Gibson ( 41 ), or is the same as the pressure of the strip, and y 
""(max is given' by these with 1: xy • 0; at the edge, (Ix ( Gibson -
( 41 ) ) and cr are multivalued, although they lead to a single y 
value of 1: (""( • 0 as before ). 
max xy 
Close agreement between the known and computed stresses is 
obtained, the latter being generally within ±5% of the former. 
. The surface displacements are similarly compared in Fig. 34 
and, as above, the known ( Poulos - ( 10 ) ) and computed value~ are 
in close agreement, the latter being generally within 12% of the former. 
Finally, the stress contours via SYMAP are shown in Fig. 34A ; , 
the aurface data points are prescribed to improve the accuracy of the 
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PART B. - A DETAILED STUDY,OF THE BASIC ELASTOPLASTIC MODEL 
2.6. The linear elastic,perfectly'plastic, isotropic, homogeneous 
layer model ( flow chart in Section 1!~.3.1. ) 
: " 
Fig. 35(a) shows a linear elastic,perfectly plastic,isotropic, 
homogeneous·layer idealisation of the practical example of Section 
2.2. The' idealisation is - as with the elastic layer model.of .. 
Section 2.5.-ca simple, initial, assessment of the practical problem, 
based on average soil properties' in the layer. Where it differs., 
however, is in its ability to model the entire loading range. It 
thus provides a suitable basis for the following parametric studies, 
from low working loads ·to collapse, on the·. p~actical problem. 
The·finite element model for the idealisation is shown in Fig. 
35(b). It can be seen that although it retains the configuration 
given in Fig. 30(b) for the elastic layer in most respects, the 
lateral extent of the mesh is reduced to make the necessary 
computational economies when dealing with the plastic phase of the 
ideal material. Nevertheless, as shown in Figs. 31 - 34, the effect 
of doing so on accuracy of the elastic solution is insignificant. 
Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, the computed collapse load is 
relatively insensitive to reasonably-spaced rigid boundaries and 
Lndeed, this reduction in the lateral extent of the mesh is not 
.. < 
accompanied by any significant change in the computed collapse load. 
Incidentally, 'a series of initial checks were made on the, 
accuracy with which the Initial Stress Method models elastoplastic, 
behaviour in some simple problems. Thus, a typical Stack was subject 
- to uniaxial ( plane stress and strain) as well as biaxial'( plane" 
strain ) states of stress. For these, excellent concurrence with the 
true solutions was obtained not only for the present elastoplastic 
material but aleo for Von Mises ( 42 ), Drucker-Prager ( 43 ) and 
Mohr-Coulomb ( 43 ) 'materials, involving perfectly plastic, work 
hardening and work softening behaviour. 
The present model is henceforth referred to as the basic model 
( Fig. 35 ) since it serves as the basis for comparison with the 
following parametric' studies. Also, since the mesh of Fig. 35(b) 
models the behaviour of the el~qtic and plastic phases of the layer 




CL low working ( 'p ) to 
30'r?'~9i-~" collapse ( P{) loads 
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associated flow rule 
(a). The linear, elastic, perfectly plastic, isotropic, homogeneo\18':' 
layer idealisation 
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~b) Finite element model of idealisation ( see Fig. 30tb) for mesh 
details l 
Fig. 35. A simple assessment of the layer of Fig. 22 for the entire 
loading range to collapse ( ba~ic mod~l ) 
160 
2.6.1." Growth of the plMtic enclave and collapse .' 
As the Uniform'strip load p ( Fig. 35 ) increases from zero, 
the layer-initially deforms elastically mainly by distorting since 
the material is virtually incompressible. When p - 2'413 psf, however, 
element X ( Fig. 36(a) ), .which has the highest elastic'maximUm shear ,. 
stress value, attains first yield. No plastic. flow occurs as yet 
due to containment'bythe surrounding' elastic material' with which 
the eiement'is compatible. With further loading, there is a'general 
increase in the' stresses in the' layer although the maximum (shear -
stress 'of the plastic element X obviously cannot increase. Its elastic 
distortion is thereby insufficient to maintain compatibility with 
the surrounding elastic material and thus contained plastic flow 
ensues until the difference is redressed and equilibrium restored. 
Still·further.loading leads to more .elements becoming plastic as 
their maximum shear stresses reach shear strength, with accompanying 
plastic flow and stress.redistribution by a similar process to ,that 
above. 
In this way, .a clearly-defined plastic enclave develops which 
spreads downwards primarily, to begin with ( Fig. 36(a) ). This 
,material th~~ differs from relatively rigid materials like very 
stiff.clays or cemented sands which collapse soon after first yield " 
( 37b). Subsequently, -the enclave epreads laterally ( Fig. 36(c) ), 
and soon after this occurst·it penetrates free surface some way from 
161 
the load.( Fig. 36(d) ,) so that it ~can then flow plastically without 
inhibition, thus leading to'collapse due to the pressure exerted by' 
the strip. Although the, enclave had reached the surface adjacent to 
the strip earlier, no collapse occured'since the surface element Y 
( Fig. '36(c) ) was prevented from heaving freely by the elastic body 
on the left and 'the strip on the right, to which its two surface joints 
are connected.,' . , 
In view of the differences between the maximum shear stress 
d.istributions of the elastic layer and the half-apace of Sectiona 
2.5. and 2.3., respectively, first yield occurs here at a load less 
than the well-known value of 1Tc for a uniform elastic half-space. 
u 
What is surprising, however, ia that the collapae load of 4900 psf 
( Fig. 36(d) ) obtained in this problem is only 3·5% higher than 
the Prandtl result, (if +2) Cu ' for the half-space ( 30 ). Some 
of this difference is attributable to the general underestimate 
of stresses by the Finite Element Method· so that even less percentage 
difference is due to strengthening by replacement of the half-space 
material with the rigid material of the layer problem ( according 
to a limit theorem - ( 24 ) ). 
Indeed, it was found that the collapse load of 4900 psf is 
quite insensitive to the prOXimity of the rigid boundaries. Even 
when the depth to the bottom boundary is only ~ the width of the strip 
and the growth of the plastiC enclave quite different ( see also 
Section 2.1. ), no significant change in the collapae load was 
1(,2 
detected. This observation lends support to the use of Prandtl's 
result for layer problems.' The lateral boundaries can also be brought 
to within about 1·5 load widths from the load centre without noticeable 
change to the value of the collapse load. 
In terms of slip line analysis, this suggests that for the 
present. material, a stress extension field that is statically 
admissible may be devised for bodies with reasonably-spaced 
. , 
boundaries, although the rest of the solution follows the lines of 
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2.6.2. Surface and' general displacements ", 
Fig. 31 shows the:settlement-Ioad plot fo~ joint A ( see· 
inset ). Up to the firs,t yield load of 2413 psf, 'the curve is', ' 
linear elastic. Further loading leads' to a gradually steepening 
curve, b~coming more rapid once'the plastic enclave spreads 
laterally. Finally, at the collapse load of,4900 psf, the joint'·. 
settles by an indefinite amount 'in the wake of'a freely-deforming 
pl~~tic enclave; and the curve becomes vertical. The curve is J; 
characteristic of local'shear failure ( 31c ). 
Also shown are the settlement-iteration curves at various loads. 
All curves eventually converge to finite 'values except'that at 
collapse which' rises at a i const,ant rate after some iterations, thuS 
implying indefinite flow~ 'In all subsequent studies, 'the penetration 
of the plastic enclave to free surface is supplemented with this, 
constant rate of increase'of settlement with iteration 'to provide 
a reliable means for detecting when collapse occurs. 
The settlement of the 'surface is shown in Fig. 38. The values 
at individual joints are 'plotted and then joined with straight linea, 
thuB reflecting the'deformed surface of the·assemblage. In a continuum, 
however, the'settlement curve will bea smooth one. The plot'at the 
• 
collapse load pertains to the 200th iteration. The settlement under 
the atrip'isreasonably uniform except towards the edge; there,· the' 
degree of non-uniformity of settlement is' accentuated by increasing' 
. 
plastic flow 80 that,.just before collapse, the settlement at the 
centre of the strip is approximately 5 times that at·the edge, 
compared with about twice only When the layer is still elastic. 
The settlement curve for the strip is cenerally dish-shaped 
thus requiring bottom main steel in·the ground' slab. There. is a slight 
hog which occurs too near collapse to be of interest in design. 
The influence of plastic flo'w on the magnitude of flettlement 
under the load, prior t~,collap3e, is only moderate. Thus, at a load 
of 4000 paf, when the plastic enclave is already well-advanced, the 
settlement accruing from p1antic flow, at 'the' centre of the load,'is 
only aome 45% of the total settlement; near collapse, it is about 70%. 
In view ot the above, a desien bearing capacity baaed,on local 
shear failure corref'lpondinl) to the ,"knee" of the settlement-load 
curve'of Fig. 37(a) may be unduly pessimistic. Indeed, from the 
structural standpoint,the present slab could theoretically rea1st 
the pending.m~ments that occur just before collapse ~ine double 
reinforcement.· 
, Due to the proximity of, the rieid ba~e and tha hich Poieoon'e 
ratio, there in Di~ificant el~~tic heave. The additional settlemont 
arieing,from plastio flow leads to a correepondinc volume of material 
being equeezed out as,additional heave. Note that with increasing 
• 
plastic flow, there Ie a tendency for relatively more of this material 
to accumulate nearer the etrip with the result that the positionn of: 
the ~tart of and the maximum heave ( which becomao conoiderably more 
161 
than for a purely elastic response) both'occur closer to it, 
diminishing left of the maximum more rapidly. ' 
, , 
Also'plotted in Fig. 38 are the horizonta~ displacements of the 
surface joints, which are directed away from the centre of the strip 
except, of course, the zero displacements at'the centre. These, like 
the settlements show (a)" an 'abrupt change in magnitude ( in this case, 
an inc'reasi! ) towards the edge of the' st'rip and (b) the ~axi~um 
displacement occurring nearer the strip" ( coincidIng with the point ,of 
maximum heave at collapse ') and diminishing more rapidly to the left. 
with increasing plastic flow. 
",- - - The above' observations on the behavi.oUr of the die placements 
as the layer 'becomes 'increasingly plaStic can be'explained as follows. 
~~en the layer is elastic, the strip settles and the displaced 
material isYgradually turned up to emerge as heave ( see Fig. ~9 ). 
As it becomes plastic, however, 'the enclave effectively Borte~8 
the ~rea below the strip and this leads'to greater eettiementB 'as 
well as more heave in the 'vicinity of the strip than from a purely 
elastic response. The latter effect becomes greatly accentuated when 
the plastic enclave spreads laterally since the material below the 
surface adjacent to the strip is then extremely soft. Also, since 
by then the displacements due to plastio flow are predomi~ant~ the 
mode by whIch material is displaced as the strip set~le8 becomes 
relatively more localised around the strip as is evident by comparing 
Fien. 39(a) 'and (d). Thus, in o~der to maintain compatible flow, the 
, , 
abrupt changes in displacements and the relatively greater heave 
1€n 
and lateral displacements in the vicinity of the strip described earlier. 
are required. By the same token,· the displacements fade more quickly 
away from the load 'wi th increasing pla..qtic flow.· 
At collapse, there is a semblance of an area of·intense movement 
in the, vicinity of the load that is underlain by a1relatively static 
plastic region, beneath which the material is still elastic - such 
as associated wlth·slip-lineanalysis. That is, the displacement-
iteration curves in>the above area of collapse settle into constant 
slopes .whilst those-of the underlying static region converge to 
finite values. The' "bump"· in the heave of the final ( i.e. collapse) 
curve'of'Fig. 38 is, in'fact, a manifp.station of-this behaviour; 
displaced material continually emerges near the edge ofothe strip 
whilst further along the surface--inthestatic region,--there is no 
more heave with iteration~ . 
,Fig. 40 which shows. the deformed assemblage at various loads 
prov~des further illustration of the above behaviour. 'The lateral 
extent· of~·the area of intense movement is approximately where the 
plastic enclave penetrates free surface ( Fig. 36(d) ). It also 
roughly agrees with the lateral extent of the Prandtl slip-line 
field C30,). 
A final note on the accuracy of the computed displacements. It 
has already been demonstrated that the computed surface displacements 
for the elastic layer are generally within an accuracy of about * ~ 
of the values~calcu1ated by Poulos ( 10 ) - Bee Section 2.5.1. In 
addition, it is generally in the nature of reasonably structured 
finite element ~semblagee that as the, areas of prescribed displacemente 
and external loadines are further removed, the solution improves. It 
is therefore considered that the above order of accuracy may be 
presumed to generally apply to the computed displacements for the 
elastic solution. For the el~topl~tic solution, the independent 
elastic phase of the assemblage will continue to perform with the above 
accuracy. For the plastic phase, however, no known solutions are 
available for comparison of dieplacemente. llowever, a etudy W88 made 
into the effect of altering mesh Bize on the computed diBplacements 
in the elastoplaatic ranee of loadin~. It was found that the preeent 
menh is eutficiently fine to lead to displacements that will not 
Bicnificantly alter with further refinement ( which iB an accepted 
means by which a finite element solution may be improved ( ,8 ) ). 
It iB therefore considered that the displacements obtained in the 
elastoplastic ranee of loading will be of the Bame order of accuraoy 
aft i~ the elastic range. Certainly, the mode of failure ~ trom tho 
diBplacement point of view - occurs near the oxpected failure l~nd 
(~+2) C
u 
and iB kinematically comparable to tho~e advanced via 
slip-lin~ method" of analysis. 
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2.6.,. 'stresses in the layer\-' 
" , 
1<'ig •• 41 shows the normal stress distribution down the centre 
and edge, respectively, of the strip load. ,For.thehorizontal,st~ess 
o-x "it can ~e seen that increasing the load beyond first yield 
does not lead., to proportionate increase in the stresses prior to 
yield. Indeed, the normalised horizontal stresses ( i.e. q- 'divided 
x 
by the strip pressure ) are extremely sensitive to plastic flow, 
although becoming generally less so with increasing flow. Part of 
f' . .1 
this sensitivity is featured as considerable variation in the shapes 
of the horizontal stress~- depth curves in the initial stages of 
plastic flow, although becoming less pronounced towards collapse. 
The verticai stresses r:r" on the' ~ther hand, increase approximately 
,y , 
in proportion to the load right up to collapse. That is, the 
,", 
normalised vertical stresses are relatively insensitive to plastic 
flow, thus subscribing to the sole use of elastic theory in determining 
rry • The out-of-plane stress fT , is approximately 0·5( <T + cr ) which z x y 
is to be expected for this material ( see Eqn. 66 with c-O ). It thus 
has a sensitivity to increasing plastic ,flow that ,is an average of the I 
sensi ti vi ties of fT x - and i" r:r y ' •. 
In elastic consolidation·theory, it is well-known that at·the 
undrained stage, the, pore pressure increase-is.equal to the .volumetric 
stress increase (T--~(cr '+ cr + cr) • It.can similarly be shown that v x y z 
. , 
for the drained· c - '/J material of Chapter 3, the same applies. 
18? 
Under un(1rained conditions, there is no volume _change. Therefore, 
the infinitesimal plastic volume change 
, - , 
Substituting the expressions inEqn~ 73 ( pp. 332 ) into the above 
equation, we have 
\. (dF -dF 1\ _ + ...- + 
orr r)(T 
- x y 
Sin j • 0 
That is, ~ - 0 
" Similarly, the elastic volume change 
so that (1-2 J) 
E 
(0- + 
, . X.I.t 
(T + y-
~,. 
cr- ) • 0 , 
z 
the elastic 
dra.ined parameters E and 'V"being described in the drained "model of 
Chap~er 3.' - - , 
Therefore- (.CT"x -- 'u) + (Cry ~'u -) + ( <Tz ~ u ) - 0 
where u is the pore pressure so that 
_ u • -! ('c/' + rT + rT ) ~ 0:' 
. x y z v for the prescribed elastoplastic 
behaviour. It 1s of interest to note that just as the use of E in 
.' _. '. u 
conjunction with V - 0·5 has been shown to effectively represent 
undrained behaviour of an elastic soil skeleton (-34c ), the use of 
the above relation ~ - 0 which is based on no change in effect1~e 
stress ( 54 ) can be similarly thought of as being representative 
-. .:. 
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of a '0 - 1 material under undrained conditions i.e. with zero 
volume. change. 
From the foregoing it can be seen that (J" ,and hence cr 
v z 
.. 
may be employ~d here in providing an indication of > pore pressure 
distribution. 
For rr , the effect of' increasing plastic flow' i~' generally to 
x· 
, t~ 
increase the normalised stress down the centre'of the'strip except 
near the surface where it remains about the same'and towards 'the' 
bottom of the layer where there is BOrne decrease. Down the edge, a 
similar trend .may'be observed~ Since, ~q "already mentioned, the 
normalised vertical stress is refatively insensfUve to plastic' flow, 
or
z 
may be expected to be similarly influenced by plastic ilo~ as Gr
x 
• 
Thus, with increasing plastic flow; pore pressures near the 
surface will approximately increase in proportion to the applied load. 
Below that, there will be a marked increase in pore pressure followed 
by a 'less than proportionate increase towards the bottom of the 
layer - i.e. also with increasing plastiC flow. Note, however, these 
remarks pertain only to pore pressures down the centre and edges of 
the strip. The above changes in emphasis of the initial pore pressures 
will no doubt have a corresponding effect on the subsequent 
consolidation process. 
'. , As required by theory ( 43 ) , constant stress conditions are 
, "~ .'. 
found to prevail at collapse. 
Finally, S~~ plots ,of the normalised normal stresses are provided 
184 
in Fig. '42 for a more comprehensive study: Again, there is noticeable 
inaccuracy in the'vicinity of the load 'since no data points are 
s pe cified at the' sUrface. This, however, may" be ,remedie d by 
extrapolation of stress curves to the'surface at various sectio~~ 
of the layer,' and 'adopting the surface values so'obtained as data 
points. Further imprOVements can be made via the suggestions given in 
Section 2.;.1. However~ the 'present plots are sUrficientiy accurate 
for examining trends - e.g. note the relative insensitivity of the 
normalised vertical stress over the whole layer in contrast to the 
widely-differing normalised horizontal stress 'plots. 
A final note on the accuracy of the computed stresses. It has 
already been demonstrated that the computed stresses down the edges 
and the centre line of a strip load on the surface of an elastic 
layer are generally within an accuracy of about ± 5~ of the values' 
calculated by Poulos ( 10 ) as well as of known values of stresses 
at the surface of the layer (Section 2.5.1. ). ]'rom these results 
which relate in places to areas of potential inaccuracy - e.g. near 
the load and the rigid base - as well as by inspection of the values 
of computed stresses in the remaining areas of the elastic layer, 
experience suggests it would be reasonable to assume that the same 
order of accuracy as above may be expected in general for the entire. 
assemblage. For the elastoplastic solution, a study was ,made into 
the effect of altering the mesh size on the computed stresses. It 
was found that the present'mesh is sufficiently fine to lead to 
• 
HMa 
stresses that will not significantly alter with further mesh refinement. 
It is therefore considered that the stresses obtained in the 
elastopiasti'c range of loading will be of the same order of accuracy 
as in the elastic range. Certainly, the computed stresses remained 
constant at the coll~se load as they should according to Drucker and 
Prager ( 4:3 ). 
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PART C' -' DETAILED STUD~· OF SEVERAL OTHER ELASTOPLASTIC MODElS 
2.7. Effects of variation of layer thickness on the linear elastic, 
perfectly 'plastic, isotropic, homogeneous layer model 
The~relative insensitivity of the collapse load of the present 
model to the proximity' of the rigid base has-already' been ment'ioned in 
the previous section; this is in spite of significant differences in the 
growth of the plastic enclave, stress distributions ~d the load at 
which first yield occurs for various layer thicknesses. The basio 
model ( Section 2.6. ) is of sufficient thickness to reflect the general 
behaviour of a thick layer. Here, by contrast, the behaviour of a thin 
layer is examined. Fig. 43 shows the idealisation adopted for this 
purpose. As can be seen, it has the same basis as the basic model • 
. Fig. 44 shows the growth of the plastic e~clave with increasing 
strip load p. First yield occured at about 900 psf in the element X 
at the base. This load is a higher proportion of ~cu than that of 
the basic model which indicates a change from an earlier incidence 
of first yield ( i.e. relative to collapse) as we go from half-space 
to thick layer, to a later incidence from thick to thin layer. This • 
change should be reflected in the elastic ~ diatributionB. With 
max 
increasing p, a plastic enclave develops around the element X, spreading 

















adjacent surface on the left. Finally, at p - 1577 psf, the enclave 
penetrates free surface ( nearer the load that the thicker basic 
model ) and collapse occurs. This 'load is again about 3'5% higher 
than (~+2) c • It ie also considerably less than the corresponding 
u 
value for the basic model which has a bigger c value due to its 
u 
greater depth. 
Finally, the proximity of the elastic body to the centre of the 
strip suggests a Hill-type collapse mechanism ( 19b ) - see also 
Fig. 47. 
uniform strip load p 
'" 30'-0' 30'-0" 
Cu • 296 psf ~f-'\ I ~Eu - 296,000 psf 
r--t-' T r (D)l[l-iJ,Jll], 't'" ~ ., 
10,-01" I 10'-0'" 
20'-0 I i- -0'149999 ~ 
\ 
fully adhesive rigid base 
Fig. 43. Thin layer idealisation ( TreBoa yield oriterion and' 







(a) p: 1000 psf 
(b) p = 1522 psf 
tc) Pf - 1577 psf (collapse) 
Fig. 44 . Growth of the plastic enclave to collapse 
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Fig. 45 shows the settlement-load plot for joint A ( Fig. 44 ). 
It can be seen to be less characteristic of local shear failure than 
that for the thicker model. 
The settlement-iteration curves again serve to establish collapse 
- i.e. when a curve rises at constant slope~so·that there can be no 
convergence. 
Fig. 46 shows the surface settlement plots at various loads. The 
elastic curve ( alike'that for p - 1000 psf.) is considerably 
different from that of the basic 'model. This is due to the combinatio~ 
of reduction.in-thickness as ,well as the condition of incompressibility. 
The settlement is reasonably uniform until point P ( two-thirds the 
way along the strip from the, centre and where the maximum settlement 
occurs- ) when it·reduces rapidly until there is little movement at the 
edge of the strip. " 
. With increasing, plastic flow, the differences between the,. settlement 
curv~s of this and the basic model are further accentuated. For the 
present model" plastic flow does not significantly affect the settlements 
around point P.Again, however, there is little movement at the edge 
of the ,strip. Thus, the settlement curve_becomes more non-uniform 
with increasing plastic flow, the strip hogging more in the central 
* portion and ,sagging more towards.the edge. 
* Towards collapse, ,a moderate amount of top main steel would be required 
in the central third of the strip and bottom main steel outwards, to 
, ' 
resist the bending, moments. 
~ .. ,', f 
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Settlements are'c~nsiderablY less in this c~~e than for the 
basic model. Thus, the reduction in layer thickness has a greater 
effect on the maBni tude of settlements than the ,correspo~ding .'" 
~edu~tio~ i~' rigidity and strength, and indeed, the 'reduced strength 
leads to a ~rnallercollap8e load' thereby restricting the range of 
pl~tic fl~w and its effect on 'settlement. Local shear failUre can 
be negie~ted here since the settlement':'load curve ( Fig. 45 ) is' 
flatter, and the total settlements considerably smaller than for 
the baSic'model. *~ " 
The amount of elastic heave relative to elastic settlement is 
high. This is due to the proximity of the rigid base as well as the 
condition of incompressibility. Most of this heave is localised around 
the edge of the strip. Increasing plastic flow leads to a substantial 
increase in the heave, although unlike the basic model, there is littl~ 
further localisation of the displacement of material towards the vicinity 
of t~e load towards collapse. Thus, the points of incidence of heave 
( near the edge ): 'and maximum heave do not alter noticeably. By the 
same token, no marked differences in the behaviour of the horizontal 
surface displacements with increasing plastic flow is discernable, 
unlike the basic model. 
The lateral extent of the area of intense movement again 
roughly coincides with the zone of penetration of the plastic enclave 
*Also, less reinforcement would be needed since 'the differential 
settlements are generally smaller than for the basic model. 
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to free surface ( Fig. 44 ). The lower boundary of th1s area is the 
rigid base. 
Fig. 41 shows the general deformation of the thin layer with 
increasing load. The typical displacement of material from below 
the strip, laterally, then upwards as heave at collapse can be seen. 
Note also"no noticeable tendency to further localise 'this movement 
-
towards the vicinity of the load with increasing plastic flow, as 
well ~q the more restricted extent of the lateral extent of the area 
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2.8. Inhomogeneity of rigidity and strength about the centre of the 
strip load ( flow chart in Section 1.3.3.2. ) 
Even if it were assumed that the clay layer of Fig. 22(a)is 
exceptionally uniform, there will nevertheless be some difference 
between the average rigidity and strength left of the centre of the 
load, and right of it, in the real situation. Thus, contr~ry to the 
basic model of Section 2.6., the problem is essentially one·of 
inhomogeneity and asymmetry. It would therefore be instructive to 
ascertain the. difference. this simple picture of· inhomogeneity on 
either side of the centre of the load would make to· the results of 
the basic model. The clay layer is assumed to be fairly uniform 
so that the idealisation shown in Fig. 48 is applicable. The degree 
of inhomogeneity is small and thus the present study will provide 
an indication of the sensitivity of the results of the basic model 
to such non-uniformity. 
213 




; Tresca yield 
criterion and associated flow rule 
Fig. 48. A simple idealisation for sliBht degree of inhomogeneity 
about centre of load" 
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Fig. 49 shows the growth of the plastic enclave with increasing 
load p. As expected, first yield occurred in the weaker region at a 
slightly lo'wer . load than for the basic model. AI.so, subsequent, 
growth of the plastic enclave is predominantly in the weaker half of 
the layer. At Pf • 4510 psf, the plastic enclave penetrates free 
surface right of the strip and collapse occurs. 
The growth of the enclave in the weaker half of the layer is 
alike that for the basic model; at, collapse, its lateral exten~ is 
also roughly equal to that given by Prandtl'B slip-line field. The 
enclave in th~ stronger half also takes a similar form except that 
its growth lags behind that in the weaker half so that, at collapse, 
it has not yet penetrated free surface. Thus, collapse occurs in the 
weaker region. 
The collapse load is approximately half-way between those given 
by assuming homogeneous layers.with the strengths of the two halves 
, ","<; 
respectively. Thus inh?~ogeneity leads to no radical changes from 
the behaviour of the basic model, and an average of the two strengths 
could reasonably be applied to a homogeneous layer 'in the present . 
context. 
-"~. '. ,.. . ~ 
". I, ~ • 
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(a) p = 2900 psf 
(b) P - 4000 psf 
(c) :p .s 4400 psf 
(d) Pf = 4570 psf ( collapse) 
GrowH, CIt t~4... I~~+~~ «'I\cla.vt.. -1-0 c.ollcll':>$4L 
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< 
Fig. 50 shows the settlement-load and settlement-iteration 
curves for joint A' ( see Fig. '49 ),. pin-pointing collapse - i.e. 
the fo~er curve becomes vertical ~d the rele~ant curve of ' the 
latter rises at co~stant slope~ the rest converging to finite values. 
The shape of the settlement-l~ad curve is alik~ that for the basic 
model. 
Fig. 51 shows the surface displacements at varioUs loads.' 
The surface settlement curves in th~'weak~rregi~n ( right half) 
are similar to those for the:basic model~ However, near the centre 
of the's'trip, 'the settlements "are noticeably more uniform here. Aiso, 
the maximum and maximum differen'tial settleme'nts of the strip are 
higher' tharifor the basic model 'at comparable loads" The latter' , 
• !. ;'~, " 1.' 'f' * difference is further accentuated by, increasing plastic flow. The 
surfac; set'ilement 'curves' in the stronger half' ~f the l~yer also 
, , 
have a' similar form to those of the basic model al thouSh the former 
tend:t~ lag behind the'settlement cUrves for the ,weaker half and this 
.. ~:,. .!,' Y ~ ~. 
is further accentuated by increasing plastic flow. The effect of this 
is noticeable hogging at h'igher loa.ds in the stronger 'half. This is 
accompanied'by a sag in ,the opposite half and ~hUB there will be more 
changes in the,po~ition of main steel here than for the basic model. 
, ' I 
Note the "bump" in the heave for the ,final settlement curve in 
I, 
*The highest bending moments will occur around point P ( Fig. 51 ) so 
that mQst steel is required there. Owing to the sag in the strip, 
bottom steel is laid. 
"4If 4!) '!~.~ ... 
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the right half of the layer found to signify collapse '( see basic 
model ). The corresponding curve in the left half indicates an 
intermediate, stage of plastic flow only so no collapse occurs there 
- as suggested by the plastic enclave earlier. 
The horizontal surface displacement curves in both halves also 
bear close resemblance to those of the basic model. However, an .;. 'j" 
important difference is that the point of zero displacement is no 
longer at the centre of the strip due to this being a problem of 
asymmetry. In fact, with increasing plastic flow, more points in 
the stronger half of the layer begin to displace towards the weaker 
half. The maximum horizontal surface displacements in the latter region 
are generally greater than in the'former since the progress towards 
collapse is more advanced. 
The similarity between the surface displacement curves here 
and those of the basic model indicates the lateral extent of· the 
resp~ctive areas of'iritense movement at collapse will be approximately 
equal. This observation is implicit in the earlier finding that the 
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Fig. 52 shows the normal stress distributions down the centre 
and edges of the strip load ( both edges, are included since asymmetric 
condi tions prevail ). 
For _ rx ", there is a general increase in value above that for 
the basic model down both edges as well as the, centre of the strip, 
the difference being accentuated by increasing plastic flow._ There is 
little overall difference in '-x between the two edge distributions 
- i.e. only local ,variations occur. 
'For u;., the same type of changes found for rx apply down 
the centre o~ the strip. Down the left edge, in the harder material, 
-- t:r "is~genera1Iy the same as for the basic model but down the right, y 
edge, in the softer material, a decrease in ~ is found and this 
is accentuated by increasing plastic flow except towards collapse 
when an increase occurs. ~us, U; down the left edge is greater 
than, down the right at comparable loads, the difference being 
accentuated by plastic flow except towards collapse when the reverse 
is true. 
Despite the above differences, the trends of the' 
distributions are similar to those of the basic model. 
q- and 
x er y 
A~ before, ~ :!!: ~( fTx + o-y) so the changes in pore pressure" 
arising from the present inhomogeneity may be reasonably represented 
222 
by the differences in . 0- between the present and the basic models ( 
z 
1;e: an average of. the above change~ in q-x and 0; ).as explained earlier. 
Accordingly, we may expect a general lncrease in pore pressure 
down the left edge ( in the harder material ) and centre of the strip, 
accentuated by plastic flow. Down the right edge ( in the softer 
. material )~ there will be an initial increase and then an increase 
towards collapse. Thus, pore pressures down the left edg~ are at first 
generally higher than down the right, becoming relatively lower 
towards collapse. 
Constant stress conditions are found.to prevail at collapse as 
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2.9. Two examples of, linear varying strip loading on the layer 
('flow'chart in Section 1.3.3.3. ) 
By the,same token as for the previous study, a uniform strip 
load'will not occur in th~ real situation: some asymmetry of loading 
is bound to exist. Here, ,two cases of linear 'varying strip loading 
on the clay layer of Fig. 22(a) are adopted to examine the effects 
of different, degrees of.,such simple representation of, asymmetry on 
the results of the basic , model of Section 2.6. TheBe are shown in 
Fig. 53. the idealisation for ,the layer being again that for the 
basic model for the purpose of comparison. 
In the first case. a moderate degree of 'asymmetry is assumed 
as an initial departure from uniform' loading conditions to ascertain 
the sensitivity of the results of the basic model to the change. The 
second case deals with an extreme form of asymmetry which, together 
with ~he first, ~hould provide, a good indication of the differences 
that will occur in the above results as the degree of the present type 
, 
of asymmetry is' varied; 
These two cases of asymmetry are in widespread use i~ the design 
. '" 
of footings and gravity retaining walls, whereby a linear variation 
of the.subgrade reaction is assumed. The present study is thus 
particu~arly relevant to the above problems. 
Note: 
p is the ~qu1YDXent 
unifprm s~rip load 
229 
50' -0" , 
oollapse 
~ ) loads 
·f 
(~) Case' 1-modera;te asymmetry of loading ( Tresca yield criterion 
and associated flow rule) 
d 30'~x.p( 1, 3~) 
I x (ft.) 
I ) 7 I ; I; ; I 7 I ) 
(b) Case 2 - extreme asymmetry of loading ( as above except where 
otherwise shown ) 
Fig. 53. A simple idealisation for asymmetric strip loading on the 
clay layer of Fig. 22(a) - see also Fig. 14 of Chapter 1 
2;0 
Fig. 54 shows the growth of the plastio enclave wHh incre~ing 
load ( given as the equivalent p value which,leads to ,the same total 
load) ,for both cases of asymmetry. It can be ,seen,th~t ,the effect 
of the bias of loading to the right of, the centre.of the strip has 
a,similar effect to ,the ,weakening of , that region in the model of 
Section 2.8. as is ,to ,be expected. The effect of the present,form 
of asymmetry in relation to the behaviour of the basic model of 
'Section 2.6. is threefo1d:-. 
(a) ,First yield,occurs sooner and in the more heavily-loaded 
right half of the layer. 
(b) At any given load, the growth of the plastic enclave in that 
right half is 'more advanced. 
, , 
(c) Collapse occurs sooner and only in the right half where the 
enclave penetrates free surface, whilst the left half remains 
intact. At this stage, the enclave is generally smaller although 
localised ,around the strip as usual. 
The above differences are further accentuated by increasing the 
degree of asymmetry. 
The collapse load for.the basic model is 4900 psf'( Fig. 36 ). 
For Case 1 loading, thi~ falls to an equivalent value of 4200 psf, 
which is an approximate 14·25% drop. For Case 2 loading, the equivalent 
collapse load is only 3300 psf which is an approximate 32·5% drop. 
These results indicate that for the present model ( i.e. with linear 
varying strip loading ), a design based on the maximum pressures not 
231 
exceeding the ultimate bearing pressure obtained by assuming uniform 
strip loading will be conservative from the point of view of the 
theoretical collapse load. They also' suggest tha,t Meyerhof's 
assumption of an equivalent strip width equal to the strip width 
minus twice the eccentricity of the resultant from the centre of the 
strip may not be far out,., although leading to an underestimate of the 
collapse load. 
In both Case 1 and 2 loading. the plastic enclave penetrates 
1 
free surface at about the same distance from the strip. This distance 
roughly matches the lateral extent of Hill's slip-line field ( 19b ) • 
. / 
232 
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(c) Pf = 3300 psf ( collapse) 
Fig. 54. Growth of the plastic enclave to collapse ( Case 1 - ( 1a) to 
(1c) ; Case 2 - ( 2a) to (2c) ) 
•• 
. Fig. '55 shows the settlement-load and settlement-iteration 
curves for the usual joint A. These pin-point collapse for both 
Case 1 and, 2 loading. . " 
Fig. 56 shows the surface displacements for the two cases 
at various loads. Alike the pr~vioUB model ( Section 2.8. ), the 
maximum -settlements occur ,in ,the right half of the layer, -the difference 
between the maximum settlements in the two halves being accentuated' 
by increasing-plastic flow.- Also, -the ,"bump" in the heave for'the" 
final curves occurs only in the right half indicating collapse there 
only. Thus, ,the Bame analogy between 'weakening of, and heavier 
loading on ,the 'right half found for the plastiC enclave may be 
drawn for the settlements. However, the asymmetry of loading appears 
to lead to greater non-uniformity of the surface settlement, although 
this may be due to the mild inhomogeneity of the 'model of Section" 
2.8.J~·~ 
The effect, of asymmetry of loading is to increase the maximum 
settlement of the basic model at comparable loads; this difference 
becomes more pronounced as the degree of asymmetry increases. The 
maximum differential settlement of the strip similarly increases with 
the degree' of asymmetry - and also with plastio flow, as does the degree' 
of non-uniformity of the settlement of the strip. 
• 
Maximum bending occurs in the right half of the strip unlike 
the basic model.' With Case 1 loading, some hogging occurs left of this 
maximum, although it is hardly noticeable; with Case 2 loading, the 
hogging there becomes more pronounced. Most of the main steel, 
~owever, will be located around the point of maximum bending. Since 
this is a'sag, the steel will be located at the bottom of the slab. 
Similar observations may be made for ,the horizontal surface 
displacements as for the inhomogeneous model of Section 2.8. Howeve~,' 
in the vicinity of the centre of the strip, points right'of centre 
move to the left, this tendency accentuated by increasing the degree 
of asymmetry - in, the inhomogeneous model, points left of centre move 
towards the right. 
\ 
Fig. 57,shows the general pattern of joint displacements at 
different stages of loading. These provide further support for some 
earlier observations, e.g. note the smaller extent of the area of 
intense movement than for the basic model at collapse.' 
Fig. 58 provides a general picture of the deformation of the 
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·Fi~. 58A'shows the no~a1 stress distributions down the centre 
and edges of the 'strip load for Case 1 and 2 loading, both edge' f 
distributions being given since this is a problem of asymmetry.' 
For ff: there is little change from the values gi v~n by th~. 
, x· . 
basic model down the centre of the strip at the elastic stage - ' 
i.e. at comparable loads. With plastiC flow, however, there is'·an ,J;', 
increase here in the upper region of the layer and a decrease towards 
the bottom. Near collapse, .. an increase is found over a greater depth. 
The influence of further asymmetry is greater increase in the upper. 
region and de?rease below. The latter decrease is sufficient to'cause 
tensile 'stresses to develop around mid-depth in the layer where the 
'" 
stresses are least. Down the left edge of the strip, there is a 
decrease in 0- from that of the basic model at comparable loads 
x 
in the upper region of the layer and an increase around mid-depth 
which is accent~ted by increasing plastic flow. 'Down the'right edge, 
on the oth~r h~d, U"x i~creases at the top, accentuated by plastic I: 
flow, and decreases below although to a lesser extent towards 
co11ap~e. The result is that Cix is less down the'left edge than the 
right ( towards which the load is ~iased ) in the upper region of the 
layer, and greater below. 
For 0- down the centre of the strip, there is an increase at' 
.• y. 
the top and a decrease below although with plastic flow, a gener~l 
" • .,<. 
increase develops. The effect of further asymmetry of loading is to 
lead to a general decrease initially, followed by an· increase at the 
top and a decrease below with plastic flow. Down the left edge of the 
strip, Gr decreases generally from the values of the basic model. y 
Down the right edge, on the other hand, there is an initial general 
increase followed by an increase at the top and a decrease at the bottom 
wi th plastic flow. Thus, fT down the lighter left edge is less than y 
down the right, this difference becoming smaller near the bottom of 
the layer with plastic flow. 
As with the inhomogeneous model of Section 2.8., the trends of 
the 0- and (T distributions are similar to those of the basic 
x y 
model despite the above differences. Also, CTz~O'5( rr x+ o-y) so that 
changes in pore pressure due to asymmetric loading are given by 
differences in fT between the present and basic models , or in z . 
other words, the average of the changes described above. Accordingly, 
we m~y expect similar pore pressures to those of the basic model down 
the centre of the strip to begin with, followed by an increase in tho 
upper region of the layer and a decrease below with increasing plastic 
flow although there will be little change in the latter area towards 
collapse. Down the lighter left edge, lower pore presoures develop 
near the top and bottom of the layer and hieher pore presoures between -
• 
i.e. in the present modele. 
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Linear-variation'of rigidity and strength' of layer with depth 
( flow chart in Section 1.3.3.4. ) 
As mentioned earlier, it is widely held that the undrained' 
rigidity and 'strength of a saturated, normaily'consolidated 'clay 
lay~r varies approxlmatel'y linearly with depth due to the i~fluence 
'of the'" effective overburden pressure ( pp. 111 ). 
," Whilst with a. small foundation, it may be reasonable to adopt 
the' average point values, the present width of the ground slab 
requires that a proper account be given of the variation of rigidity 
'and strength with' depth. ( the following results bear this out ) • 
. Indeed the present idealisation was Buggested as a suitable 
representation of the practical problem at 'the o~tset and Fig. 22(0) 
is thus relevant to the'present study. A Poisson's Ratio of 0'49999 
is -adopted~ 
Note,'ho~evertthat in view of the'requirement for constant 
material·properties· in the individ~al finite elements, an exactly 
linear distribution of rigidity and strength cannot be reproduced. 
Fig •• 58Bbelow shows the apprQximate representation of the 
linear var~ations. ~ > I 
'~.. : .' I 
218" psr-.r r ( typical ) 
E • 1000 c 
u u 
c ) .' 
• u 




~ig. 59 shows t~e growth of the plastic enclav~ with increasing 
load p. Firs~~yield occurs at about 950 psf at the surface where the 
- . , 
soil is weakest. This load is considerably lower than that for the 
basic model ( i.e. 2413 psf ) as would be expected since the strength 
of the latter corresponds to that at mid-depth here. The subsequent 
growth of the plastic enclave is also confined to the upper zone of 
the layer where it is weakest. It thus develops along the surface 
and when a sufficient area beyond the edge of the strip ia covered, 
I ~ collapse occurs. Note that at p -1530 psf, the enclave has a limited 
lateral extent and is still inhibited by the strip edge on one side, 
I· 
and the elastic body on the other. 
Owing to the nature of its development, the enclave in much 
more localised around the strip than~for the basic model. Indeed, 
its limited size at collapse indicates an extremely restricted area 
of intense movement in the vicinity of the strip. Also, the proximity 
of the elastic body to the centre of the strip suggests a Hill type 
. . 
( 19b ) or collapse mechanism rather than the Prandtl-type of the 
basic model. 
The collapse load of 1615 psr here is conside~rably less than for 
the basic model of 4900 psf ( i.e. less than ~ ). This is perhaps not 
too unexpected since only the strength of a emall area of the weaker 
upper zone need be exceeded to attain the state of collapse. The value 
of the computed collapse load compares favourably with that obtained 
by Davis and ~ooker ( 26 ) for a smooth rigid strip using slip-line 
I ' I 
I 
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analysis. Although their analysis is for a half-space and the contact 










Fig. 60 shows the settlement-load and settlement-iteration 
curves for joint A, pin-pointing collapse. Note the former curve· 
exhibits little local shear failure behaviour prior to collapse. 
Fig. 62 shows the surface displacements at various loads. Ey 
taking proper account of the softer upper region of the layer, it 
can be seen that,oat comparable loads, the maximum settlement is " 
greater "than for"the basic model of Section 2.6. This occurs at the 
centre of the strip to begin with but when the plastic enclave is 
sufficiently·advanced, the maximUm settlement is at "point P,unlike 
. the above model. The nature of the settlement of joint A is reflected 
in that of the strip insofar as there is a little increase brought 
about by plastic flow except near collapse ( notably at point P ). 
The maximum differential settlements'· here are likewise greater 
than those of the basic model and little affected by plastic flow -
i.e. except near collapse • 
. The settl~ment under the strip is initially dish-shaped thus 
re~uiring bottom main steel. When sufficient plastio flow has occured, 
however, hogging develops in the central area· of the strip although 
this is only slight ( except towards collapse.). The shape of the 
settlement curve is in faot similar to that of the thin layer of 
Section 2.7. from then on. Maximum bending occurs around point P. 
Note the much more localised area of intense movement at collapse 
than for the basic model, as suggested by the form of the plastic enclave' 
261 
of Fig. 59-- see also the horizontal surface displacements. Otherwise, 
the surface displacements show a similar behaviour to those of the 
basic model'. 
It is clearly shown here that ·the lateral extent of the above 
area approximat~s the point of penetration to free surface of the 
plastic enclave ( cf. Fig. 59 ), i.e., where the "bump" in the heave 
for the final settlement curve begins, left of which there is no 
further heave with iteration. 
The displacements obtained here readily fit into a Hill type 
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Fig. 63 shows the normal stress distributions down the centre 
and edge of the·strip.load. For o-x ' there is a general increase in 
value in the softer upper region of the layer from that of the basic 
model, down both centre and edge, the difference being accentuated 
by increasing plastic flow. In the harder lower region, however, 
(Tx decreases down both centre and edge. For o-y , the same type 
of changes occur down the centre but, down the edge, there is an 
overall increase in stress, that in the harder lower region being 
accentuated by plastic flow. Otherwise, the trends of the or and 
x 
0- distributions are similar to those of the basic model at y 
comparable loads. 
Again, fT :a:O'5( (T' + r:r) according to the computations and thus, 
z x y 
as usual, the average of the above changes in or and 0- provides 
x y 
a good indication of the changes in p~re pressures arising from the 
assumption of linear-variation of rigidity and strength ( i.e. 
effectively softening the upper half and hardening the lower half of 
the basic model ). Accordingly, we may expect generally higher pore 
pressures down the centre of the strip in the softer upper region 
, 
of the layer, accentuated by plastic flow; in the harder lower region 
on the other hand, there will generally be some decrease in pore • 
pressure from that of the basic model. Down the edge, similar changes 
in pore pressure to those down the centre of the strip may be expected 
in the upper reg!on of the layer. Towards the bottom, however, although 
266 
a decrease in pore pressure also occurs .to begin with, it becomes 
hardly noticeable with plastic flow, 
Constant streBs conditions are obt~ined at collapse as usual. 
267 
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PART D _. SUGGrnTED ELASTOPJ~TIC MODElS FOR FURTHER STUDIIS 
2.11. The effect of a stiff crust at the surface of the layer " ." 
( flow chart in Section 1.3.3.5. ) 
.In the~practical example of Fig. 22, the ground water.level 
falls slightly with time, say. Due to subsequent drying, the soil 
between the.surface and the ground water level overconsolidates, 
resulting in a stiff crust there with approximately uniform rigidity. 
and strength equal to· that at ground water level. Fig. 64 shows the, 
idealisation adopted for studying the effect of the crust on the 
results of the previo~~ model - which is for ground water level at 
the surface·( i.e. normally consolidated ). The idealisation is 
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Fig. 65 shows the growth of the plastic enclave with increasing 
. 
load p.,First yield occurs in the crust where the material is weakest. 
The load at first yield is greater than that for the previous model 
(. Section 2.10. ) as would be expected since the crust is stronger 
than the corresponding layer of material of that model. As with the 
previous model, the subsequent growth of the plastic encl'ave is 
confined to the weaker upper region of the layer, collapse occurring 
when sufficient width of surface clear of the strip ( i.e. "free" ) 
has yielded. The collapse load of the present model is, however, 
higher than that of the previous one. This is to be expected since the 
former is relatively stronger due to the formation of the crust. The 
higher loads that are sustained here also leads to a greater extent 
of the plastic enclave, than in Section 2.10. although, as with 
the previous model ( and for similar reasons ), a Hill-type collapse 
mechanism that is more localised around the strip than for the basio 
model is apparent here. The computed collapse load is 1945 psf, some 
2~ higher than for the 'previous normally consolidated layer. 
The surface displacements as well as the normal stress 
distributions down the centre and edge of the strip load are presented 
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2.12. The effect-of an underlying soft layer ( flow chart in Section 
Assuminff that beneath the' clay of the practical example, of 
Fig. 22, a: softer layer ( i~e. with less rigidity and strength) had 
initially been laid down on the deep rock stratum, we have the basis 
'for' yet another parametric study of ,practical significance. 
"The 'idealisation adopted for 'this problem is shown in Fig. '69 
and it' can be seen that (a) the overall thlcknesD of the soil layer 
is the same as before, assuming sedimentation ,to a constant level,' :. 
and' (b) a linear variation of rigidity and strength i9 also assumed 
for the A'ofter material. ' 
, The'idealisation i8 baqed on an example given by Smith (31 ) 
and would suit a silt layer underlyin~ the clay. 
cl L 
. }O' r~"~, ~1' -0· o 140PSf~ low workin~ (p) to collapse 
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Fig. 69. Idealisation for problem of underlyina 80ft layer ( Treaea 
yield criterion and associated flow rule) 
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Fig. 70 shows the growth of the plastic enclave with increasing 
load p. First yield occurs at about the same load in the Dame ourface 
element as for the model of Section 2.10. Indeed, the replacement of 
the lower.half of that model with the soft layer also leads to little 
change in the subsequent development of the plastic enclave up to ( 
collapse. Thus, the earlier observations ( i.e. in Section 2.10. ) 
made on the growth of the plastic enclave - including those on the 
displacements in the region of collapse - equally apply here. With 
the same enclave in the same material at collapse, it io to be 
expected that the computed collapse loads ( i.e. 1615 paf ) for the 
present model and that of Section 2.10. are indietinguiehable. It 
has been found, however, that with certain distributions of the 
material properties in the respective models, their computed 
collapse loade ao well as plastic enclaveo can be quite different. 
The surface displacements no well 8S the normal DtreoD 
diotributions down the centre and edge of the strip load are presented 
. ..
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- Fig. 73. Normal stress distributions down centre and edge of strip load 
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2.13. Random distribution of' rigid,l ty and strength in the layer 
( flow chart in Section 1.3.2.1. ) 
The full potential of the finite element approach is exploi~ed 
here in providing the means for examining the effects of an extreme 
departure fron the uniform conditions of the basic model on its 
results - i.e. by assuming random inhomogeneity of rigidity and 
strength in the layer. Such a distribution can be construed to arise 
in the following manner. 
At a nearby site, a similar layer to that 'of the practical 
example of Fig. 22 exists except it h~ been heavily overconsolidated 
by removal of overburden throughout its geological history. This 
leads to a general increase in the strength of the layer, the 
higher the overconsolidation ratio the greater the percentage 
increase in strength, with the result that the layer assumes almost 
uniform strength. By the same token there is a correspOnding 
. . 
" increase in the rigidity of the layer. Subsequently. the layer is 
subject to varying degrees of softening as a rp.sult of differential 
pore pressure build-up by consolidation of neighbouring structures, 
leading to random values of rigidity and strength in the layer. 
Fig. 74 shows a suitable idealisation for the random inhomogeneous 
layer so obtained. 
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The'RANF (.Section 2.4. ) subroutine is again used to generate 
the random values of rigidity' and strength of the individual elements. 
Due to-the relatively'large sample, a' mean strength of· about 920 psf 
. 140psf ~ c ~(1700psf 
u ' 
fully adhesive 
'rigid 'base ., 
to collapse 
,.,' ' 
~ r < ' 
Fig. 74. Idealisation for random inhomogeneous layer ( Tresca 
yield criterion and associated flow rule) 
was obtained for the distribution. 
Fig. 75 shows the growth of the plastic enclave with increa3ing 
load p. First.yield occurs at a considerably lower load than that tor 
the basic model of Section 2.6. There is, as for the halt-space model 
( Section 2.4. ), a tendency for the maximum shear stresses at the ~ 
elastic stage to adopt the distribution pattern given by the basic 
model. In.this instance, however, first yield occurs in an element 
·with.the most favourable combination of maximum shear stress ( high ) 
~ shear strength ( .10w ) •. 
What is surprising is that althoueh the oubeequent growth of 
the plastic .. enclave is more irregular - which is to be expected, 
it still. occurs more or less as an entity around the strip load in 
spite of the ~onsiderable differences in the local shear otrength 
in the layer. It thus appears that stress redistribution by the 
existing enclave to the neighbouring elastic elemonts continuea 
to play the dominant role in the layer becoming increaaing1y pl&etlc. 
Collapse occura when the enclave penetrateo free surface to 
. . 
the left of the strip at a load of 4280 pef. This ift Bome 12·5% 
less than for the baaio model although with other random dietributlone 
of rigidity and etrcngth, differences of +O·4~ and -O·5~ have been 
obtained. Indeed, the studies made on thio problem euggost that 
for a large number of distributions, the mo~ col1apoo load will be 
close to that for the basio model. In all caaoo, the type of davolopment 
of the,plastio enclave deocrlbed above wan a100 found to apply. In 
the present problem, there io, on balance, more strength left or the 
• 
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centre of the strip. The behaviour of the layer thus resembles 
that of the model of Section 2.8. in certain respects, e.g. 
collap~e occurring to the right. 
Once again, it has been found that an assumption of random 
inhomogeneity can lead to a similar' result to that of homogeneity -
, 
in this case, approximately average properties,seem to apply. This 
analogy is of obvious practical significance in that Boil is 
inherently non-uniform, sometimes to a high degree. 
The surface displacements as well as the normal stress 
distributions down the centre of the strip load are presented in 
Figs. 76 to 78 for examination. ' 
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2.14. Closer modelling of the triaxial test~curve 
( flow chart in Section 1.4.2. ) 
,Fig. 22(b) shows that the linear elastic, perfectly plastic 
idealisation of the triaxial test.curve hitherto employed can 
.differ significantly from actual constitutive behaviour. Eetter 
agreement can, however, be obtained by approximatin~ the curve prior 
to shear failure as a series of chords representing, initially, 
, linear elastic, and latterly, linear elastoplastic behaviour; 
perfect plasticity continues to apply at failure. 
Only slight modifications are necessary to incorporate the above 
behaviour into the previous layer models ( see Section 1.4. ). 
Such· modified models thus remain reasonably simple and therefore 
provide a suitable basis for similar parametric studies to those of 
the previous sections. 
2.14.1. Shear failure at peak deviator stress 
Fig. 79 shows the proposed idealisation for the triaxial test 
curve of a clay sample taken at mid-depth in .the layer of Fig. 22(a). 
The curve is based on results obtained by Duncan and Dunlop ( 33 ) 
and Eishop ( 44 ). The initial linear elastic portion OA occurs where 
the curve is substantially straight. It is taken to approximate the 
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early stages of a typical unloading curvel i.e. in terms of plasticity 
theory, before the Bausbhinger effect is manifested. Such an 
approximation leads to strain recovery on unloading that is a 
reasonable reflection of observed behaviour. Following first yield, 
the material,work hardens linearly ( AB then BO ) to provide a close 
·fit to the triaxial test curve. Finally, when peak deviator stress 
is attained, shear failure is assumed to occur so that the material 
is then taken to be non-work hardening. Thus, irrecoverable strains 
are modelled not only at shear failure but also during the intermediate 
load!llg' range. 
Since the following study is to be the first of its kind, the 
, 
basic model of Section 2.6. is adopted, albeit assuming the present 
material behaviour. 
• 
. " . 1840 
deviator (";(C) 
stress 























or (tr~ + Sd t ) (%) 
. . f p 
effective plastic 
strain increment 
Fig_ 79. Elastoplastic idealisation for triaxial test curve for 
shear failure at peak deviator stress 
j; 
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Fig. 80 shows the growth of the plastic enclave with increasing 
load p • 
First yield occurs at 656 psr which is ~(A) 1840 times that for 
the basic model, U;(A) being the effective stress at state A ( i.e. 
fir~t yield in Fig. 79 ) and the shear strength of the basic model 
being! of 1840 psf. This is to be expected since the maximum shear 
stress distribution at the elastic stage is theoretically independent 
of Young's modulus ( 10- ). 
A work hardening plastic enclave then develops in much the same 
~ay ~s fpr the basic model although no collapse occurs when it 
penetrates free surface since it is then still capable of sustaining 
load with finite strain. Since the enclave is within state AB, it is 
less stiff than the outlying elastic material. 
With further loading, the- first yield element is the first to 
go in~o state BC. The enclave at state AB continues to develop whilst 
ano-ther~enclave 'whichis at state BC grows within it in similar fashion 
though obviously lagging. Subsequently, the Bame element reaches state 
C- •• - i.e. becomes perfectly plastic - first and an enclave in the 
same state develops around it, again in similar fashion to that in 
state AB - and hence Be - though lagging behind both enclaves.which are 
, 
increasing in size meantime. 
Finally, at 6200 psf, the perfectly plastic enclave penetrates 
free surface and is no longer able to sustain the strip with finite 
""AN."'"Ii !i 
~04 
deformation. That is, collapse occurs. Note that this load is some 
27% hi~er·thanthat for the basic model ( i.e. 4900 psf ). How~ver, 
the enclaves shown are limited to a maximum of 200 iterations only. 
A computation was conducted for p - 5300 psf up to 500 iterations for 
which the limit of the perfectly plastic enclave obtained is shown 
dashed in Fig. ~O(d). There is the suggestion that if the iterations 
are carried far enough, collapse may OCC1~ at that smaller load which 
is only Borne 0% higher than that for the basic model. 
There is thus a possibility that the notion of path independence 
of the collapse load for the elastic, perfectly plastic material of 
the basic model ( which is well-known ) may be extended ~o include • 
the present elastoplastic material. Indeed, other comput"ations based 
on similar elastoplastic materials were found to support this view. 
The surface displacements as well as the normal stress 
distributions down the centre and edge of the strip load are presented 
in Figs. 81 to 83 lor examination. 
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2.14.2. Post-peak softening 
The previous study has been based on shear failure at peak 
deviator stress whereas it has been found that some post-peak 
softening generally occurs in undrained triaxial tests ~n normally 
consolidated as well as overconso1idated saturated clays ( 44 ). 
Fig. 84 shows the actual continuation of· the triaxial test curve 
post peak based on the results obtained by Bishop ( 44 ) and a 
choice of sensitivity appropriate to the type of clay of the 
practical example of Fig. 22(a). Strictly speaking, the use of 
negative-linear elastoplastic behaviour ( CD ) in conjunction with' 
an associated flow rule is not a proper reflection of work 
softening in the context of plasticity theory ( see pp. 101a ). 
Nevertheless it does provide a simple means for studying post-peak 
behaviour. As in the previous model~(-Sect1on 2.14.1 • .)~ ultimate 
shear failure ie modelled as non-work hardening. Also, by the same 
token as before, the following study is based on the basic model 
of Section 2.6. albeit with the present material behaviour • 
• • 
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,Fig. 85 shows the growth of the plastic enclave with increasing 
load p. Since the triaxial test curve is the sarne as for the previous 
model ( Section 2.14.1. ) up to peak strength. ( c~. Figs. 79 and 
84 ), the remarks in Section 2.14.1. until the first yield element 
attains state C also apply here. The subsequent development of the 
plastic enclave and the con4itions by which collapse is attained are, 
however, quite different here from those that have applied hitherto. 
Further deformation of the above element due to additional 
loading lea~s to some stress reduction as it softens. This, in turn, 
leads, to an increase in stress of the neighbouring elements for 
equilibrium. The softening has thus two effects: (a) more elements 
are brought nearer peak stress and (b) the layer deforms more than 
for the model of Section 2.14.1. at the sarne load. With further 
loading, more elements soften and become perfectly plastic after 
suffioient deformation. These elements, whicll are in the most 
adv~ced region ,from the outset - i.e. plastically speaking, form 
an enclave around the first to soften, as would be expected. By a 
similar process to the'above, this enclave, representing an area 
of considerable strese reduction, causes a correspondingly wider 
surrounding area to be brought near peak stress for equilibrium, 
and much more deformation in the layer to maintain compatabil!ty 
than for the model of Section 2.14.1 at comparable loads. Finally, 
at a load of 4000 psf, event3 in the enclave appear to overtake 
those in the surrounding material so that the former undergoes 
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a continuing~rocess of stress reduction with accompanying 
deformation without check by the latter. Large displacements thus c. 
occur characteristically of collapse, 
The collapse load is therefore about +11% of that required to 
attain peak strength locally and -1~ of that of the basic model. 
It would thus be unduly pessimistic to adopt the residual strength 
in the latter model from the point of view of collapse load. 
The surface displacements as well as the normal stress 
distri~utions down the centre and edge of the strip load are 
presented in Figs. 86 to 88 for examination. 
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.. - CHAPrER 3 
DRAINED.STRIP LOADING ON A CLAY LAYER, A VERTICAL CUT PRO:BLEM AND 
~,' f 
SOME PROPOSED FURTHER STUDIIS 
." 3.1. Introduction 
When s~udying the failure of cohesive-frictional bodies of 
soil such as some drained clays, due. to strip loading,' ~t is 
customary ,to idealise the ,material behaviour as elastic-rigid, 
. I 
perfectly.plastic, and obeying the Mohr-Coulomb yieldcri~erion, .. 
-<- purely frictional soils are" treated as special, instances of zero 
, . 
cohesive" strength ). :By adopting a linear elastic phase, instead, 
" ~. ' 
the resulting material could provide a useful basis for parametric 
studies on drained settlement and bearing capacity of the soil 
~ody, over. the entire loading range, along the lines of the undrained 
studies of Chapter 2. 
For ,this purpose, the necessary adaptations to the elastoplastic 
, '" < 1 • ~., 
models of,.Chapter 1.,to incorporate the alternative Mohr-Coulom~ 
,yield criterion are indicated herein. 
, ' 
1he ~ssumption of an associated flow rule in the derivntion 
" • , r-' , ,f >, .., 
is, however~ at ~dds with observed volume changes, i.e. 
approximately ze~o volume change in the ultimate condition. Although 
this may not be a serious flaw from the point of view of determining 
• 
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the collapse load (' 45 ), a derivation based on a non-associated ~. 
f1ow'ru1e (possibly in conjunction'with a changing Poisson's ratio.) 
may be necessary to render a proper account of the deformational 
behaviour of the material at all stages of loading.' 
" {. 'Another problem is the Inabili ty to model the irrecoverable 
strains that inevitably accompany incre.asing me~ pressure. The 
spherical end-cap of Drucker et a1 •. ( 46 ) and the bullet-shaped, 
and'latterly, ellipsoidal yield surfaces of Roscoe et ale (47 ), 
are examples 'that provide for such behaviour. ' 
Nevertheless, it would be a useful initial step to ascertain 
whether the present numerical approach can model' accurately simple 
behaviour for which a known result exists. Accordingly, the problem 
of uniform'strip loading on an isotropic, homogeneous layer of 1ine~r 
elastic, perfectly plastic material with a Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion 
and an associated flow rule, to which a classical solution for the 
collapse load ia ,applicable, is studied. 
'For this purpose an example of the above loading on a drained, 
overconso1idaied 'olay layer, based on the practical problem of Chapter 
2, is devised~ 
The results will be shown to be promising, and the..,next step is 
to-implement any n~cessary modifications - as suggested above - befor~ 
conducting parametric studies along the lines proposed. The initial 
study also provided s6me useful experience of the behaviour over the 
entire loading range. 
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Whilst slip-line analyses have been restricted to ,the collapse 
of homogeneous half-spaces on grounds of the difficulties in arriving 
at a rigorous ~athematical solution, the numerical model, ,on the other 
hand, can deal with material non-uniformities and boundary conditions 
over a wide range. 
Next, '''Reduced Stack Addition tt is developed to deal with the 
vertical cut problem. As before, the accuracy of the numerical method 
Of ... 
is checked against a known solution - in this case, of the critical 
height. For this purpose, an idealisation of the undrained layer of 
:,'f 
Chapter 2 is adopted. 
" 
Again, the results are promising, thus justifying further 
, . , 
undrained ~q well as drained parametric studies on vertical cuts in 
soil bodies. By this method, the behaviour of the vertical cut at 
, , 




Adaptations, to'the "Stack Addition" procedure of Chapter 1,to 
. 
deal with other important Boil mechanics boundary value problems -
e.'g~' 'earth dams, embankments, tunnels, etc. - are next outlined. This 
widens the' scope for further parametric 'stUdies. ' 
Finally, other importan't soil mechanics topics are discusse'd 






3.2.' Uniform strip'loading on an isotropic, homogeneoUs layer of 
linear elastic, perfectly plastic material obeying the Mohr-
Coulomb yield criterion and its associated'flow rule 
3.2.1. A practical example and the soil mechanics idealisation 
At ,a neighbouring, alternative site for the warehouse of 
Chapter 2, a clay layer similar to the one shown in Fig. 22 exists, 
say, except'it is overconsolidated as a' reBult~,of the'removal of 
some overburden at an earlier stage of its geological history. 
The effect of overconsolidation is to increase E • Also, 
u 
because the overconsolidation ratio decreases with depth, there is a 
corresponding decrease in the rate of increase of E (34d). 
. . u 
Nevertlil'llses', ,according to Ladd (48 ), for the factor of safety 
of 1.5 adopted against shear failure, it is reasonable tb assume 
no significant change in the Eu distribution of Fig. 22 due" to 
overconsolidation. 
Fig. 89 illustrates a simple initial assessment, of:·the,!praot1ca,l 
problem· based on the idealisation of Section 2.6. Drained loading 
is effected by application of the storage load at a rate that is slow 
compared with the rate of consolidation of the layer. The drained 
Young's modulus E, is taken to be 2Eu(1+ ~)/3 ( 34c )'at mid-depth, 
and; a. drained Poisson's ratio, ";J • 0·3!, is appropriate for this clay 
( 340 ). Based on" ~alues ~iven by Lambe ( 34f: ), a cohesion c - 150 psf. 
...,.,J! .. ""'-~ 
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, , 
The finite 'element mesh for the Tresca models of Chapter 2 
is used. It was shown to model'the elastic as well as the plastic "'-", 
behaviour fairly well and leads to close agreement with the Prandtl 
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Fig. 89. A simple idealisation of the drained problem 
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3.2.2~' Adaptations to the elastoplastic models of Chapter'1 to 
inoorporate'the alternative Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion 
and its assooiated flow rule , , 
When applying the Initial 'stress Method, only the :expressions,' 
for 'F t A and {OF 1 need 'be' al tered,: in general, when, replaoing one , 
arrll 
,type, of el~stoplastic material of the pres,ent category"with anoth~r 
( see pp. 81,,). 
~ ::." - , , " . ~ ~ , . . _. " 
For a Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion, and reverting to the 
terminology of Chapter 1, we have, 
0;:. I 
( rr +tr: ) sin~ + x y 2 .' 
2 . 2 -
( 
rr - U:) + 't '- c cos~ x y xy 
2 " . '" ' , 
•••• - see F ., 
Fig. 89 , so that' , ) 
1L.~ Jfini +, .. ~(q-x-"Y) l '. t'~ 
Jcrx ' J l(er _i)2 + 1:2 ' 
x, Y xy 
;; 
.~. tinw-: . ~(q- -rr) } x if. . , , .'! 
a"..y Ji(~_oy)2 + 't~~ , ' , ' 
aF 
- ' 
't xl' and dF' .. 0 •••• f ( '73 ) .: ' , 
,ct;cy Ji(1T" -0- )2 + t 2 atrz 
x y xy 
" The expressions of Eqn. 73 are the plane strain equivalents of 
f.l~F}' ( ta{~ see 'pp. 67 '), and, by a similar procedure, to that: outlined 
"",:' ... ,aa; 
in pp. 68 to 70" it can be readily' shown that A - -H t, ~ .0 for .. a 
perfectly plastic material. 
Thus, to obtain the prese'nt model, only, the above. changes need .. 
be made.to.the elastopl~qtic model of Section 2.6. By·the same token, 
the same changes could be applied to the other elastoplastic models of 
Chapter 1 to obtain c~rresponding Mohr-Coulomb models. ' 
A note of caution must be sounded here: the above choice of F is 
not based on the equivalent stress. This makes no difference to the 
yield criterion since F- 0, and neither.doesit invalidate the use of 
the expressions of Eqn. 73 since the resulting difference, which is simply 
a constant, can be considered to be absorbed into A ,.,which is· 
later eliminated. There is, however, an effect on A, whose,derivation 
in 'Chapter 1 is now complicated by the existence .. of ·two material 
constants in,the yield criterion. Nevertheless, this does not affect 
the validity.of A - 0 for perfect plasticity, stated earlier • 
. The. ability of.,the present numerical approach to deal with 
. . 
other perfectly plastic, elastoplastic materials of the present 
ca te 'go ry was also assessed. 
By adopting a von Mises material in a problem similar to that 
of Section 2.6., the collapse load Pf - (rr +2) c was again .u 
overestimated by less than 4~~. However, unlike the Tresca material 
where the c value is 0·5 times the uniaxial yield stress, c for the 
u u 
von Mises material must be taken as 1/~ times the uniaxial yield 




line field applies to bot~ materialB, the Barne collapse load will be 
obtained (230 ). 
A Drucker-Prager material ( 43 .) was alBo adopted in the problem 
and was found to lead to no Bignificant difference from the Mohr-
Coulomb collapse load obtained by Prandtl ( 30 ), thus Bubscribing, 
to the aSBerti~n by Drucker and Prager (43 ) that their yield Burface 
ia a proper ( i~e. a reasonable ) generalisation of Mohr-Coulomb 
behaviour. This is in 'spite of Bishop's assertion (49 ) that the 
Drucker-Prager material can lead to an overestimation of strength. 
The flexiblity of the choice of F , mentioned earlier, was alBo 
tested. For th~,above Drucker-Prager problem, ~ was Bet to zero, 
effectively leading to the assumption of a von Mises material, althouEn 
with F not ,based on effective stress. Nevertheless, the same collapse 
load as that 'for F based on effective stress was obtained. 
In these material studies, the same boundary insensitivity 
mentioned in Section 2.6. was found. 
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3.2.3. Adaptationfl to the flow chart of'Sp.ction 1.3.3.1. for the 
Mohr-Coulomb model of ~ection 3.2. 
, . 
Block Adaptationfl 
H1 Set F ( cr ,) • (CT~ + CT y) ~in ~ + !J( cr' _ cr' ) 2 + "C' 2 2 x y xy 
I • 
H2 Dp.leted 
H3 Is F(a-') - 0= ~ 10-11 
, '$" 
H4 Set }tl(o;,) , - (0-o + ,0;, ) Sin j + ilt (T .. _ rr )2~, 1: ' 2 
x 2 y , Ox 0y °xy 
, ,. ~ -
H5 Deleted 
'H6 ' - -11 'Is F( cr ) - <1"<-10 
o 
11 




'J8 " ' , 'Deleted :. ' " I ? -' 
J9 
" 




3.2.4. Growth of the plastic enclave and collapse 
Fig~ 90 shows the growth of the plastic enclave with increasing 
load. First yir.ld occurred at about 600 psf in an element beneath and 
near to the load. With further loading, a well-defined plastic enclave 
develops and spreads downwards initially, then laterally. The lateral 
spread is substantially in the lower half of the layer, and this is 
attributable to the r~latively'low Poisson's ratio. At 2060 psf, the 
enclave penetrates the free surface some way from the load so that 
,'" 
it can then deform freely. As a result, collapse occurs due to pressure 
exerted by the strip. 
The enclave had, in fact, reached the surface earlier but 
was still contained by the strip and the elastic body respectively 
on either side. 
The above collapse load is only some· 5'~ higher than the Prand t1 
result, 
for the half-space (30 ). As some of this difference may be 
attributed to the·underestimate of stresses bi the numerical method, 
, 
the strengthening by replacement of the half-space material with rigid 
boundaries is tht~ margin~l.· Indeed, the collapse load is quite 
insensitive to the proximity of reasonably spaced boundaries, thus 
supporting the ~ge of the Prandtl reoult for leas extensive bodies of 
soil. 
~y contrast to its purely cohesive counterpart, the present 
• 
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cohesive-frictional model has a plastic enclave of far greater 
lateral extent at collapse., 
Furthermore, the existence of compressive stresses increases 
the strength against local shear failure, thus deferring first' 
yield. By the same token, further increases in the compressive 
normal stresses at collapse lead to a relatively higher collapse 
to first yield load ratio. 
Finally, there is a more gradual development between the 
onset of a predominantly lateral spread of the plastic enclave 
and collapse. 
• 

























































3.2.5. Surface displacements , , 
, Fig. 91 shows the settlement-load plot for joint A ( see inset ). 
The curve steepens noticeably after the initial linear elastic 
portion ( fir~t yield at 600 psf approximately), characteristic of' 
,,' 
local shear failure. Soon after the onset of a predominantly lateral 
I ' 
spread of the plastic enclave, the curve steepens more rapidly, and 
at 2060 psf, becomes vertical when the joint settles by an indefinite 
amount due to collapse. 
," 
Also shown are the settlement-iteration curves at various loads. 
All curves eventually converge to finite values except that at 2060 psf 
which rises at a constant rate after some iterations, thus confirming 
collapse. 
The surface settlement curves are shown in Fig. 92 ; that at 
" 
collapse pertaining to the 200th iteration. The settlement under the 
load is reasonably uniform except towards the edge; there, the non-
uniform settlements are accentuate~ by plastic flow, so that just 
before collapse the settlement at the centre of the load is more than 
, . 
double that at the edge comparpd with ahout 1-5 time~ when the .layer 
is still elastic. 
, . t ..... 
~be settlement curves are dish-shaped under the load BO that 
only bottom main steel is required in the ground slab. 
. " 
The influence of plastiC flow on the magnitude of settlements 
. ' 
under the load, prior to collapse, is significant. ThuS near collapse, 
"', 
the additional settlement at the centre of the load due to; plastic 
• 
3~ 1 
flow is about 50% of the total Hettlement. However, a ,design bearing 
capacity on the basis of local shear failure at the "knee" of the 
settlement-load curve of Fig. 91 would be unduly pessimistic since 
even when.approaching collapse the bending moments in the slab 
arising from the present settlements can be' readily resisted. The 
above results·also·show that the influence of plastic flow on the 
magnitude of aettlement and the differential settlements of the load 
in the present model is· less pronounced than that found for the 
corresponding,purely cohesive model of Section 2.6. 
Despite the proximity ,of: the rigid base, there is little heave 
when the layer,i~ still. elastic due to the relatively low Poisson's 
ratio.·As the layer becomes increasingly pl~~tic, however, substantial 
heave develops. More displaced material tends to accumulate neare~ 
the.load as plastic flow increases and consequently, the positions 
of the start of and the maximum surface,heave ,move towards the' load, 
steadily diminishine" left of· the· maximum., ' . 
. Initially, when the layer is elastic, the horizontal surface, 
displacements around the strip are directed towards its centre ( where 
the horizontal displacement.is zero ), with· very small outward 
displacements farther away. With increasing plastic flow, however, 
these· displacements become very small under the strip, followed'by an 
abrupt change towards its edge; and large outward displacements outside. 
. . 
the strip. Also, the point of maximum outward displaeement occurs 
nearer the load, gradually diminishing to the. ~eft, as for the heave; 
• 
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towards collapse, it coincides with the point of max~mum heave. 
The above behaviour of the surface displacements as ·the layer 
becomes more plastic, viz., the 
(a) .abrupt change in direction around th~ edge of the strip, 
(b) relatively more heave and outward horizontal displacements 
occurring nearer the strip, and gradually diminishing away 
from it, and 
(c) reduction in inward horizontal displacements under the strip, 
and subsequent reversal in direction, 
may, as with the cohesive model of Section 2.6., be attributed to the 
tendency to localise the displacement of material. 
At collapse, this material settles under the load, moves 
laterally, then finally emerges as surface heaye in a restricted 
area outside of which is a relatively static region of plastic, 
underlain by elastic material. ·A similar behaviour is predicted by 
slip-line analysis. As with the cohesive model, the lateral extent 
of the region of intense movement is approximately where the enclave 
emerges' from the free surface and is thereby relatively wider; it 
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3.2.6. Some stress distributions 
Fig. 93 shows the normal stress distributions down the centre 
and edge respectively, of the strip load. The normalised horizontal 
stresses are the most sensitive to plastic flow, although becoming 
. , 
generally less so with increasing flow. The shapes of the stress-
depth curves vary considerably in the initial stages of ,plastic flow, 
but as this increases, the variation becomes noticeably smaller. The 
normalised vertical stresses are, as usual, relatively insensitive 
. , 
to plastic flow, the vertical stresses, when the layer is still elastic, 
increasing approximately in proportion to the'load right up to 
collapse. The normalised out-of-plane stresses have a sensitivity that 
,. 
is between the above two stresf'les, and thus also the normalised 
volumetric stresses. This is because rr .. V ( ~ + (J") by the same 
z x y 
token as in Section 2.6.3. 
-' '. ~ 
The elastic stress-depth curves, and the manner in which they 
vary with incr~asing plastic flow, are broadly nimilar to those of 
the corresponding cohesive model. Also, as required by theory ( 43 ), 
constant stress conditions prevail at,collap3e. 
, 
The weight of the so~l has not been included in the present model 
although the strens changes may be quite different when the overburden 
pressures and lateral stresses at rest are incorporated into the model 
as initial stresses., The same applies to the dinplacements of the 
previous section. Rven if these initial strossen lead only to an 
• 
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i~otropic state of otrefl8, there w.t1l be a general increaoe in 
strf'ngth, thufl affpctine thp. plnfltic flow, ancl conflf!quently stresfI 
redistribution. Indeed, the collapse load of the present mod~l 
is unrealistically small, even less than for the cohesive model of 
Section 2.6., although it is generally accepted that, with drainage, 
there should be an overall strengthening of the soil. However, if 
it is assumed that K -1 here ( i.e. with weight included ), the 
a 
s'ubstantial increase in mean stress will lead to a higher collapse 
load. 
In the cohesive model, on the other hand, an isotropio stress 
increase has no effect on the state of yield. In fact, it is implicit 
in Chapter 2 that K
o
·1 so that, to obtain total stresses, it is simply 
necessary to add the initial stresses to the plotted stress increments. 
The shapes of the stress curves shown thus remain unchaneed and the 
displacements still apply. 
• 
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3.3. A vertical cut in an isotropic, homogeneous 'body of linear 
elastic, perfectly plastic material obeying the Trenca yield 
criterion and its as~ociated flow rule 
3.3.1. A practical example, the soil mechanics idealisation, and 
the finite element model 
Fig. 94 shows a simple model of a vertical cut in the clay 
layer of Fig. 22 ( Chapter,2 ) based on the idealisation of 
Section 2.6. As the problem is one of undrained loading under self-
weight the analysis is based on total stresses. A bulk density of 
125 psf, as suggested by Duncan and Dunlop (33 ), is asSigned 
to the saturated clay. 
Also shown is the finite element' model adopted in the analysis. 
This has a rather limited mesh size although, as explained later, it is 
adequate for the present purpose of obtaining a good result of the 
critical height. 
It is ,obvious that ordinary "St'ack Addition" cannot be applied 
to the model although, with sllitable modification, the procedure can 
be retained in essence; thi~ is demonstrated in the following section. 
It will be noted that grad.ual excavation of the cut is not 
allowed for'. Al~o, the initial overburden ~ tresses are not specified. 
However, for the present perfectly plastic material, the collapse 
condition~ can bf' studied without need for reference to the actual 
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(b) Finite element model 
Fig. 94. The :"011 mechanics idenlioation and finlte element modpl of 
the vertical cut problem 
• 
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3.3.2. "Heduced stack Addition" for the vertical cut 
It io evident from }t'ig. 95 that "~Hack Addition", as outlined 
in Chapter 1, is not applicable once the face of the vertical cut is 
reached - there, two dissimilar Stacks have to be "added". Thus, 
"Reduced Stack Addition", a slightly modified version of "Stack 
Addition" that retains its computational advantages, was devised to 
deal with the vertical cut problem. 
The modifications entail essentially (i) alternative expressions 
to-the otherwise standard ones given by Eqns~ 40 to 43 ( pp. 46 ), 
for the line of joints at the face as well as for the following line 
of joints, and (ii) distinguishing between ~he standard expressions 
that apply to the Stacks left of the face, and those of the shorter 
stacks to the right, as follows:-' 
Reverting to the terminology of Chapter 1, and dealing in 
"equivalent" terms ( pp. 42 ), we have, at joint Xl ( Fig. 95 ), 
[R(X-1)] T {q(X-1)} + [ KR(x-1)] {qx} + [X][ KL(x)] {q~} + 
[X] [ R(x)] (q;+1) •••• ( 74 ), for p.quilibrium ( cf. Eqn. 26 
with r-x ). 
The double prime refers to the influence of the shorter Stack 
which does not affect the face joints, except the bottom one, so that 
the matrix [X] has to be included to maintain th~ order of the load 
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Next, the displacements of joint x', i.e., [qx1 , are obtained 
in the usual manner; thus, substituting for the displacements of joint 
x-1 ( r .. x-1 in .ft!qn.' 40 ), Le.'[ qx-J, in Eqn. 74, we have, 
{px) - [H(x_1)] T ( [F (x-1 ~ [hx_1) + '~(X,X-1 ~ [qx) ) + ~R(X-1}] t qx}' . 
~ [X] ~i:(x~ {q~} + [x]~(x)ltq;+1} ; i.e.,. 
( [R(X_1il T [T(x,X_1~ + [~(x-1il)[qxl + [X] [Kj:(x)][q~} - Lpx~­
e{(X_1~.T [F(X_1)]thx_1} - [x]~(x)][q~+11 •. 
Next, [q;} is expressed in terms of [qxf 8ince it is necessary 
to deal with the whole line of joints at the face to obtain the solution. 
Accordingly, we now have, 
([R(x-1ll T [T(x,x-1il + [~(X-1~ ) fqJ + [x]~L(x)][x1T rqx~ •. 
lPx} - [R(x_1)JT (F(X-1)J[hx~1) ,- [X]~(x)J[q~+1} , si~ce (q~3-
[XJT t~xl ( Fie. 95 ); i.e., 
( [xJ [icI:(xU [X]T + ~R(X-1)] + [R(~_1 ~ T [T(x,X_1 il ) {qx} -
( tPx1 + [T(x,X_1)]T [hx~1} ) - [X][R(x)Jtq~+1J ' whereupon, 
tqx}- [!(x)]Lhx} + [T(X+1'X)J{q'~+1} •••.• (75), where 
(F(x~ - ([XJ[Ki:(x)] [X]T + [~(X-1~ + [R(X_1)JT [T(x,X-1i) )-1 
. ' . 
•••• ~ 76), [ hx5 ~ ~px3 + [T(x,X_1il T [hx_1} •••• ( 77 ), and 
. [T(x+f,x)] = -~(x)J [x]r<xD •••• ( 78 ) •. the Aingle prime 
. , 
relating to t~e joint.at.the face,'x (cf. Eqns. 40 to 4~). 
• 
I' 









Moving on 'to the next joint, x+1"we have, for equilibrium 
t Fig. 95 ), 
'[" 1 _ rR" :1 T {q"l + rIC' l f q'" '{ + rK" l ~q" 1 + Px+1J L- (x~ xl L:~(x)JC x+1J lL(x+1)Jt x+1J 
rR" ,';111" .( 
. 1.: (x+1)J (qx+2J • • •• ' ( 79 ) • 
As before, it is necessary to work in terms of [qxl ' 80 we 
re-write, 
;tP~+1} - [R(x)JT [xJT tqx~ + (KR(X)Jtq~+1J + '~L(X+1~[q~+1} + 
". J" ~(x+1 ~ l q~+21 : 
Next, substituting for (qx~ ( Eqn. 75 ), we have, 
[K£(X+1 ~tq~+1} + [R(X+1)] tq~+2~ 
.. ( c<£(x+1 B' + [KJi(xU + [R(xU T [X]T ~~X+1 ,x~ ') tq~+1t 
- [:(X+1,xU
T t.hx1+ ~(x+1ilLq~+21· 
Thus, finally, 
\," 7 _ [F'" ~rh'" 7 + rT'" :-Irq" 7 
, t qx+1t (x+1lJl. x+11 "L (x+2,x+1)Jt x+2f •••• ( 80 ), where 
[F(~+1)J - ( [K£(X+1)] + [KR(x)] + ~{(.x)]T [x]T [TeX+1,X)] )-1 •••• 
th~~11 - tP~~1} + [T(X+1'X)JTfhx~ •••• t 82 ), and 
• • • • ( 83 ) • 
( 81 ), 
• 
, I 










The above two sets of modifications to the otherwise standard 
oEqns 40 to 43, and due regard to the change in order of the various 
matrices once joint x+1'" is past, when usin8' the above equations, 
are the only differences to "Stack Addition" as outlined in Chapter 1, 
when solving the vertical cut problem. 
It should also be noted that the loading on the assemblage no 
longer resembles those employed hitherto; instead, all 3 joints of every 
finite element will be subject to the same vertical concentrated load 
due to self-weight ( Bee Eqn. 12 ).oThis, however, makes no difference 




3.3.2.1. Arlaptation~ to the flow chart of Section 1.3.3.1. for the 
vertical cut problem of Section 3.3. 
Block Adaptatioml 
D10 Calculate the' stiffness Jnatrix of the Stack, 
taking note of its height ( Section 1.2.5.2., 
D10 (Sub-block 4.1 ) Is this Stack the first one to the left of 
the cut face? 
( Yes: Go to Sub-block 4.2; No: Go to Sub-block 4.3 ) 
D10 (Sub-block 4.2) Calculate (F(r)] and [T(r+1,r)] according to 
Eqns. 76 & 78 respectively and store on disk. 
Go to Sub-block 5. 
D10 (Sub-block 4.3) Is this Stack at the base of the ~ut? 
( Yes: Go to Sub-block 4.4; No: Go to Sub-block 5 ) 
D10 (Sub-block 4.4) Calculate [F(r~ and [T(r+1,r~ according to 
" . 
Eqns. 8~ & 83 respectively and store on disk. 
G~' to Sub-block 5 
E1 Set up load vectors for all columns of nodes 
, 
from body forces du~ to self-weight only 
F2 (Sub-block 6.1 ) Is this column of nodes on the' cut face? 
( Yes: Go to Sub-block 6.2; No: Go to Sub-block 6.3 ) 
• 
Block 
F2 (Sub-block 6.2 ) 
'F2 (Sub-block 6.~ ) 
F2 (Sub-block 6.4 ) 
F7 (Sub-block 3.1 ) 
F7 (Sub-block 3.2 ) 
. 
F9' (Sub-block 2.1 ) 
F9 (Sub-block 3 ) 









1 according to Eqn. 77 and store. 
Go to Sub-block 9 
Is this column of nodes the first to the right 
of the cut? 
( Yes: Go to ,Sub-block 6.4; No: Go to Sub-block 7 ) 
Calculate {hr } according to Eqn. 82 and store. 
Go to Sub-block 9. 
Is this column of nodes on the cut face? 
( Yes: Go to Sub-block ~.2; No: Go to Sub-block 4 ) 
Calculate \qr} according to Eqn. 75 and store. 
Go to Sub-block 6 
Obtain {Pe} from body forces· acting at the middle 
node of the bay 
Calculate l qe1 usine {Pe} just obtained 
Pdnt and store {r} , {c-} & crz in {6~'} ,{llcro'] 
& ~cr' respectively 
z 
Deleted 





3.3.3. Growth of the plastic enclave; displacements and collapse 
of the vertical cut 
Fig. 96 shows the growth of the plast~c enclave with increasing 
heiBht of the cut. First yield occurs around the toe when 'the height 
c 
is about 1 feet - i.e. 0·95 ~ • With further increase in height, a 
well-defined plastic enclave develops and spreads downwards as a thin 
c 
. strip. I<'rom a height of about 14·15 feet ( 2 Ou ) onwards, the enclave 
begins to spread laterally and upwards into the bank on the left as 
well as towards the bottom of the cut on the rieht. A few finite elements 
near the rigid bOlmdaries also become plastic. 
Towards collapse, the distribution of the enclave suggests either 
Terzaghi's "base failure" or a "bank failure" ( 37d ) will occur. 
However, neither collapse mode. takes place. Instead, some finite elements 
along the lower boundary of the enclave in the hank begin to unload 
elastically so that additional shear has to be borne by the region 
beneath the ,bottom of the cut. This appears to act as a trigger 
mechanism for collapse in ~art of the latter region; the weight of 
material adjacent to the toe acts as if it were R. f'ltrip load? below 
which·the 'material flows downwards, sideways thence upwards as surface 
heave, as for the model of Section 2.6. This volume of material is 
displaced to the richt, the weicht of the bank on the left acting as 
a surcharge preventing a similar movement to the left ( see PIg. 98, ) • 
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relatively motionless during collapse. 
c 
A critical height of about 26·5 feet ( 3.6 ~ ) was obtained. 
As bef~re, it is reasonable to assume that this rE'sult is an upper 
. bound that closely approximates the true critical heidlt of a vertical 
cut in a half-space. This is because:-
(a) fut'ther refinement of the mesh leads to little improvement in 
the solution, 
(b) the critical height computed is relatively insensitive to the 
location of_reasonably spaced boundaries which when farther 
removed lead to a slight reduction in the above height; this 
is attributable to replacement. with weaker material, according 
to a; limi t . theorem I (- 2,b ), and 
(c) the present numerical method leads to a slieht oyerestimate 
of the true critical height due to a corresponding general 
underestimate of stresses, to judge from earlier experience. 
Thus, the present method provides a value of critical height for a 
vertical cut in a half-space that is an improvement-on the best upper 
c 
u bound of 3·83)f , so far ,encountered. The latter is given by a slip 
circle analysis ( 50 ), which is consistent with plasticity theory. 
Fig. 97 shows the displacement-height plots for two joints at 
the cut. Both joints appear to displace indefinitely at the critical 
height. However, nn examination of the diAplncf'mnnt-iterntion plots 
reveals convergence to finite values for joint A ( the bank being 
• 
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relatively stationary at collapse ), whereas joint B, ~hich is in ,the 
region of collapse, displaces indefinitely, as tho eventual constant 
rate of descent of the vertical displacement-iteration curve suggests. 
The latter joint first rises due' to elastic heave, the rate of ascent 
increasin~with height of cut due to lost ground through progressive 
yielding. At collapse, there is an abrupt reversal in the displacement-
height plot of that joint as it sinks indefinitely in the wake of 
uninhibited plastic flow in the region of collapse ~q described 
earlier. 
Fig. 98 shows the overall deformation of the ,cut at some stage 
of collapse, thus illustrating various features in the above discussion. 
Although the mesh adopted is obviously too restricted to 
represent accurately a cut in the clay layer of Fig. 94 in all 
respects, nevertheless, the above account still holds true in general 
terms;' indeed, the critical height should be fairly accurate. For 
accurate displacements and stresses, however, further extension of the 
mesh is required, although it is probably sufficiently fine. 
• 
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3 .~. Modifications to "Stack Addition" for some boundary value 
problems 
Figs. 99 and 100 illustrate ~uitable finite element meshes for 
studying the behaviour of an embankment and a circular underground 
opening respectively, 'due to self-weight loading, using a modified 
version of "Stack Addition". 
For the embankment, "Stack Addition" is carried out for all 
lines of joints preceeding the crest. At the crest, however, the 
relevant. right S·tack has a reduced right line of joints, .and this 
leads to two modifications essentially, viz. :-
~a) The top Eay of the right Stack is triangular and .therefore its 
stiffness matrix, when condensed, relates to only 3 joints - at 
the apices. 
(b) The relevant [Rl , and hence [Tj matrices reduce in size. 
By the same token, further red~ctions in the order of the 
relevant load, displacement and component stiffness matrices occur 
when considering successive lines of joints, with consequent reductions 
in the order of the [F] , [T] and {h) matrices .used in the solution 
procedure. However, in' this instance, no [X] type matrix ( "Reduced 
Stack Addition" ) is required, the difference being that there is no 
abrupt change in the number of joints in anyone line, that is connected 
. . 
to the . relevant right and left Stacks rp.spectively. 'l'hus the form of the 
underlying equa.tions for "Stack Addition" as outlined in Chapter 1 
applies intact here; the only difference is that from the crest, down 
slope, progressively smaller matrices are generally involved. Once 
the line of joints following the toe of the slope is reached, however, 
normal "Stack Addition" is resumed, except that shorter Stacks are then 
"added". 
The solution procedure for the tunnel is similar. In this case, 
however, ,two mirror-image triangular condensed Bays occur from the 
start of the tunne1.( approximated as a series of chords ). From there 
on, the number of joints along anyone line reducen so that, as before, 
smaller matrices are involved in the solution'procedure. Once past the 
centre of the tunnel, the number of joints, and hence the order of the 
relevant matrices steadily increases until the opposite side of the 
tunnel is reached. Subsequent lines of joints are then subject to 
ordinary "Stack Addition", the Stacks being of the same size as those 
prior to the start of the tunnel. 
, From these two examples and the vertical cut problem, it is 
obvious that other soil mechanics problems of plane strain can be 
readily dealt with in similar f~hion, viz. earth'dams, retaining 
walls to backfill, etc. Furthermore, the similarity of the finite element 
formulation of plane strain and axisymmetric problems, ~espectively, 
provides the b~~is for extending this solution procedure to deal with 
the latter problems. 
In problems of 'symmetry, less computing resources are 'expended 
by mdne thf> procedure pref'lented by the Author ( 9 ) ~ involving 
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3.5. Some nugeested topics for further study 
The adoption of a non-a..9sociated flow rule to improve 
modellin~ of. volume changes in drained soil obeying the Mohr-
Coulomb yield criterion, has been mentioned. Thus, for a perfectly plastiC 
material, the provision, for normality of the plastIc str:ain increment 
vector to the isotropic stress line ensures zero volume change during 
local shear failur~, as required. For this purpose, the formulation 
by Davis ( 45 ) of the consU tuti ve behaviour provides a sui table basis 
for numerical solution via a modified version of the present Initial 
stress Method. The required modification is to the elastoplastic 
stresn-strain increment matrix, as outlined by Nayak' and Zienkiewic7. 
( 51 j, and leads to a pla..9tic potential that is distinct from the 
yield surface. 
A better model of drained behaviour would account for the 
rate of volume change as the plastic material work hardens. This 
requires a corresponding rotation of the plastic strain increment 
vector to a final no-volume-change condition at failure. In addition, 
as propo~ecl rarlier, thE" yiold flurface mie;ht 1)f! modifif;'d to cater for 
the irrecoverable strains 'arising from increasf;'s in mean pressure'. 
Chapter, 2 presented some settlements that occur at the 
end of construction. With tho passaee of time, however, the floil 
, I 
consolidates 80 that larger total, and possibly, differential 
settlements develop. The consolidation settlements may be determined 
as follows. 
, -' 
The magnitude of consolidation settlements may_be taken to be 
the difference in, settlements given by the 'perfectly plastic undrained 
models of Chaptp.r 2 and corresponding drained models such as 
the one in Section 3.2. ( but with weight included ), the above models 
representing the initial and final conditions respectively. Path-
dependency of the final strains, since the material is now elastoplastic, 
means that this is not strictly true, although it is believed this 
-discrepancy is not serious ( 34g )., 
To determine the rate of consolidation, 1- or psuedo 3-
dimensional consolidation analyses may be employed, using the normal 
stress distributions given in-Chapter 2 and those from the drained 
models. The presence of the rigid base ( i.e. displacement boundary 
condition) as well as the sensitivity of the normalised normal 
stresses to plastic flow, in general, requires that some a priori 
time-dependency of the total stresses be established in the case of 
psuedo 3-dimensional consolidation; with 1-dimensional consolidation, 
however, the relative insensitivity of the normalised vertical stresses 
makes the choice a simple one. In the latter case, the vertical 
stresses at 'the edges and,centre of the load are probably sufficient 
to determine the maximum settlement, and the greatest differential 
settlement ( a smooth curve drawn between ). In th~ former, however, 
more comprehensive stress plots using SYMAP will be required. 
It'urther refinement to the abovp. approach _ could be include4, 
e.g. the adoption of 'n non-associated flow rule in the drained model 
to give zero volume change during local shear failure. However, to 
• 
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obtain a connistent approach, true, 3-dimenaional consolidation i9 
required - the general lack of coupling of the'm~enitude an4 progress 
of 'consolidation settlement of the 1- and psuedo 3-dimensional 
analyses is not assumed in this case. A further extension to this 
work would thus be to employ an elastoplastic soil skeleton based 
on a satisfactory drained model ( such as suggested earlier ) in a 
true 3-dimensional consolidation analysis. In the above consolidation 
studies, the finite element formulation of Christian and Boehmer (52 ) 
is likely to be useful. 
Yet another important topic ,is the limited ability of soil to 
take tension. Drucker and Prager (43 ) have outlined a modified 
version of the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion that precludes the 
development of tension, and this provides a suitable basis for such 
a study along present lines. They also showed that the upper bound 
for the critical height of a vertical cut can fall below the probable 
true value for the "intact" model, when tension is precluded. 
Finally, the inherent anisotropy of soil, that is attributable 
to the nature of the sedimentation process is another worthwhile 
subject for study. Although anisotropy in elastic soils is readily 
, 
dealt with using the Finite Element Method, no such procedure has been' 
encountered for plastic anisotropy. Nevertheless, the formulation 
presented by Booker and Davis (53 ) appears promising as a possible 









Initialise constants and work areas 4 
[p] 5 
Generate a random V for each element and store B 1 




Consider 1st element of Bay 3 
Calculate the stiffness matrix of the element 4 
( Seotion 1.2.2.2. ) 





Calculate the stiffness matrix of the Eay 7 
( Section 1.2.4.2. ) 
Calculate the stiffness matrix of the Stack 
( Sections 1.2.5.2., 1.2.5.3. & 1.2.5.4. ) 
Yes 
Yes 
Calculate [F(r)] and [T(r+1,r)] for each Stack 








Set· up load vectors for all columns of nodes 
and store 
Consider leftmost column of nodes ( r-O ) 
E 1 
F 1 
_---I Calculate and store [h
r
} (Section 1.2.6.4. ) 2 
,Yes 
No 
Cons'ld.er 'next column of nodes to the right ( r-r+1 ) 
Consider rightmos't column of nodes ( r-n ), set 1------' 
[qr} - [OJ and store 
Consider next column of nodes to the left ( r~r-1 ) 
Calculate {qr} (Section 1.2.6.5. ) 
Consider 1st Bay of Stack (r) 
Calculate {q} for the Bay and DO, {IT} and fr for 
e , Z 















Read £In. {--}I< ~ for all elements from disk into G 1 
{.At.I} ,'tAU-I} and A.o-~ , respectively' 
Calculate ~ for each element 
Ini tiallse I';\..~}, 
zero 
Set lq-'} - t"""ol + lAtr'1 and 
for all elements 
for all elements to 
q-' -z '. 
Consider 1st element ( i-1 ) 
4.~------~----~ 
Calculate ~I' and ~II 
Determine the highest and lowest values amongst 













Calculate 0'""1 and 'II 
o 0 
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Set s - q:. / ("1 -: ~ ) I l' 
o 0 
Set t~J- tt}+ s( lAt.!} ), [~J .. - tct;,J + s( tAO-I} ) 2 
an'd cr..
z 
- 0: ~ so( Arl ) 
o z' z 
o 0 
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factor of (1-s) 
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. " Calculate {.£LJ and dF -(}~C7"" O<rz 
t 
/Read [EJ from disk/ 5 
t 
Calculate [D:p]j 6 
't , 
Calculate tAcr;} J 7 
t 




Set· tllo} - [ro} + LA<t-11 and <1'Z - oz + Acrz 
, and {€.} • t~) + tAc'} 001 
9 
\I' 
Calculate and accumulate initial stresses lAo'""J and 10 
A.~" -z'. 
t 
Calculate body force vectorl 11 
1 
Accumulate body force vector at middle 
t 
joint of BayJ 12 
Distribute the effeot of the body force vector at 13 
middle joint of Bay to four corner joints 
~ 
Add'body force vectors to load vectors I 14 
, @ 6. 
~ _____ N_°-t1.1 • 
, 15 




Take next element ( 19 
, ,-
vectors-added No K 1 ' 
!( Consider leftmost column of nodes (r-O) r 2 , 
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Calculate and store [hrl ( Section 1.2.6.4.) 3 









Consider rightmost column of nodes (ran), set 
Consider next column of nodes to the left ( r~r-1 ) 
Calculate 1. qrl (Section 1.2.6.5. ) 
Consider 1st Bay of Stack (r) 
Obtain tPe vectors accumulated 
at middle joint of Bay 
Calculate {qel· for the Bay using tPel just 
obtained, and toJ, {?-} and 0; . for each element of 
the Bay ( Section 1.2.6.7. but no storage on disk) 
Calculate tA Ell t tAq-ll and Art-~ for each element of 

















Print displacements of all nodes 17 
No 18 
Update ;;. for al1 elements 20 
Print plastic element numbers, node displacements L 1 
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Yea 
Add load increment to load vector 3 
" 
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Read tA~' J, lAQ"-'} 
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Ar' for all 
z 
L 
Set s • current load increment/1st load increment 
Mul tiply [ A~ t J • [Acr-' 1 and Ao-' by:,s for all elements z 
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